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The maturing field of nanotechnology is so wide and multi-faceted that even finding a
common definition of this notion seems to be difficult. Among some possible definitions
published in the first issue of Nature Nanotechnology [1], I like the one of Prof. Mauro
Ferrari best. He states,
“At the nanoscale there is no difference between chemistry and physics,
engineering, mathematics, biology or any subset thereof. An operational
definition of nanotechnology involves three ingredients: (1) nanoscale sizes
in the device or its crucial components; (2) the man-made nature; and (3)
having properties that only arise because of the nanoscopic dimensions.”
The term “nanoscale” is commonly used for sizes below 100 nm [1]. For experimentalists,
the biggest challenge in nanotechnology is not developing new ideas and designs but
bringing these designs to reality by fabricating such man-made nanoscale objects.
While bottom-up approaches based on self-assembly were long expected to eventually
prevail over top-down lithography approaches, the latter are still dominant in many
important areas such as computer-chip or photonic-circuitry fabrication. However, all
top-down nanofabrication methods available today, such as electron-beam lithography,
are restricted to planar two-dimensional (2D) structures. A true three-dimensional (3D)
nanofabrication method is missing so far. Topographies with varying heights may be
accessible via so-called gray-tone lithography, but such geometries are commonly not
considered to be truly 3D. Current nanofabrication approaches can only enter the third
dimension by combining many processing steps to create layer-by-layer objects composed
of several two-dimensionally structured layers. These procedures are usually very time-
consuming and error-prone which limits the feasible number of layers to typical values
on the order of ten. Moreover, the final 3D structures will always exhibit a layered
nature. Consequently, the availability of a true 3D nanofabrication method could open
new avenues in nanotechnology.
In contrast to planar nanofabrication approaches, 3D direct-laser-writing (DLW) optical
lithography allows for the fabrication of arbitrary 3D structures in a single processing
step. Like in most optical technologies, the resolution in DLW is limited by diffraction.
With minimum lateral (axial) feature sizes around 100 nm (250 nm) and with even larger
minimum line spacings, DLW is not a real nanotechnology yet. In order to enable new




The diffraction limit: The concepts and developments in lithography and microscopy
are often closely related and sometimes even interchangeable. Thus, many forms of
microscopy have a lithographic counterpart relying on similar principles. Moreover,
optical microscopy and optical lithography share a common restriction, namely the
diffraction barrier. Ernst Abbe described this problem in his famous resolution formula [2]





where λ is the free-space wavelength of light, n is the refractive index of an embedding
medium, and α is the maximum half-opening angle collected by the lens. Along these
lines, the resolution of a corresponding lithography system is equally limited.
As can be seen in Abbe’s formula, increasing the aperture angle α, using immersion media
with higher refractive indices n, and decreasing the used wavelength λ will increase the
resolution of an optical system. In optical microscopy, when using modern objective lenses
and visible light, the Abbe formula returns minimum resolvable distances between 150 nm
and 400 nm.
In optical lithography, the industrial demand for ever smaller transistors on computer
chips has driven technologies to deep ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths down to λ = 157 nm
and will probably bring them to extreme UV wavelengths around λ = 13.5 nm in the near
future. This ongoing reduction in wavelength comes along with ever increasing challenges
for the optical design. On the microscopy side, the Abbe limit is pushed to resolutions
below 1 nm by utilizing the even shorter de Broglie wavelength of accelerated electrons
instead of electromagnetic radiation.
Could such small wavelengths be used to likewise push the diffraction barrier in 3D DLW
down to the nanoscale? Commmonly, visible exposure wavelengths between 500 nm and
800 nm are used in 3D DLW. The use of much shorter wavelengths is not possible while
maintaining the 3D capabilities: We will see in Section 2.1.2 that 3D DLW only works at
wavelengths where the used photoresist is highly transparent. Unfortunately, all potential
photoresist materials will likely absorb UV light to some extent. Regarding accelerated
electrons, we have already implied that such beams can indeed be used for nanoscale
lithography. Minimum linewidths below 10 nm [3, 4] are accessible – yet only in two
dimensions.
Breaking the diffraction limit: Fluorescence microscopy using visible light, is – despite
its resolution being inferior to that of electron microscopy – dominating the important field
of life sciences. The possibility to place different fluorescent markers within a single cell
allows scientists to access detailed structural and functional information from the interior
of living matter. Most importantly, optical microscopy can deeply penetrate the sample
volume and gather 3D information while electron-beam microscopy can only “scratch the
surface”.
Given these advantages of optical microscopy, many approaches that can circumvent the
diffraction problem and break Abbe’s resolution barrier have been developed. In 1994,
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Stefan Hell presented a far-field resolution-enhancing approach called stimulated-emission-
depletion (STED) microscopy [5]. This method is an extension of confocal laser-scanning
fluorescence microscopy that preserves all positive aspects of optical microscopy. Most
importantly, the capability for 3D imaging is not affected at all. In STED microscopy,
the diffraction barrier has been overcome by a large margin. Record resolutions down to
5.6 nm have been demonstrated using λ = 532 nm visible light [6].
Breaking the resolution limit in 3D DLW in a similar fashion could bring this technology to
the nanoscale and at the same time bring top-down nanofabrication to the third dimension.
While STED microscopy has demonstrated up to 40-fold improved resolution, a factor of
2–5 in lithography would already enable various new applications for DLW lithography.
Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to improve the resolution of 3D DLW by translating
STED or related concepts from optical microscopy to optical lithography.
Outline of this thesis
In Chapter 2, we will lay out the basic concepts of DLW lithography, introduce a
numerical method to calculate focal intensity distributions, and finally build a framework
to estimate the resolution limits of common DLW. We will emphasize the difference
between “linewidth” and “resolution” in lithography, two terms that are often used in
confusing ways.
In Chapter 3, we will give a detailed motivation for the combination of DLW with a
STED-like effect and discuss anticipated improvements. We will also describe alternative
depletion effects distinct from STED that have been discovered by other groups in parallel
to this thesis. We will discuss distinct advantages and disadvantages of all mechanisms.
In Chapter 4, we will describe the experimental methods used. After introducing the
experimental setup, a method to characterize and optimize the focal intensity distributions
is explained.
In Chapter 5, we will describe the challenges and solutions in finding photoinitiators
suitable for STED. Having found two photoresist formulations for STED-like lithography,
we will examine the underlying processes by means of pump-probe experiments and time-
resolved lithography experiments.
In Chapter 6, we will demonstrate improvements in lateral linewidth, in lateral resolution,
in axial lineheight, and in axial resolution using different depletion foci. The presented
resolutions exceed the capabilities of common DLW and break the diffraction limit in
the lateral as well as in the axial direction for the first time. Finally, we apply the
enhanced resolution of our new lithography approach to realize a polarization-independent
3D carpet invisibility cloak operating at visible frequencies. Such a device could neither
have been fabricated using common DLW nor (most probably) with any other available
micro-/nanofabrication approach.





The scope of this thesis is to combine 3D DLW optical lithography with the idea of STED
optical microscopy to improve the attainable resolution of the former. In this chapter, we
will review the fundamentals of conventional DLW. We will also discuss the limitations of
diffraction-limited optical lithography in general and the resolution of DLW in particular.
The notions and concepts presented in this chapter are paramount for the understanding
of the new improved approach to be introduced in Chapter 3.
2.1. Direct-laser-writing (DLW) optical lithography
In a nutshell, DLW optical lithography
[7–14] is a technique that allows for the
fabrication of nearly arbitrary 3D polymer
structures in a single processing step. Like
guiding a paintbrush over a piece of paper,
a focused laser spot is moved along pre-
programmed trajectories in three dimen-
sions within a photoresist volume. For a
common negative-tone photoresist, unex-
posed regions are washed out while exposed
regions withstand a solvent wash. In the
end, a freestanding 3D structure resembling
the written trajectories remains.
Other nano-fabrication approaches like electron beam lithography are usually restricted
to planar lithography. Thin layers of resists can be structured at very high resolution.
However, 3D structures can only be achieved by either stacking several layers on top of
each other [20] or by performing alternating lithography, evaporation, and planarization
steps [21]. The attainable number of layers is usually around ten and limited by the
reproducibility of the alignment and by the time needed for each fabrication step.
In sharp contrast, a nearly unlimited number of shapes is attainable in 3D DLW with
reasonable fabrication time and effort. The minimum feature sizes and spatial periods,
however, are governed by the shape of the focus and the photoresist properties. Usually,
lateral (axial) feature sizes down to 100 nm (250 nm) are feasible. This lateral extent is
roughly ten times larger than that attainable in electron-beam lithography [3, 4].
The 3D structures fabricated with DLW can be very complex and can even contain free-
form surfaces. Some examples for 3D structures written with DLW are depicted in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1.: (a–e) Scanning-electron micrographs of exemplary structures fabricated
via 3D DLW. (a) Intermeshing links of a micro chain fabricated via 3D DLW. Taken
from Ref. [15]. (b) Bi-chiral photonic crystal consisting of intermeshing helices along
all three cartesian axes. Taken from Ref. [16]. (c) Helices written in a positive-
tone photoresist and filled with gold. Left side: Focused-ion-beam cut of the
polymer-gold composite. Right side: Free standing gold helices with the surrounding
polymer removed. Taken from Ref. [17]. (d) Model of the Brandenburg Gate.
(The substrate background has been removed from the image.) A Courtesy of
Nanoscribe GmbH [18]. (e) A 3D polymer structure designed for biological cell-culture
experiments. (f) Confocal fluorescence micrograph of a similar structure occupied by
a beating chicken heart cell. Previously published in Ref. [19].
Even intermeshing structures like the links of a chain can be fabricated [15] because the
laser can be focused through material that has already been exposed (see Fig. 2.1 (a)).
The materials that can be directly patterned via DLW are rather limited and include
mainly polymers and few other materials like, e.g., chalcogenide glasses [22, 23]. However,
the polymer structures can be used as templates to be coated with other materials like,
e.g., silver [24, 25]. Using so-called “double-inversion” [26] or “single-inversion” [27, 28]
processes, the template structure or its inverse can be transferred to materials like silica
glass [26–28], silicon [26–28], zinc oxide [29], or even gold [17].
DLW has emerged from the nanophotonics community and has found various applications
therein, like the fabrication 3D photonic crystals [7, 8, 10, 30], chiral optical materials [16,
17, 31, 32], 3D photonic quasi-crystals [27, 33], 3D photonic metamaterials [17, 24, 34], 3D
gradient-index devices for transformation optics [35], microdisk resonators [36], structures
including optical emitters [36, 37], and 3D chip-to-chip optical interconnects [38, 39].
Not only nanophotonics, but many other scientific fields can profit from tailored 3D
structures on the micro- to nanoscale. For example, mechanical metamaterials with
tailored mechanical properties not found in nature can be fabricated with direct laser
writing [40, 41]. Special 3D photonic crystals may serve as particle accelerators driven
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by optical electric fields [42]. Three-dimensional scaffolds for cell-culture experiments
are promising candidates for next-generation “designer Petri dishes” [19, 43] (see, e.g.,
Fig. 2.1 (e, f)). DLW using biodegradable polymers has been demonstrated [44] and can
enable 3D micro-structured scaffolds for tissue engineering. Moreover, the imitation and
modification of surface microstructures found in nature (like, e.g., the feet of a gecko [45])
is possible with 3D DLW.
Especially optimizations and other systematic parameter variations are very convenient
in DLW, as there is no need for the design and fabrication of masks or masters, which
would come along with a long process chain and possibly with the dependence on external
facilities. In 3D DLW, a design can be changed on the computer and be fabricated one
minute later. This leads to extremely short iteration cycles.
2.1.1. DLW workflow and exposure mechanism
Let us first get a quick impression of the workflow in DLW lithography. The common
DLW workflow is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.2.
First, a photoresist is placed on a glass substrate via drop casting or spin coating. Usually,
a microscope coverslip serves as substrate. A focused laser beam is used to locally expose
the photoresist volume. The exposure occurs only within a small three-dimensionally
confined volume around the geometrical focus. We will refer to this exposed volume
element as a “voxel”.1 By translating the sample with respect to the focus, 3D exposure
patterns can be formed out of these voxels (Fig. 2.2 (b, c)) within a single processing
step. For a so-called “negative-tone” photoresist, the exposed regions undergo a chemical
reaction that increases their resistance against solvents.
When the exposure is completed, the sample is put in a solvent bath during the
development step. Unexposed regions are dissolved while exposed parts withstand the
solvent. After removing the solvent via blow-drying with nitrogen gas, a free-standing
polymer structure remains on the substrate (Fig. 2.2 (d)). Fig. 2.1 (e) shows a SEM of the
final developed structure corresponding to the cartoon in Fig. 2.2.
photoresist
glass substrate
a b c d
Figure 2.2.: Illustration of the workflow in DLW optical lithography (not to scale).
(a) Photoresist on glass substrate. (b) Exposure with a focused laser beam.
(c) Exposed structure embedded in unexposed photoresist. (d) Free-standing
structure after removal of the unexposed resist. Previously published in Ref. [19].
1The word “voxel” is chosen in analogy to the picture element commonly referred to as pixel.
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The exposure mechanisms and the involved chemical reactions depend on the resist system
used. A commonly used class of photoresists is based on free radical polymerization.2 Such
photoresists typically consist of at least two components: A substance to be cross-linked
(e.g., a monomer) and a photoinitiator. The former is usually transparent at relevant
optical frequencies whereas the latter is supposed to absorb light and initiate a chemical
reaction.
After photoinitiator molecules are excited via light absorption, a certain fraction of the
molecules will generate radicals (e.g., via cleavage or charge transfer to other molecules).
These radicals initiate a polymerization reaction, which proceeds in acquiring monomer
molecules until the propagating radical chains are terminated or until no monomer is left.
Monomers with multiple polymerizable groups (e.g., multiple acryloyl groups) can not
only form chains but also cross-linked polymer networks. When the molecular weight of
this network has reached a certain threshold value, it becomes insoluble.
As the dynamics of the reaction described above can be very complex in detail, the
underlying mechanism is often neglected and it is assumed that the photoresist will
withstand the solvent wash in case the local exposure dose D has exceeded a certain
threshold value Dth. We will refer to this model as the “threshold model”.
However, defining a local exposure dose is non-trivial as well. We will usually assume
that the local exposure dose is simply proportional to the number of radicals that have
been generated within a volume element. This number is proportional to the number of
photoinitiator molecules excited within the same volume element and to the number of
absorbed photons. Moreover, we will assume that exposure doses of sequential exposures
do completely add up. This means, a photoresist “remembers” all below-threshold
exposures. If the accumulated exposure dose finally exceeds the threshold dose, the resist
will solidify.
2.1.2. Two-photon absorption for three-dimensional exposure
Three-dimensional DLW is usually based on two-photon absorption (2PA). This process
demands for high peak intensities and therefore rather expensive pulsed laser sources. Let
us quickly explain why the use of 2PA is necessary and why one-photon absorption (1PA)
can in general not be used for arbitrary 3D structuring.
In everyday life, light is nearly exclusively absorbed via 1PA. This means that, e.g., a
single atom or molecule undergoes an electronic transition induced by the absorption of
a single photon. The probability of the absorption process is proportional to the local
light intensity at the absorber. Loosely speaking, the 1PA probability is proportional to
the probability of finding a photon at the absorber’s position, hence, proportional to the
photon density, and, therefore, to the light intensity.
As usual photoinitiator molecules have electric-dipole-allowed transitions, it is actually
not the light intensity I (i.e., the time average of the modulus of the poynting vector
2Other prominent 3D-DLW photoresists are SU-8 (a negative-tone photoresist based on cationic
polymerization) and the positive-tone photoresist AZ 9260.
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〈|~S|〉 = 〈| ~E × ~H|〉 = I) but the electric field ~E alone that is relevant for the absorption.
More specifically, the absorption probability is∝ | ~E|2 and the exposure dose isD ∝ | ~E|2 T ,
where T is a fixed exposure time. For the sake of simplicity, we will often use the inaccurate
term intensity instead of | ~E|2, as these quantities are usually proportional to each other
in good approximation (see Section 2.2.2 for a counterexample). We can neglect the
orientation of the electric field relative to the transition dipole of the molecules, assuming
the molecule axes to be randomly distributed within the ensemble.
In case a photoresist absorbs light via 1PA, the beam is indeed significantly attenuated on
its way towards the focal point. For a plane wave, the attenuation caused by 1PA follows
dI
dz = −σ1PA ·N · I(z) (2.1)
and leads to the Beer-Lambert law
I(z) = I0 · e−σ1PANz , (2.2)
where I is the light intensity, z is the spatial coordinate along the direction of light
propagation, σ1PA is the linear absorption cross-section of the absorbing photoinitiator
molecule, and N is the number of photoinitiator molecules per unit volume. The situation
for a Gaussian beam profile impinging from bottom up is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (a). The
intensity integrated over the lateral coordinates x and y (right sub-panel of Fig. 2.3 (a))
shows that most of the light is absorbed before the focal volume is reached. Clearly, this
situation is inconvenient for three-dimensional exposure.3
To get rid of this intensity gradient, one will likely choose the concentration of the
photoinitiator (and hence, the resist’s optical density) to be very low, at the expense
of the photoresist’s sensitivity. When focusing a laser beam into such a photoresist
(see Fig. 2.3 (b)), the light deeply penetrates the sample. However, the light is not only
absorbed inside the focal volume, but also within the complete laser cone. Clearly, the
light intensity is highest within the focus and lower within the cone. The number of
absorbed photons per volume is proportional to these intensity values. However, if we
calculate the number of photons absorbed within a thin z-slice of this cone (i.e., integrate
the intensity over x and y), we see that the this quantity is independent of z (Fig. 2.3 (b),
right plot). This can immediately be understood, as
∫
dx dy I(x, y, z) = P (z), where P is
the power transmitted in z-direction, which is supposed to be z-independent due to the
negligible absorbance and due to energy conservation.
The fact that the number of photons absorbed per z-slice is the same for all z-positions is
no issue for the exposure of a single voxel. The exposure dose per volume is highest within
the focal volume. If the photoresist exhibits a threshold behavior, the focal volume can
be effectively exposed while the remaining cone stays effectively unexposed (because the
exposure dose is below the threshold value). After development, a three-dimensionally
confined polymer volume would result. However, the situation is different if the exposure
3Consider a numerical example: A photoresist composition containing a typical concentration
(0.05 mol/L) of a common photoinitiator (extinction coefficient 100 000 L mol−1 cm−1) attenuates an




























































Figure 2.3.: Illustration of the different exposure dose distributions for one-photon
absorption (1PA) and two-photon absorption (2PA) when focusing a Gaussian
beam from below into a photoresist volume. (a) Strongly absorbing photoresist
attenuating the incoming beam via 1PA. The normalized intensity is plotted. (b)
Weakly absorbing photoresist where the beam can penetrate the resist volume and is
absorbed at all z-positions via 1PA. Again, the intensity is plotted. (c) Photoresist
absorbing the beam via 2PA. The squared intensity (which is proportional to the 2PA
probability) is plotted. The beam can easily penetrate the volume and the absorption
is confined along z-direction. The right sub-panels show line plots corresponding to
the exposure dose integrated over x and y.
of a whole plane is aimed for. In this case, one will raster scan the exposure volume within
the anticipated 2D plane. This raster scanning leads to an accumulation of the number
of absorbed photons above and below the focal plane. If we assume the plane’s lateral
extent to be very large and the raster pitch to be very small, we can account for the 2D
raster scanning by integrating over x and y. Again, we end up with an exposure dose
that is independent of the z-position. Hence, after development, we would expect to see
a block of polymer where only a plane was desired. Consequently, such a 1PA-approach
is not suitable for arbitrary 3D structuring.
In contrast, two-photon absorption is a non-linear optical process where two photons are
absorbed simultaneously to drive an electronic transition of a single absorber (e.g., a
photoinitiator molecule). As two photons are needed for this process, the probability of
the absorption now scales with the squared intensity. Loosely speaking, the probability
for 2PA is proportional to the probability of finding a first photon (P1st ∝ I) and then
finding a second photon (P2nd ∝ I) at the absorbers position, hence, P = P1st ·P2nd ∝ I2.
For a plane wave and in absence of 1PA, the attenuation caused by 2PA follows
dI
dz = −σ2PA ·N · I(z)
2 , (2.3)
where σ2PA is the molecular 2PA cross-section. We will see that this non-linearity is crucial
for achieving arbitrary 3D structures when assuming an accumulating exposure dose.
The values of this cross-section are usually very small. As 2PA is very improbable, it can
only be utilized at optical frequencies where the 1PA cross-section vanishes. Otherwise,
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1PA would dominate over 2PA. This situation is usually given when the fundamental
electronic transition of a molecule requires an energy higher than that of a single photon
but smaller than the combined energy of two photons. Due to the small cross-sections,
negligible attenuation of the beam is expected. To drive efficient 2PA, however, high
field intensities are required, so that the correspondingly high photon flux density can
compensate for the small 2PA cross-sections. This can be achieved by using femtosecond
laser pulses with high peak powers combined with tight focusing of the laser beam. Under
these conditions, efficient 2PA occurs within the focal volume while the adjacent regions
remain effectively unexposed: Due to the quadratic dependence on the light intensity, the
absorption probability above and below the focal plane decreases rapidly.
Figure 2.3 (c) illustrates a beam that is exclusively absorbed via 2PA. In this panel,
the squared intensity is plotted as a measure of the exposure dose (D ∝ | ~E|4 T ∝∼ I2 T ).
Note that this distribution is somewhat tighter than the distribution in (b) due
to the squaring. Moreover, the exposure dose integrated over x and y (which is
∝
∫
dx dy I(x, y, z)2 6= const) shows a clear confinement around the z-position of the focus.
Consequently, unlike for 1PA, exposing a plane parallel to the substrate surface with 2PA
is possible without losing the confinement in z-direction.
Finally, we can conclude that non-linearity is not just beneficial but paramount to access
3D geometries. Utilizing 2PA as non-linear process is very convenient. It should be
noted that it is also possible to achieve simple 3D geometries with linear 1PA when the
photoresist offers a special chemical non-linearity [46]. If the photoresist after some time
tends to “forget” any exposures that did not exceed the polymerization threshold (e.g.,
due to diffusion exchange of the insufficiently converted monomer) the accumulation of the
exposure dose is less pronounced. In this case, integrating over x and y is not adequate to
describe the accumulation and 3D capability cannot be ruled out by the above reasoning.




2.2. Theory of the focus shapes
Like the paint brushes in painting, the focal
intensity distribution is of critical impor-
tance in DLW. Before we can predict the
attainable resolution in DLW we need to
gather detailed knowledge about the shape
of the writing spot used. This information
is accessible through numerical calculations
or through direct experimental measure-
ments. The numerical method will be used
throughout the remainder of this thesis to
predict the resolution in regular DLW and
to design phase masks for the depletion
patterns needed for STED-inspired lithography.
As a rule of thumb, the lateral extent of the focal intensity distribution scales with λ/NA,
where λ is the vacuum wavelength of the used laser light, NA = n sinα is the numerical
aperture, n is the refractive index of the immersion medium or the photoresist, and α is the
maximum angle towards the optical axis of the focused rays within the respective medium.
Consequently, for very tight focusing, objective lenses supporting large opening angles α
and large refractive indices n are necessary. Numerical apertures of NA = 1.4 are very
common in DLW and also used throughout this work. Nowadays, objective lenses with
even higher numerical apertures such as NA = 1.57 are commercially available (e.g., ZEISS
Plan-Apochromat 100×/ 1.57 NA). Such objectives come along with significant drawbacks
like, e.g., very high investment costs, the need for high-index immersion fluids, and small
working distances. Furthermore, the photoresist refractive-index n (usually n ≈ 1.52)
sets an upper bound for the applicable NA: In case NA > n holds, the outermost rays of
the laser cone will not even propagate to the focus but undergo total internal reflection at
the interfaces from the immersion medium or substrate (with n > NA) to the photoresist
(with n < NA), leading to an effective decrease in NA.
2.2.1. Numerical calculation of the vectorial field distribution in the
focus
When focusing a laser beam under large opening angles, the focal intensity distribution
significantly deviates from simple analytic forms like the so-called Gaussian beam. In
this case, the focus formation can no longer be described by a scalar formalism, since
the polarization of light has to be considered. The resulting focal intensity distributions
are commonly calculated numerically. In our implementation, we follow the work of A.
van de Nes et al. [47]. This method is based on the diffraction integrals by Richards and
Wolf [48, 49] and allows to account for several interfaces between the objective lens and the
focus. In this way, the different refractive indices of glass substrate and photoresist can be
considered and the effect of resulting aberrations can be predicted. Moreover, this method
allows for the description of the focus of an arbitrary laser beam. In particular, arbitrary
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Figure 2.4.: Schematic illustration of an imaging system, representing the micro-
scope objective lens used in DLW to focus the writing laser beam. An incoming
laser beam is described by its complex electric field distribution ~E0(kr, kφ) on the
back focal plane Ω′. The operator M corresponds to the objective lens and maps
the incoming fields to the outgoing electric field ~E1 on the exit pupil Ω. Substrate,
photoresist, and the corresponding interfaces are not depicted for simplicity. Adapted
from Ref. [47].
amplitude, phase, and polarization distributions of the electric field can be specified at the
objective’s back focal plane. Consequently, focus shaping with phase masks or amplitude
masks can easily be explored and optimized.
The approach for the calculation of the electric field inside the focal region is illustrated
in Fig. 2.4. First, the spatial electric-field distribution ~E0(kr, kφ) at the back focal
plane Ω′ of the objective lens and the vacuum wavelength of the light source used is
defined. This distribution ~E0(kr, kφ) is the spatial profile of the incoming laser beam
to be focused. For the beam profile, kr and kφ are lateral spatial polar coordinates
on Ω′. The coordinates x, y, and z are later used within the focal volume. The quantity
~E0(kr, kφ) is defined as the complex vectorial amplitude of the oscillating electric field
~E0(kr, kφ, t) = Re[ ~E0(kr, kφ) · e−iωt], where ω is the angular frequency of the electric field
corresponding to the chosen vacuum wavelength.
Next, an operator M describes the objective lens and maps the field distribution from Ω′
onto a spherical shell Ω yielding ~E1(kr, kφ) = M ~E0(kr, kφ). The center of this sphere is
the geometrical focus. In absence of material interfaces, this operator M is a simple 3× 3
matrix depending on kr and kφ, where the three components correspond to the electric
field components of ~E0(kr, kφ) and ~E1(kr, kφ). This operation simply rotates the electric
field vectors as expected for the focusing element. For example, while the electric-field
vectors ~E0 at the back focal plane are usually purely lateral (e.g., for an impinging plane
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wave), the rotated electric-field vectors ~E1 can have non-zero z-components (see Fig. 2.4,
rotated components of ~E1).
To obtain the focal field distribution, the values of ~E1 on Ω are now used as amplitudes
of plane waves with wave vectors ~k. Now, kr and kφ, which were used as spatial
coordinates on Ω′ are reinterpreted as lateral wave-vectors components. The Cartesian
wave-vector components kx and ky on the sample side are derived from the given kr
and kφ. Furthermore, kz is given by kz(kx, ky) =
√
k2 − k 2r =
√
k2 − k 2x − k 2y with
k = |~k| = n · k0 = n · 2πλ . Here, n is the refractive index of the embedding medium
and λ is the vacuum wavelength of light. All these ~k-vectors point from their origin
on Ω towards the geometrical focus, where the corresponding plane waves will then
superimpose. If the incoming laser beam has a spatially constant phase ( ~E1(kx, ky) =
| ~E1(kx, ky)| exp(i ·const)), the plane waves superimpose in phase at the geometrical focus.






ei~k~r dkx dky , (2.4)
where ~r = (x, y, z) is the position vector relative to the geometrical focus [49].
For the numerical implementation it is convenient to interpret the integration over dkx







While a conventional numerical integration would have to be performed once for each
point within the three-dimensional focus volume, a single FFT is performed on an entire
x-y-plane, such that only one FFT per z-coordinate is necessary. Using a standard desktop
PC and for simple illumination geometries (e.g., a Gaussian beam), the FFT result for the
complete focal volume is evaluated within seconds while point-wise numerical integration
can take hours.
Up to now, the matrix M only describes the rotation and mixing of the electric-field
vectors due to the focusing by the objective lens. This matrix can be extended in a
straight-forward fashion to also account for different media with different refractive indices
along the optical axis [47]. Now, there is such a matrix for every medium m that we call
Mm which accounts for the lens as well as all relevant interfaces. To also account for
reflections at interfaces beyond the position of interest (i.e., with z-values larger than that
of the point to be calculated), we also have to take into account backwards traveling waves.
Consequently, there is a matrix M+m for the forward propagation waves and a matrix M−m
for the backward propagating waves within medium m. For the field distribution ~Em(~r),
where ~r is inside medium m, this leads to the expression
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Figure 2.5.: (a) Calculated distribution of 〈| ~E|2〉 in the focal plane when focusing
a linear polarized beam. (b) Same as (a) but for a circular polarized beam. (c) Line
scans through the geometrical focus along x- and y-axis for both polarizations.











~E0(kx, ky)dkxdky , (2.6)
where km and kzm correspond to the quantities k and kz for the current medium m.
Accordingly, k1 and kz1 correspond to k and kz for the medium m = 1.
For further details on the explicit form of M+m and M−m see Ref. [47]. Through these
matrices, the fields inside any medium can be directly computed without the need to
compute the complete field propagation from the lens to the point of interest.
2.2.2. Basic examples: Polarization and beam diameter
Before we begin with resolution considerations and think about shaping complex donut
modes, let us “sharpen our pencils” and calculate the shape of a common writing focus
in conventional DLW. For the experimental implementation, the experimenter has to
decide on two basic parameters of the writing beam: the polarization state and the beam
diameter. As a finger exercise, we examine these parameters using the code described
above.
Beam polarization:
It has already been mentioned that for focusing laser beams with high-numerical-aperture
objective-lenses the field distribution is affected by the polarization state used. All
common laser sources with polarized output deliver light of one linear polarization.
This first polarization state can be easily converted into circular polarization using an
appropriate quarter-wave plate inserted into the laser beam. A third possible polarization
state is radial polarization [50–52]. This polarization state leads to a very sharp laterally
confined focus and has already been applied to DLW [53]. However, the preparation of this
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polarization state (out of a linearly polarized beam) is rather complicated and involves
holograms, non-commercial segmented wave plates or interferometers [51]. Therefore, we
will restrict our considerations to linear and circular polarization here.
When focusing a linearly polarized beam, the quantities 〈| ~E|2〉, 〈| ~B|2〉, and I have distinct
spatial distributions. As described in Sect. 2.1.2, 〈| ~E|2〉 is the time-averaged squared
modulus of the electric field, 〈| ~B|2〉 is the time-averaged squared modulus of the magnetic
field, and the intensity I is the time-averaged Poynting vector. As already mentioned
in Sect. 2.1.2, the electric field component alone is relevant for the absorption processes
of interest. While the I-distribution within the focus is rotationally symmetric with
respect to the optical axis (not depicted), the 〈| ~E|2〉-distribution is not. Instead, the
latter is rather elongated along the direction of the beam polarization before focusing (see
Fig. 2.5 (a) for corresponding numerical results). For circular polarization, the 〈| ~E|2〉-
distribution is rotationally symmetric as well (Fig. 2.5 (b)). When we compare the linear
and circular-polarized cases (Fig. 2.5 (c)), the 〈| ~E|2〉-focus for linear polarization is wider
along the x-direction but sharper along the y-direction. The anisotropy in the focal field
distribution will likely lead to an anisotropic voxel. However, except for some special
applications, the building block in DLW should generally be as isotropic as possible.
Therefore, we choose the circular polarization in our setup and stick to it throughout the
remainder of this thesis.
Beam diameter:
We have already mentioned the fact that the lateral size of a focus spot is proportional
to λ/NA. Another rule of thumb states that the axial size even scales like λ/NA2. As
a consequence, high numerical apertures are necessary for tight focusing in the lateral
direction and of critical importance for tight focusing in the axial direction. To ensure
optimal focusing, the entire NA of the objective lens has to be utilized. The intuitively best
situation is to illuminate the objective’s entrance pupil with a constant intensity. In this
way, beam components impinging under all opening angles (that correspond to positions
on the entrance pupil) would be equally weighted. The resulting 〈| ~E|2〉-distributions are
shown in Fig. 2.6 (a). Figures 2.6 (d, e) display line scans through the data (green lines).
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) is 322 nm (786 nm) along the lateral (axial)
direction. This situation of a constant illumination intensity would, however, correspond
to an incoming Gaussian beam of infinite beam diameter and should therefore rather be
seen as a limit for very large beam diameters.
If the incoming laser beam’s diameter is much smaller than the entrance pupil of the
objective lens, only the inner part of its aperture is illuminated and the NA is effectively
decreased below the nominal value. Out of the box, common laser sources often have
beam diameters1 between 1mm and 2.5mm, whereas the entrance pupils of common oil
immersion lenses are in the range of 4− 6 mm. When using such beams directly, a focus
like shown in Fig. 2.6 (b) results, where the beam diameter has been chosen to be 40%
1Beam diameters of Gaussian beams are commonly measured between the points in space where the
beam intensity drops to e−2 of the maximum value.
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d e
Figure 2.6.: Calculated distributions of 〈| ~E|2〉 in the focus for different beam
diameters and circular polarized light. (a) x-z-slice for an infinite beam diameter
(i.e., the objective is illuminated by a plane wave). (b) x-z-slice for a beam diameter
of 40% the pupil diameter. (c) x-z-slice for a beam diameter that equals the pupil
diameter. (d, e) Line scans from the origin along the lateral and axial direction,
respectively. Negative r and z values are not plotted due to the symmetry of the
distribution with respect to the origin. Furthermore, all distributions are rotationally
symmetric around the z-axis.
of the pupil diameter. Clearly, the lateral and especially the axial extent are massively
enlarged (Fig. 2.6 (d, e)).
For a large laser beam, only a part of the beam’s power is entering the finite objective
aperture whereas the rest of the beam is blocked and therefore lost. Here, a trade-
off between tightness of the focus and transmitted laser power arises. A commonly used
compromise is to choose the beam diameter equal to the entrance pupil diameter. For this
configuration, a focus like depicted in Fig. 2.6 (c) results. The lateral and axial FWHM are
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both increased by only 7% with respect to a homogeneous illumination. While 86% of the
beam contribute to the focus, only 14% are lost in the Gaussian tails. This configuration
is a good compromise with close to perfect focusing and efficient power usage.
In our experimental setup the power of the writing laser is not a limiting factor. Thus, we
will choose the beam diameter to be roughly twice the entrance-pupil diameter. In STED
microscopy, the depletion-laser power is very often limiting the attainable resolution.
Along the lines of the above considerations, the diameter of this STED beam is often
chosen to be equal to the entrance-pupil diameter. For the depletion beam of our
experimental setup, we will also choose the beam diameter accordingly (see Sect. 4.1).
2.3. Resolution in optical lithography
In this chapter, we will elaborate on the
term resolution for different exposure con-
ditions in lithography. The Oxford dic-
tionary online [54] states that “to resolve”
in the context of optical or photographic
equipment is synonymous with “to sepa-
rate or distinguish between (closely adjacent
objects)”. Along these lines, we will use
the term resolution in lithography for the
minimum attainable distance between two
objects that are still separated. As we will
argue below, the size of a single exposed
feature is not necessarily related to the resolution of the lithographic system used.
We will start the chapter by recalling the considerations of Ernst Abbe related to
his famous diffraction-limit formula. We will see that this formula only applies to
single parallel exposures, e.g., to planar interference lithography or 3D holographic
lithography. Nevertheless, it will become clear that resolution can fundamentally differ
from linewidth for such exposure schemes. Next, we will turn to the Sparrow criterion,
which (under certain assumptions) allows to describe serial exposures schemes like DLW
optical lithography. Again, resolution and linewidth can differ tremendously.
Major parts of the following Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 have already been published in
Ref. [55] during the course of this thesis and have partly been taken over verbatim.
2.3.1. The Abbe diffraction limit
In the late 19th century, Ernst Abbe systematically investigated the resolving power of
optical microscopes leading to his famous formula [2, 56]. He considered a grating with
period axy in the x-y-plane inspected using an objective lens. The optical axis is along z
and a plane wave impinging along this direction serves for illumination. He argued that
at least the zeroth and both first diffraction orders of the grating need to be collected by
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Figure 2.7.: Diffraction-limited intensity grating (red) applicable to parallel expo-
sures of photoresist films. The squared intensity (purple) is relevant for a parallel
two-photon exposure. For a fixed exposure time, the threshold dose translates into
a threshold intensity (blue line), which determines the width of the exposed lines.
The incident vacuum wavelength is 800 nm and the numerical aperture NA = 1.4.
Previously published in Ref. [55].
the lens’ aperture in order to retain the information on the grating period. By using the







where λ is the vacuum wavelength of light, n the refractive index of the material in which
the grating and the lens are embedded, α is the half-opening angle of the microscope-lens
aperture, and NA is the numerical aperture.
If we now time-invert the scenery, we have three plane waves (zeroth and both first
diffraction orders) entering the objective lens and traveling backwards to the focal plane
where they interfere and form an intensity grating of the same critical period (see Fig. 2.7
for an example). This grating can then be used for a parallel “single-shot” exposure of a
photoresist film. In this way, a grating of the critical period can be created via lithography.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, we define the exposure dose to be proportional to the
number of absorbed photons, hence D ∝ | ~E|2 ·T for 1PA and D ∝ | ~E|4 ·T for 2PA, where
T is the exposure time.4
So far, we have only examined the light propagation and its diffractive nature. We have
already mentioned in Section 2.1.2 that a non-linear optical or chemical response of the
photoresist on the exposure light is required in 3D DLW. Would such a non-linearity also
help to improve the resolution of a parallel exposure defined along the lines of Abbe’s
considerations? One could for example exploit 2PA instead of 1PA. However, the above
reasoning would not change at all. The exposure pattern with grating period axy would
only change its shape (see Fig. 2.7, purple line). While the intensity of the interference
4For simplicity, we will further assume I ∝ | ~E|2 within this subsection.
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grating relevant for 1PA is given by cos 2(πx/axy), the square of the intensity relevant for
2PA follows cos 4(πx/axy). While the maxima of the one-photon exposure dose have a
FWHM given by








the FWHM of the two-photon exposure maxima is given by








Indeed, squaring the pattern does reduce the FWHM of the maxima by roughly a factor
of 1.4 . However, the attainable grating period is not affected and, hence, the resolution
in a single parallel exposure is not improved by the introduction of 2PA.
Another type of non-linear behavior can be introduced by the photoresist. Independent of
whether the exposure photons are absorbed via 1PA or 2PA, the photoresist can respond
non-linearly to the resulting exposure dose. One example is the polymerization threshold
that is commonly observed in photoresists. While the photochemistry leading to such
a threshold behavior is quite complex it can usually be described within the digital
model mentioned in Section 2.1.1. Within this threshold model, the photoresist is only
sufficiently exposed where the local exposure dose exceeds a certain threshold value (see
Fig. 2.7). Like the use of 2PA, this kind of chemical non-linearity can also lead to decreased
feature sizes. Reducing the exposure dose towards the threshold dose by decreasing either
exposure intensity or exposure time leads to smaller linewidths. In this fashion, arbitrarily
small linewidths could be achieved – in principle. However, exactly as in the case of the
optical non-linearity, the minimum period is still limited by the above Abbe formula and,
hence, the resolution is not improved by the chemical non-linearity.
The example of a single-shot parallel exposure with an interference grating has shown
that linewidth and resolution are generally not the same. In fact, in this example the
resolution is fundamentally limited by the Abbe limit, whereas the linewidth is not limited
at all. Consequently, in order to claim a certain resolution experimentally, we have to
fabricate a grating with the corresponding period. Two adjacent features separated by
the corresponding distance would still deserve the term “resolved” in the literal sense.
The extent of a single feature, however, is not a convenient measure for the resolution in
the literal sense or in the sense of Abbe. Although, in practice, achieving small feature
sizes is very challenging as well, we should try not to confuse these two notions.
When aiming at 3D structures, we also have to carefully distinguish between lateral
resolution (axy) and axial resolution (az). Abbe’s original formula does not make a
statement on the axial resolution. We can, however, extend Abbe’s reasoning in a
straightforward fashion by considering four (or more) laser beams with different wave
vectors ~k that are sent through the microscope objective towards the sample and
form a 3D interference pattern which can be used for a parallel exposure of a thick
photoresist film [57, 58]. The accessible bandwidth of kz-components determines the
axial resolution. Clearly, two beams counter-propagating on the optical axis would
span the largest bandwidth ∆kz = 2|~k| = 4πn/λ , where ~k is the wave vector
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inside a medium of refractive index n and λ is the vacuum wavelength. However, an
imaging geometry with a single objective lens does not allow for positive and negative
kz-components at the same time. Furthermore, the finite NA of the objective only
permits wave vectors with certain directions, leading to further limited axial bandwidth
∆kz = |~k| − |~k| · cosα = (1− cosα) · 2πn/λ. The minimum axial period of the hologram











The smallest possible az is obtained for n = NA, where the full half-space contributes
to the kz-bandwidth. In this case, the axial resolution is a factor of two worse than the
lateral one. For realistic numerical apertures, the ratio az/axy further increases. For the
common DLW parameters n = 1.5 and NA = 1.4, this ratio becomes 2.92. For a smaller
numerical aperture NA = 1.0 (which corresponds to the maximum NA for objectives
without an immersion medium), the resolution ratio increases to 5.26. These numbers
clearly indicate that for a single lens approach achieving good axial resolution is even
more of a challenge than achieving good lateral resolution.
In contrast to this Gedankenexperiment of parallel interference exposure, DLW is a serial
process. In a serial process, nonlinearities can be fully exploited. As we assume that doses
of sequential exposures simply accumulate linearly (which is a conservative assumption),
the reduced width of a single exposure (e.g., a line) can indeed translate to enhanced
resolution. The use of 2PA in a serial scheme therefore improves the resolution by roughly
a factor of
√
2, as we will argue in Section 2.3.2.
In contrast to our usual assumption of accumulating exposure doses, one might even be
tempted to assume that the photoresist “forgets” any below-threshold contributions of a
first line’s exposure, e.g., due to diffusion exchange.5 In this case, a second line could
indeed be located within one linewidth (center-to-center) next to the first line. The gap
between the two lines could even be smaller. In fact, nothing would fundamentally limit
this gap. Hence, resolution (i.e., minimum period) and linewidth would essentially be the
same.
The experimental findings of this thesis to be discussed in Chapter 6 are indeed consistent
with a
√
2-fold resolution improvement by two-photon absorption. We will also see,
however, that the reasoning regarding the threshold and the “forgetting photoresist”
is highly oversimplified: First, a perfect threshold could allow for arbitrarily small
linewidths. In reality, the smallest accessible linewidths are roughly 40% of the 2PA
FWHM. Second, an ideal “forgetting” photoresist would allow for arbitrarily small
gaps (i.e., linewidth would equal resolution). However, photoresist‘s usually seem to
“remember” a lot. In other words, our definition of the exposure dose, i.e., the assumption
of a linear accumulation of sequential exposures, is often meaningful indeed.
5The Schwarzschild effect found in photographic plates is a similar example for a “forgetting”
photosensitive medium and, hence, a deviation from our above simple exposure-dose definition with
purely linear accumulation. The Schwarzschild effect corresponds to no darkening of the photographic
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Figure 2.8.: Calculated | ~E|2-distribution of a typical writing spot. (a) Iso-surfaces
of | ~E|2. The profiles along the two black lines are depicted in (b) and (c). (b) Lateral
profiles of | ~E|2 (red) and | ~E|4 (purple) correspond to one-photon exposure and two-
photon exposure, respectively. (c) Axial profiles of | ~E|2 (red) and | ~E|4 (purple). The
horizontal lines in (b) and (c) correspond to the iso-intensity values of the surfaces
in (a). Previously published in Ref. [55].
2.3.2. The Sparrow criterion
As in optical microscopy, one can arrive at similar definitions of “resolution” in optical
lithography by reasonings different from those of Abbe. In fluorescence microscopy, the
Abbe criterion nearly coincides with the Sparrow criterion. Sparrow originally investigated
the diffraction-limited resolving power of spectroscopes. He found that a spectral line pair
(broadened by diffraction) is still resolvable as long as there is a local minimum in the
middle of the signal [59].
This so-called “undulation condition” [59] can easily be translated to fluorescence
microscopy. Here, two slightly separated point emitters appear broadened by the
microscope’s point-spread function. In order to be resolvable, the sum of the shifted
point-spread functions must still have a local minimum. This criterion is also relevant
to serial lithography schemes like DLW, if we assume that the entire doses of sequential
exposures just accumulate, i.e., that the photoresist remembers everything. The required
local minimum in the sum of two shifted point exposures is then crucial for the separation
of the points, even for a perfectly sharp threshold. Translating this criterion to sequential
two-photon exposures is achieved by replacing the intensity profiles by their squares.
To evaluate the resolution in this sense, one needs detailed knowledge of the laser focus.
Here, we complement the above simple analytic considerations by numerical calculations
described in Section 2.2.1. We choose parameters corresponding to typical experiments,
in particular an exposure wavelength of 800 nm. The scalability of the Maxwell equations
allows for translating these results to other exposure wavelengths. The numerical aperture
is NA = 1.4 and the incident laser light is circularly polarized. The objective lens is
illuminated homogeneously. The resulting distributions of the squared modulus of the
(complex) electric-field vector, | ~E|2, and the square of that, | ~E|4, are depicted in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.9.: Exposure-dose distributions for two point exposures close to the
Sparrow criterion. The critical distances, axy and az, are derived from numerical
calculations. All plots shown use slightly larger values as indicated (i.e., axy + 10 nm
and az + 20 nm) such that small local minima are still visible. The exposure-dose
profiles along the black lines in the iso-intensity plots (left-hand side of each panel)
are plotted separately (right-hand side of each panel). The line plots show the
contributions of the single exposures (red) and the sum of both (blue). (a) Critical
lateral distance, axy, for one-photon exposure. (b) Critical axial distance, az, for
one-photon exposure. (c, d) Same as (a, b), but for two-photon exposure. A typical
value for the polymerization threshold in lithography (75% of the peak dose) is used
as dose value for the blue iso-surfaces, illustrating that the two point exposures are
not separated any more. Parameters are: 800 nm free-space wavelength, NA = 1.4,
and circular polarization. Previously published in Ref. [55].
To obtain the resolution according to Sparrow, we add two numerically computed exposure
profiles that are shifted with respect to each other in either the lateral or the axial
direction. We decrease the distance in steps of 1 nm until the local minimum in the
sum vanishes. We choose the smallest distance that still yields a local minimum to be
the critical distance. Again, we use D ∝ | ~E|2 · T for 1PA, and D ∝ | ~E|4 · T for 2PA and
choose a fixed exposure time T . The results are depicted in Figure 2.9. For one-photon
exposure, we find the critical distances to be axy = 288 nm in the lateral direction and
az = 726 nm in the axial direction. The lateral value is very close to the analytic Abbe
criterion (axy = 286 nm). For two-photon exposure, the critical distances are reduced to
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axy = 200 nm in the lateral direction and az = 500 nm in the axial direction. Assuming
Gaussian profiles in lateral as well as in axial direction, one would expect that squaring
the profiles would reduce their extent, and hence also their critical distance, by a factor
of
√




2NA) = 202 nm (2.11)
that, indeed, nicely resembles the numerical result for the two-photon Sparrow criterion.
As expected, the numerical calculations show that the critical distances along the axial
direction are significantly larger than the lateral ones, just like the FWHM of the exposure-
dose profiles along the two axes. The elongation factors of FWHMs and critical distances
for one-photon and two-photon exposure profiles range from 2.45 to 2.52. Hence, we
suggest a further modified Abbe formula
az = λAR/(2
√
2NA) = 505 nm (2.12)
for the axial direction, where AR(NA, n) = 2.5 is the aspect ratio of the exposure volume
for NA = 1.4 and n = 1.52. Again, this intuitive and handy formula nicely approximates
the numerical results for the generalized two-photon Sparrow criterion.
To conclude this section, we want to remind the reader of the main points elaborated
herein. In the case of a single parallel exposure (e.g., with an interference grating) the
resolution is fundamentally limited by Abbes formula – independent of any non-linearities.
A non-linear optical behavior or a threshold behavior of the photoresist can, however, lead
to very small feature sizes that are not limited by diffraction.
For a sequential exposure scheme like two-photon DLW, we can likewise state that the
feature size is not directly limited by diffraction. If we assume that the photoresist
“remembers” all previous below-threshold exposures, the Sparrow criterion can be used
to describe sequential two-photon exposures. Again, under this assumption, the resolution
in the sense of Sparrow is fundamentally limited by diffraction. We will see in Chapter 6
that this assumption is not entirely true, yet a very good approximation.
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3. Combining DLW with a depletion
mechanism
In this chapter we will describe the potential combination of DLW optical lithography
and the core idea from STED optical microscopy. Benefits, challenges, and limitations
will be analyzed.
Major parts of this chapter have already been published in Ref. [55] during the course of
this thesis and have partly been taken over verbatim.
3.1. The depletion idea – from microscopy to lithography
As described in Chapter 1, it is desirable
to effectively decrease the lateral and/or
the axial extent of the exposed volume.
Diffraction sets fundamental lower limits for
this volume. It is Stefan Hell’s deceptively
simple yet ingenious idea of introducing a
depletion laser that enables circumventing
this limitation [5, 6, 60–65]. This idea
and its derivatives have already revolution-
ized fluorescence microscopy (see, e.g., the
special issue [64] for reviews and state of
the art). Let us briefly draw the analogy
between laser-scanning fluorescence microscopy and lithography at this point. In this
section, we will explain the basic idea of depletion with stimulated emission as an
exemplary mechanism. This general depletion concept is, however, not restricted to this
depletion mechanism.
In modern laser-scanning fluorescence microscopy, a laser beam is used to excite
fluorescent molecules within a specimen. Unlike in wide-field fluorescence microscopy,
commonly only parts of the focal plane are illuminated. Standard laser-scanning
microscopes use a single focused laser spot that is raster-scanned through the focal
plane (see Fig. 3.1 (a) for an abstract illustration of the excitation profile). The molecules
within the excitation laser-spot are usually excited via 1PA and emit fluorescence photons
subsequently. The light is collected through the same objective and guided to a single
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Figure 3.1.: Illustration of the basic idea in STED microscopy. A continuous
fluorescing medium is assumed. (a, b) Diffraction-limited excitation patterns (red)
usually induce fluorescing patterns of the same shape (blue). (c, d) An additional
depletion pattern can reduce the extent of the fluorescing pattern below the initial
extent. Increased resolution is obtained by time-sequential spatial scanning of this
sharper pattern.
photodetector.1 During sequential raster-scanning, the detected fluorescence intensities
for different positions of the excitation spot are assigned to the pixels of the final image.
More parallelized approaches may use moving interference gratings for excitation (see
Fig. 3.1 (b)) and cameras for detection.
Clearly, if many fluorescent molecules are within one spatial maximum of the excitation
profile, all of them will be excited leading to a rather simultaneous photon emission. In
case of a single photodetector, the entire fluorescence is detected and all molecules within
the excitation volume will contribute to a single pixel of the final image. In case of a
camera-detection scheme, the imaging pathway back to the camera similarly leads to a
loss in spatial information, such that the molecules can not be distinguished either.
The solution of this problem is to hinder the molecules within one maximum to emit at
the same time. Only a small portion confined to a smaller volume is allowed to actually
emit. One way to suppress the emission locally is to use STED. Usually, dye molecules are
excited, remain in their first excited singlet (S1) state for roughly 2 ns, and then fluoresce
1Usually, a confocal detection through a pinhole is used to increase the contrast along the axial direction.
As the idea of STED also works without a pinhole, we want to assume that the entire fluorescence is
collected and eventually contributes to the value of a single pixel of the final picture.
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STED in fluoresccence microscopy
STED in two-photon lithography 
with free-radical polymerization
Figure 3.2.: Jablonski diagrams for a fluorescent dye molecule in STED microscopy
(left) and a photoinitiator molecule in STED lithography (right). In STED
microscopy, dye molecules are excited and then quickly forced to undergo stimulated
emission. Through this efficient depopulation of the S1 state, spontaneous emission
can be strongly reduced. In STED lithography, photoinitiator molecules are excited
via 2PA and also forced to undergo stimulated emission. In this case, the depopulation
decreases the intersystem-crossing quantum yield and, hence, the contribution to the
polymerization initiation.
(see Fig. 3.2, left side). In the additional presence of an intense STED laser-beam of the
appropriate wavelength, however, the molecules will likely undergo stimulated emission
while they are in the S1 state. Every molecule that undergoes stimulated emission does not
contribute to the fluorescence signal. Indeed, these molecules emit photons via stimulated
emission. These photons have exactly the same wavelength as the STED laser (and
therefore can be filtered out before the detector) and are also emitted in the direction of
the STED laser beam (hence, leave the sample in the wrong direction). In contrast, the
fluorescence of undisturbed molecules is broadband and non-directional (and can, hence,
be collected in the backward direction). The higher the intensity of the STED beam,
the higher is the probability for stimulated emission and the lower is the probability for
fluorescence. The vibronic relaxation from S ∗0 to S0 is usually considered to be very fast
(often less than 1 ps [60]) such that re-excitation from S ∗0 to S1 by the intense STED
beam can be neglected.
Clearly, this on- and off-switching of the molecules’ detectable fluorescence only makes
sense if the resulting spatial distribution of the remaining fluorescing molecules is sharper
than the initial diffraction-limited one. This is achieved by overlaying spatial maxima of
the excitation profile (red) with local zero-intensity points in the depletion profile (green)
as depicted in Fig. 3.1 (c, d). In this manner, the excited molecules at the positions of
the depletion zeros are not affected at all. For all other molecules, the fluorescence yield
is decreased and therefore the profile of fluorescing molecules (blue) gets sharper. By
further increasing the overall depletion intensity, the fluorescence yield in the spatial tails
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of the distribution is further decreased while the molecules at the depletion zeros remain
undisturbed. This leads to a further confinement of the fluorescent volume without any
fundamental lower limit.
Importantly, a gain in resolution is not attained by decreasing the fluorescent volume
alone, as the periods of the excitation and depletion pattern remain unchanged. In
addition, a time-sequential readout by scanning of the foci or the gratings is necessary.
Therefore, the switching process has to be reversible. In case the depletion laser would
irreversibly switch off the molecules, the depleted areas could not be read out later on.
For a single-spot laser-scanning approach, a rule of thumb states that an n-fold resolution
increase in m dimensions requires at least nm reversible switching cycles. For a 10-fold
increase along all spatial directions of a three-dimensional volume scan this equals 1000
reversible switching cycles.
In principle, the STED idea can be directly transfered from fluorescent dye molecules
to the photoinitiator molecules within a photoresist. In conventional DLW, light from
a laser excites the photoinitiator molecules via 2PA (see Fig. 3.2, right side), commonly
using a single focused laser spot. As before, molecules may emit fluorescence photons.
Nevertheless, the majority of the molecules will undergo intersystem crossing to a triplet
state and eventually generate radicals. These radicals initiate the polymerization reaction
that leads to an irreversible solidification of common negative-tone photoresists. If the
molecules are forced to undergo efficient stimulated emission while they are still in the S1
state, they can not contribute to this chemical reaction. In this way, the exposure dose is
effectively reduced, as not all absorbed excitation photons and not all excited molecules
can likewise contribute to the chemical reaction. We will call this decreased exposure
dose the “effective exposure dose”. Using appropriate spatial profiles for excitation and
depletion, the effective exposure-dose distribution can again be confined towards the
zeros of the depletion pattern, just like the distribution of fluorescing molecules in STED
microscopy.
As in microscopy, the usage of STED or other depletion mechanisms does not directly
improve the resolution, it only reduces the extent of the effective exposure-dose profiles.
However, time-sequential exposures with raster-scanned foci then lead to an improved
resolution.
Finally, not only STED but also any other light-induced mechanism that disturbs
the process chain between excitation and the formation of the final chemical product
can reduce the effective exposure dose and, hence, serve as depletion mechanism for
STED-like lithography approaches. From now on, we will call this class of approaches
“depletion DLW”.
While no working mechanisms had been known at the beginning of this thesis, alternative
depletion methods have been developed in the meantime [66, 67]. In Section 3.6, we
will summarize possible microscopic depletion mechanisms in photoresists suitable for
depletion DLW.
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3.2. Depletion foci for lateral and axial resolution enhancement
To describe a generic depletion mechanism, we assume that the effective exposure dose is
given by




where D0 is the undisturbed exposure dose, Idepl is the local depletion intensity, and
γ is a photoresist-specific constant containing, e.g., the cross-section of the depletion
mechanism. We will derive this scaling for STED explicitly in Sec. 3.6.1. Nevertheless,
the outcome describes any depletion mechanism relying on a single molecular transition
properly.
3.2. Depletion foci for lateral and axial resolution
enhancement
Fortunately, the know-how for realizing
suitable depletion foci can be copied from
fluorescence microscopy (see, e.g., Ref.[68]).
A well-known and widely used focus is the
so-called donut mode which is illustrated
in Fig. 3.3 (a–c). It can be realized by
introducing a helical phase mask as shown
in Fig. 3.3 (d) into the beam. Here, the
additionally accumulated optical phase in-
creases from zero to 2π in one turn along the
azimuth. Upon using circular polarization
of the correct handedness, a wavelength of
532 nm and a numerical aperture of NA = 1.4, the intensity distribution shown in
Fig. 3.3 (a–c) results. The optical intensity on the entire optical axis is strictly zero. Thus,
depletion will never occur here and the axial distribution essentially remains unaffected.
However, this focus nicely allows for reducing the lateral extent of the effective exposure
profile. This may be useful for planar optical lithography, but is quite undesirable for
truly 3D optical lithography, where the worst spatial resolution (which is usually the
z-direction) limits the making of arbitrarily complex 3D structures.
Thus, the bottle-beam focus shown in Fig. 3.3 (f–h) is more attractive for 3D DLW. This
focus can be achieved by replacing the helical phase mask by the one shown in Fig. 3.3 (h).
Here, a cylindrical disk in the center of the beam introduces a π phase shift. For a
homogeneously illuminated objective, the diameter of the cylinder needs to be 1/
√
2 of
the pupil diameter, such that the cylinder covers half of the relevant beam area. In the
resulting bottle-beam focus, the intensity in the center of the focus is strictly zero. In
contrast to the donut, however, the intensity not only rises radially but also along the
optical axis. In fact, the depletion effect is more pronounced in the axial direction because
the depletion-intensity profile rises more steeply along the optical axis and because the
initial excitation volume is elongated in this direction. This aspect will lead to a more
pronounced axial linewidth improvement compared to the lateral one. The ultimate ratio
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Figure 3.3.: Calculated | ~E|2-profiles for common depletion foci. (a–d) Donut
depletion focus. (a) Iso-intensity surfaces of the donut depletion focus. The front
x-y-quadrant has been removed to reveal the interior. (b) Lateral intensity profile.
(c) Axial intensity profile. (d) Phase mask used for the generation of this focus.
(f–h) Same as (a–d), but for a bottle depletion focus rather than a donut. (e, j)
The anticipated resolution scaling with increasing depletion power is illustrated with
the extent of single voxels for each depletion mode ((e) donut, (j) bottle-beam).
Previously published in Ref. [55].
of axial to lateral voxel extent is given by the shape of the inner iso-intensity surfaces of
the depletion focus. Equivalently, this ratio is determined by the ratio of the curvatures of
the axial and lateral intensity profiles (compare Fig. 3.3 (g) and (h)). For the parameters
of Fig. 3.3, the ultimate aspect ratio is 0.7, i.e., the voxels can be smaller along the axial
than along the lateral direction.
The two different depletion foci can also be effectively combined by incoherently superim-
posing two corresponding pulsed depletion-laser beams with a small time delay [69]. Even
a coherent superposition of two continuous-wave (cw) beams with circular polarizations
of opposite handedness is feasible (calculations not shown). For many applications aiming
for complex isotropic 3D nanostructures, the desired voxel aspect ratio is one. The
combination of two phase masks allows for controlling the relative steepness of the axial
and the lateral intensity minimum via the relative phase and amplitude of the two beams.
In this way, an aspect ratio of one can be maintained for arbitrarily small voxels.
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Anticipated voxel scaling:
Let us get a first impression of the anticipated voxel scaling by using the previously
mentioned threshold model. Usually, regions with above-threshold excitation will remain
after the development step in a negative-tone photoresist. However, if the depletion factor
1/(1 + γIdepl) reduces the effective local exposure dose below the threshold, the regions
will again wash out in the developer (compare Eq. 3.1). As a result, the anticipated voxels
shrink in size. Strictly speaking, not only the voxel (i.e., the above-threshold volume) but
also the entire exposure profile shrinks. This also includes the below-threshold regions.
Therefore, not only the size of the exposed features but also the resolution in the sense of
Sparrow is expected to increase likewise.
For the donut depletion mode, only the lateral width decreases, whereas lateral and
axial extent decrease for the bottle-beam focus. Exemplary calculations for two-photon
excitation and depletion with either of the two depletion profiles are depicted in Fig. 3.3 (e)
and (j), respectively. Here, the local effective exposure dose is calculated according to
Eq. 3.1, where the squared excitation-intensity profile I2exc and the depletion-intensity
profile Idepl are chosen according to Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 3.3, respectively. The threshold of
the photoresist is chosen at 75% of the peak exposure dose. Panels (e) and (j) can directly
be compared, as the same depletion-beam power is used. The different depletion modes
have different peak intensities and therefore yield different scales on the horizontal axes.
Upon continuously increasing the depletion power, the feature sizes converge to zero (see
Fig. 3.3 (e, j)). There is no fundamental optics limit for the linewidth and the resolution
in optical lithography any more. When taking a close look, one can see that the lateral
voxel width is more effectively decreased with the donut mode than with the bottle beam
(orange lines in Fig. 3.3 (e, j)).
It is also interesting to study the asymptotic behavior for large depletion powers. Suppose
that the feature size is already strongly reduced and entirely limited by the depletion
power. The initial shape of the excitation profile is not relevant anymore and we can
assume a constant profile instead. The undisturbed exposure dose is D(x) = D0 = const.
In this case, the spatial minimum of the depletion profile can be approximated by a
parabola, Idepl = cPdepl x2, where c is a proportionality constant. The edge of an exposed
feature is given by the condition that the depletion intensity parabola exceeds a certain
value I0, such that the initial (spatially constant) exposure dose is reduced below the
polymerization-threshold dose Dth (i.e., Deff(Idepl ≥ I0) ≤ Dth). Solving the resulting
equation cPdepl x2 = I0 for x immediately leads to a feature size that scales like d =
2x0 ∝ 1/
√
Pdepl. Note that this reasoning does not involve the above 1/(1 + γIdepl)
depletion factor and should therefore apply to all possible depletion mechanisms alike.
Thus, for example, to reduce the feature size by a factor of 10, one needs to increase the
depletion power by a factor of 100. This means that undesired but possibly finite 1PA of
the depletion beam increases by factor 100, too. Two-photon absorption of the depletion
beam increases even by factor 104. This unfavorable scaling with depletion power suggests
that parasitic processes may at some point overwhelm the desired depletion benefit.
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3.3. Reduced noise sensitivity
Another anticipated beneficial aspect of de-
pletion DLW is that it can be used to sub-
stantially reduce the sensitivity of the criti-
cal dimensions (minimum attainable feature
size) with respect to errors or fluctuations.
For example, lithography industry demands
for robustness against power fluctuations
as large as 5%. The effect of such fluc-
tuations on DLW is studied in Fig. 3.4.
We use the simple threshold model and a
hypothetical exposure power with 5% rms
noise (Fig. 3.4 (a)). The excitation power
fluctuations directly translate into linewidth fluctuations. For these simple calculations,
the resulting voxel widths are calculated for each instant value of the excitation power
using the numerical data for the focal intensity distribution. The voxel extent along the
scan direction was neglected, corresponding to a very fast scan speed (compared to voxel
width and noise time-scale). Slower scan speed might lead to averaging along the scan
direction, effectively reducing the linewidth fluctuations.
The resulting voxel width and the relative voxel-width fluctuation for conventional DLW
and depletion DLW are plotted in Fig. 3.4 (b, c). To decrease the resulting voxel width,
one will decrease the excitation power in conventional DLW or increase the depletion
power in depletion DLW. The horizontal axes of Fig. 3.4 (b, c) therefore correspond
to excitation and depletion power, respectively. While conventional DLW suffers from
pronounced fluctuations for small feature sizes, the fluctuations in depletion DLW are
nearly independent of the feature size (despite the fact that the depletion laser is assumed
to be noisy as well). Three representative examples out of these panels (marked with
circles) are selected and explained in the following paragraphs.
When operated at rather high excitation powers (e.g., when the threshold is at the
half maximum of the exposure profile), conventional DLW is rather insensitive to noise
fluctuations (Fig. 3.4 (d)). Clearly, the resulting feature sizes are rather large. However,
when operated close to the threshold (e.g., when aiming for 100 nm linewidth), the
noise translates into terrible linewidth fluctuations – the test line even gets disconnected
(Fig. 3.4 (e)). Here, the 5% rms power fluctuations (or equivalently about 10% exposure-
dose) lead to linewidth fluctuations of 42% rms and peak fluctuations of 100%.
In sharp contrast, depletion DLW allows for having both at the same time, small linewidths
and robustness against fluctuations. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 (f). Here, we again
consider 5% fluctuations of the excitation laser, but additionally also 5% (uncorrelated)
fluctuations of the depletion laser. As depletion DLW allows to work far away from the
polymerization threshold, fairly small edge roughness results.
This increased robustness alone may be a major benefit of depletion DLW for many
applications. In many scientific applications, however, the excitation-laser power-
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Figure 3.4.: Linewidth fluctuations caused by fluctuating laser power. (a) Fluctuat-
ing laser powers for excitation and depletion (uncorrelated random numbers with 5%
standard deviation). (b) Voxel width and relative voxel-width fluctuations plotted
vs. average excitation power for conventional DLW. (c) Voxel width and relative
voxel-width fluctuations plotted vs. average depletion power in depletion DLW. The
excitation power is held constant at 141% of the threshold power. The relative width
fluctuations caused by noise of the excitation laser (red) and noise of the depletion
laser (green) are plotted separately. Selected working points are marked with circles
and illustrated in detail in (d–f). (d) Resulting line shape for conventional DLW where
the linewidth equals the FWHM of I2exc. (e) Shape of a thinner line for conventional
DLW. The reduction in linewidth is realized by decreasing the excitation power level
to 107% of the threshold power. (f) Shape of a thinner line for depletion DLW.
Excitation-power level like in (d), but the depletion power is increased. The depicted
line shape accounts for both lasers’ fluctuations. The upper panels in (d–f) show
calculated I2exc-distributions of the excitation focus (red), the Idepl-distribution of the
depletion focus (green), and the anticipated effective exposure profile (purple) along
the a lateral axis. The polymerization threshold is indicated in blue. Previously
published in Ref. [55].
fluctuations can typically be controlled to nearly 0.1%, in which case this aspect is only of
minor importance. We do emphasize, however, that small spatial inhomogeneities of local
photoresist properties (e.g., of the local concentration of photoinitiator and/or inhibiting
oxygen), which lead to an effective local threshold variation, would have the same effect
and may not be avoidable.
It is in general rather disadvantageous to work close to the polymerization threshold [70].
Besides the above linewidth fluctuations due to short term laser fluctuations, any
long term change in the excitation power (setup alignment, temperature drift) or in
the photoresist properties (oxygen concentration, temperature change) will change the
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linewidth by a large margin. This will likely lead to inhomogeneous exposures and
irreproducible lithography results. Moreover, as the threshold is not perfectly sharp,
exposures close to the threshold will yield a polymer of inferior conversion and cross-
linking. Depletion DLW can relax this situation as it allows to work further above the
polymerization threshold while maintaining small feature sizes.
3.4. Lithography with low numerical aperture
All considerations have so far assumed
a high numerical aperture of NA = 1.4 .
Such high numerical apertures provide the
sharpest focusing and therefore the best
attainable spatial resolutions as a starting
point. Their drawbacks are relatively high
price, small working distances, small fields
of view and the need for high-refractive-
index immersion liquids. The free work-
ing distances (i.e., with substrate thickness
subtracted) of such objective lenses are on
the order of 100µm (e.g., 90µm for the
objective Leica HCX PL APO 100×/1.40-0.70 Oil CS used in this work).
Lower-NA lenses are usually less expensive and provide significantly larger free working
distances (e.g., 2mm for a HI PLAN I 40×/0.50 with NA = 0.5). Moreover, these lenses
do not need an immersion-liquid and can therefore be used without physical contact to
the sample. This can be especially useful, e.g., if a sample is located inside a cryostat.
The resolution of lower-NA lenses is of course worse, especially along the axial direction.
For a more quantitative analysis, we calculate the focal intensity distribution of such
an objective lens using the numerical code presented in Section 2.2.1. The objective is
assumed to be illuminated with circular polarized light of constant intensity. The target
refractive-index is still n = 1.52, corresponding to the situation that the beam is focused
without immersion medium through a substrate into the photoresist. Figure 3.5 (a)
displays the calculated | ~E|4-distribution of the excitation focus with an objective lens
of NA = 0.5. The exposure profile has a FWHM of 598 nm along the x-direction and
6.1µm along the z-direction. The resulting aspect ratio is 10.2.
Along the lines of the considerations of Section 3.2, the depletion idea allows to obtain
very fine lateral feature sizes with such low numerical apertures by using a donut depletion
mode while maintaining the large working distance and field of view.
In contrast, sometimes, large features are even desired. For example, 3D scaffolds [19, 43]
for cell-culture often require thick polymer beams. In conventional DLW with high-NA
objectives, multiple line exposures have to be combined to achieve a single thick polymer
rod. Low-NA objectives allow for larger feature sizes. Usually, the resulting strongly
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Figure 3.5.: Calculated exposure profiles for a low-numerical aperture objective lens
(NA = 0.5). (a) Normalized | ~E|4-profile of the 800 nm excitation-laser relevant
for two-photon absorption. (b) Normalized | ~E|2-profile of the 532 nm wavelength
depletion-laser. (c) Effective exposure-dose profile calculated as Deff ∝ | ~Eexc|4/(1 +
20 · | ~Edepl|2), where Eexc and Edepl are unit-less and normalized to their respective
maximum values.
elongated voxels (see Fig. 3.5 (a)) are undesired and therefore the applicability of low-NA
lenses in conventional DLW is rather limited – even when large feature sizes are desired.
Using the depletion idea, the aspect ratio of the fabricated features can be improved.
A bottle beam generated through the low-NA objective can help to improve the aspect
ratio and to increase the axial resolution as well (see Fig. 3.5 (b)). However, the aspect
ratio of the inner iso-intensity surfaces of this depletion focus is larger than one, namely
AR ≈ 2. Therefore, even for very effective depletion, the resulting voxel aspect ratio will
remain above unity and saturate towards this value. An exemplary resulting exposure
dose profile calculated along the lines of Fig. 3.3 (but using low-NA data) is depicted in
Fig. 3.5 (c). The aspect ratio of the exposure-dose FWHM is 3.0, the lateral extent of the
profile is 419 nm. The extent is roughly twice the value of a conventional DLW exposure
with NA = 1.4.
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3.5. Time constants of the depletion mechanism
So far, we have not considered the time
dependence of our generic depletion mecha-
nism. In reality, depletion will only be pos-
sible for a certain time span after the pulsed
excitation of the photoresist. For conven-
tional DLW, a photoinitiator can be de-
scribed abstractly as depicted in Fig. 3.6 (a).
The photoinitiator in its initial unexposed
state A absorbs excitation-laser photons
and is eventually transferred to a final state
C that is irreversibly exposed. To allow
for a light-induced depletion process, the
photoinitiator has to pass through a vulnerable intermediate state B where it can
be influenced (see Fig. 3.6 (b)). Upon absorbing at least one depletion photon, the
intermediate state should recover to stateA.2 This is the criterion for a reversible depletion
process.
Directly after excitation, the state B is occupied for a lifetime τ . The interruption of
the process chain is only possible within this time span. Afterwards, the polymerization
process is irreversibly started. This irreversibility is essential as otherwise two crossing
lines could not be exposed: During the second line’s exposure, the first line would be
erased by the co-aligned depletion mode near the crossing point.
The lifetime τ together with the anticipated polymer linewidth imposes a fundamental
limitation on the maximum accessible writing speed. Suppose one wants to write lines
with d = 10nm feature size with a certain linear scan velocity v using a common donut
mode. Clearly, the depletion time-window τ must be closed before the laser foci can be
translated by one feature size from a first point written on the line. In case τ had not
yet passed, the crest of the translated depletion focus would deplete the exposure of the
previous voxel. One may even want a certain safety margin to make sure that the process
has really become irreversible. Let us omit this safety margin for now and estimate a very




For example, for τ = 1ms we obtain v ≤ 10µm/s, for τ = 1µs we obtain v ≤ 10mm/s,
and for τ = 1 ns we obtain v ≤ 10m/s. Today, routine DLW writing speeds are in the
range of 100µm/s. The largest speed employed in DLW so far is 190mm/s using scanning
galvanometer mirrors [71]. Future commercial instruments will likely move towards this
value. Thus, depletion time-constants in the ms range are clearly undesired, µs time
2To account for all possible depletion mechanisms that we will describe later on, we might need to
reinterpret these states as local properties of the whole photoresist system, and not of the photoinitiator
alone.
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Figure 3.6.: (a) Abstract picture of the states of a photoinitiator/photoresist in
conventional DLW. (b) The same, but for depletion DLW approaches. The lifetime τ
of the state B and the duration τrec of the “recovery”-transition limit the attainable
scan speed.
constants are acceptable but may become borderline in the near future, and ns time
constants are compatible with very fast writing.
This discussion seems to favor extremely short depletion time-constants. However, there is
a trade-off. The intensity required to deposit a certain energy necessary for the depletion
process increases like Idepl ∝ 1/τ . Thus, larger intensities are required for small τ , which
increases the relative weight of undesired multi-photon absorption of the depletion beam
that will likely occur in any photoresist at high intensities. Furthermore, the intensities
required for relatively large values of τ may still be accessible with cw depletion lasers,
whereas short depletion pulses are required for small τ .
A second important time scale τrec can arise if the recovery transition from state B to
state A is relatively slow. Actually, not only τ but the sum τ + τrec truly limits the
attainable scan speed. If the two foci would be translated by one feature size before the
recovery is completed, the second voxel could not be properly exposed. The unrecovered
photoinitiator molecules would not yet be available for a new exposure and the photoresist
sensitivity would be decreased.
In case the depletion is mediated by a single electronic transition (≈ 1 fs) and subsequent
vibronic relaxation (≈ 1 ps), τrec is of the order of only 1 ps [60]. Some alternative depletion
processes to be described in Section 3.6 may, however, have significant values for both
τ and τrec. This may be the case if the recovery itself involves some intermediate states
or if the depletion effect is not based on a single molecule but rather on changed local
resist properties. The concentrations of competing chemical species (Section 3.6.3) or a
local temperature change (Section 3.6.4) are possible examples for slowly-changing resist
properties. While the use of large τ can be motivated by inexpensive lasers and little multi-
photon absorption of the depletion laser, large τrec values should be generally avoided.
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3.6. Possible depletion mechanisms
The depletion necessary to enhance the
resolution in 3D DLW can be accomplished
in different ways. Any photo-induced mech-
anism that is locally prohibiting the forma-
tion of an insoluble cross-linked polymer is
suitable at first (see Fig. 3.7 for a list of
possibilities). Usually, after photoinitiator
molecules are excited by light absorption, a
major fraction of the molecules undergoes
inter-system crossing (ISC) to a long-lived
and reactive triplet state. From this triplet
state, initiating radicals are generated that
initiate a polymerization reaction. As soon as the polymer is sufficiently cross-linked it
becomes insoluble for solvents and the exposure has become irreversible. Any process
that disturbs this process chain may serve as a depletion mechanism in 3D DLW.
Figure 3.8 shows photoresist compositions owing a depletion mechanism distinct from
STED that have been published by the Fourkas group [66] and the McLeod group [67]
in 2009. In the following section, we will elaborate the anticipated properties of different
depletion mechanisms. These include STED and the two other mechanisms that have
been published meanwhile. We will point out distinct advantages and disadvantages of
the different mechanisms and explain why we think STED is still the most promising
candidate for future 3D DLW beyond the diffraction limit.
Finally, we will shortly discuss possible alternative mechanisms for an effective polymer-
ization inhibition (Figure 3.7 (d)-(e)). These alternative mechanisms may also interfere
with the above intended mechanisms without being recognized and can either amplify or
limit their performance.
3.6.1. Stimulated-emission depletion (STED)
In Section 3.1, we have already described the idea of using STED in lithography [60].
In this scheme, photoinitiator molecules are forced to undergo stimulated emission to
the ground state after their excitation and before intersystem-crossing takes place (see
Fig. 3.7 (a)). This stimulated-emission transition can be induced by the intense light of
a depletion laser. The dependence of the depletion efficiency on the depletion power
is easily derived when looking at the depopulation channels of the photoinitiator’s S1
state (directly after its population by the excitation pulse). The total depopulation rate
constant in absence of a depletion beam is ktot,0 = 1/τ = kfl +kISC +knr, where τ is the S1
lifetime state, kfl is the fluorescent rate, kISC is the intersystem-crossing rate, and knr is the
combined rate of all non-radiative decay channels. The undisturbed intersystem-crossing
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Figure 3.7.: Schematic diagrams of the molecular states and transitions for the
different depletion mechanisms in depletion DLW approaches. (a) STED lithography:
Photoinitiator (PI) molecules are excited via 2PA, relax to the S1 state and are
brought back to the ground state via stimulated emission (SE), before they can
proceed to the triplet (T1), generate radicals (R•), initiate a propagating polymer
chain (RM•) and finally yield an irreversibly cross-linked polymer. (b) RAPID:
PI molecules are excited via 2PA and generate an active species in a long-lived
intermediate state. Upon light excitation, the intermediate state is deactivated and
does not lead to a cross-linking polymerization. (c) Photoinitiation-photoinhibition
lithography: PI molecules are excited via 1PA and generate radicals that can initiate
the polymerization. Photoinhibitor molecules are activated via 1PA at a different
wavelength. The generated non-initiating radicals (Q•) can scavenge initiating
radicals and terminate propagating chains (RM•). (d, e) Alternative depletion
mechanisms in depletion DLW. (d) Excited-state absorption: After PI excitation,
several intermediate states can absorb the depletion light. From such highly excited
states, non-radiative decay to the ground state can occur. (e) Resist heating: Through
repeated absorption from an excited-state and non-radiative decay to the same
state, the resist can be heated and several resist properties can change with the
increased temperature, disturbing the excitation, initiation or polymerization process.
Previously published in Ref. [55].
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kfl + kISC + knr
. (3.3)
As the chemical reaction proceeds from the triplet state, the effective exposure dose
is Deff ∝ ΦISC,0. When the depletion laser is switched on, stimulated emission kSTED
is added as depopulation channel for the S1, and the depopulation now follows ktot =
kfl + kISC + knr + kSTED. Stimulated emission competes with the intersystem-crossing and







= ΦISC,01 + γIdepl
, (3.4)
where γ is a photoinitiator-specific constant, Idepl is the depletion laser intensity, and
kSTED ∝ Idepl is used. According to this simple model, the intersystem-crossing yield
and, hence, the effective exposure dose decreases continuously with increasing depletion
intensity. Finally, this leads to an effective exposure dose given by







that we have already introduced in advance (Eq. 3.1). Here, D0 is the exposure dose for
Idepl = 0.
Usually, the depletion-laser wavelength is chosen at the red end of the fluorescence
spectrum. This is a compromise between moving towards the wavelength of maximum
fluorescence (and, hence, towards maximum stimulated-emission cross-section) and
avoiding the fundamental absorption band (and, hence, limiting 1PA of the depletion
laser).
Advantages and disadvantages:
Compared to other mechanisms to be discussed below, STED offers the fastest time
constant, as the lifetime of the S1 state is typically 0.1 ns - 4 ns [5, 61]. Directly after
stimulated emission (and subsequent vibronic relaxation) the photoinitiator molecules
are ready for a new exposure. Hence, τrec is on the order of few ps [5, 60, 61] and therefore
τrec  τ . This allows for very fast scan speeds in the range of m/s (see Section 3.5), but
may require high depletion-laser intensities.
Stimulated emission is also unique among possible depletion mechanisms because it does
not inject additional heat into the photoresist, but even ejects energy from the system.
Other mechanisms have to be triggered by the absorption of a depletion photon, the
energy of which will finally become thermal. In contrast, when using STED, a new
photon which contains a major fraction of the initial excitation energy is emitted and
leaves the photoresist system.
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Figure 3.8.: Ingredients of the photoresist systems that provide a photo-deactivation
pathway distinct from STED. The resists contain cross-linkable multifunctional
monomer(s), a photoinitiator and in one case a photoinhibitor. The relevant
(normalized) spectra of the corresponding photoinitiator (and the photoinhibitor) are
plotted on the right hand side. The wavelengths used for excitation and depletion
used in corresponding lithography experiments are marked with arrows. (a) Resist
from Ref. [66] (spectrum for MGCB in ethanol). (b) Resist from Ref. [67] (spectra for
photoinitiator and photoinhibitor in CHCl3 [67]). Previously published in Ref. [55].
Although the alternative depletion mechanisms to be described below are less demanding
in terms of laser power and pulse timing, we have adhered to the idea of exploiting
stimulated emission as depletion mechanism because we feel that it offers the highest
future potential and no fundamental limitations.
3.6.2. Resolution augmentation through photo-induced deactivation
In Resolution Augmentation through Photo-Induced Deactivation (RAPID) lithogra-
phy [66] special cationic dyes (cationic diarylmethanes, cationic triarylmethanes, cationic
rhodamines [72]) are used as photoinitiators. The original implementation used malachite
green carbinol base (MGCB). Initially, this molecule was expected to support STED
and was chosen due to its very high extinction coefficient. MGCB has its fundamental
absorption peak at 620 nm, and another shoulder around 430 nm before the absorption
rises strongly towards shorter wavelengths (see Fig. 3.8 (a)). Two-photon absorption
of femtosecond pulses around 800 nm wavelength is possible and will likely excite the
molecule to a higher singlet state Sn followed by non-radiative relaxation to S1. One
would expect further red-shifted fluorescence emission around 700 nm wavelength. Hence,
a potential STED depletion could also be performed with 800 nm light. Depletion pulse
lengths > 50 ps would ensure that the depletion pulses do not cause efficient 2PA [66].
However, we could not detect any luminescence from MGCB in ethanol solution at the
anticipated spectral position for excitation wavelengths between 400 nm and 700 nm.
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Indeed, activating the depletion laser can induce an effective polymerization inhibition
in MGCB-based photoresists [66]. However, the authors have argued that the observed
effect can not be caused by stimulated emission, because the depletion effect is insensitive
to pulse delays between excitation and depletion pulses up to 13 ns. They assigned
the observed effect to the depletion of an intermediate state with longer lifetime τ (see
Fig. 3.7 (b)). This allows for the use of a cw laser for depletion and eliminates the necessity
for a precise pulse timing. The exact nature of the intermediate state, however, is yet
to be determined [72]. Possibly, these molecules could generate weakly reactive radical
pairs [66] or solvated electrons [72] upon excitation. These fragments could recombine to
the parent molecules via photo-induced electron-backtransfer.
Advantages and disadvantages:
The photoinitiator MGCB absorbs from 400 nm to 700 nm wavelength, i.e., essentially
throughout the entire visible spectrum. This fact has to be considered when handling
this photoresist to avoid accidental exposures by ambient light. Moreover, remaining
unconsumed photoinitiator molecules in the final polymer structures might render these
structures absorbing for visible light.
Further investigations have shown that not only MGCB but three broad classes of dyes
are capable of being depleted by the RAPID scheme [72]. For example, using malachite
green carbinol hydrochloride (MGC-HCl) the depletion effect is so sensitive that even
the femtosecond excitation pulses themselves lead to a depletion effect. This manifests
itself in an unexpected proportional dependence of the resulting polymer linewidth on
the writing speed. Usually, increased scan speeds yield decreased linewidths because
the local exposure dose is decreased towards the threshold due to shortened exposure
times. In contrast, when using special RAPID photoinitiators, increased scan speeds yield
increased linewidths. This is explained as follows [72]: At faster scan speeds, more excited
molecules, which are in their vulnerable intermediate state, are left behind the writing
spot. These molecules can contribute the chemical reaction undisturbed. At slower scan
speeds, the same molecules in the intermediate state would have been partially depleted.
This means that for faster scan speed the effective dose increases, because the overall
depletion is reduced. This contribution overcompensates the expected decrease in dose
due to the smaller exposure time. Combining such photoinitiators (with proportional
linewidth scaling) with common photoinitiators can yield a photoresist with nearly scan-
speed-independent linewidths [72].
This highly sensitive depletion mechanism allows for low depletion powers and the use of
low-cost cw laser diodes as depletion lasers. Low-power depletion is also beneficial because
limiting effects (1PA, 2PA, and excited-state-absorption of the depletion laser) are less
pronounced. Even wide-field parallel exposures with tailored excitation and depletion
patterns to reduce linewidths seem to be in reach [72]. Through multiple exposures, the
diffraction limit could again be overcome.
Finally, the proportional linewidth scaling intuitively implies that the lifetime of the
vulnerable intermediate state τ and/or the recovery timescale τrec is at least on the scale
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of the effective exposure time used (or even longer). This assumption is in agreement
with the numerical modeling in Ref. [72] that implies a depletion time-constant between
15ms and 350ms.3
This implies that RAPID photoinitiators in general or at least the highly sensitive
photoinitiator MGC-HCl in particular are not suitable for fast scanning (see Section 3.5)
with confinement along the direction of scanning (e.g., with a lateral donut depletion-
focus). However, axial confinement with a bottle beam together with lateral scanning is
possible and has been demonstrated [66]. Moreover, a less commonly used depletion
focus [61] could be used to only improve the resolution in one lateral direction
perpendicular to the scan direction.
3.6.3. Photoinitiation-photoinhibition lithography
A lithography approach based on another depletion mechanism [67] has been named two-
color photo-initiation/inhibition (2PII) lithography [73]. 2PII is not based on a direct
deactivation of an intermediate excited photoinitiator state but on the activation of a
counter-acting photoinhibitor (see Fig. 3.7 (c)) [67]. While the photoinitiator system is
allowed to generate initiating radicals upon 1PA, the additional photoinhibitor is activated
by 1PA at a different wavelength (see Fig. 3.8 (c)). The latter cleaves into two weakly
reactive radicals which can efficiently scavenge the initiating radicals and also terminate
propagating radical polymer chains. Ref. [67] has shown that this mechanism can reduce
the polymerization rate by up to a factor of 5. Thus, for a fixed exposure time T , the
mechanism can prevent the formation of a cross-linked insoluble polymer network.
The spectra of the compounds have to be chosen such that they can be excited separately
with little cross-talk. In the original implementation of 2PII, a photoinitiating system
consisting of camphorquinone and ethyl 4-(dimethylamino)benzoate is used and excited
at 473 nm wavelength near its absorption peak (see Fig. 3.8 (c)). The activation of the
photoinhibitor (tetraethylthiuram disulfide) is performed with 364 nm radiation, where
the photoinitiator has an absorption minimum (see Fig. 3.8 (c)).
Advantages and disadvantages:
The use of 1PA has distinct advantages and disadvantages. In the original implementation
of 2PII, 1PA is used for the excitation of both the initiator and the inhibitor. This results
in very low power requirements in the 10µW range that can easily be delivered by low-
cost cw laser diodes. In contrast, two-photon absorption usually demands for 100 fs pulses
with < 10mW average power that can be readily delivered by fs-fiber oscillators, yet at a
cost more than ten times higher.
3In Ref. [72], a decay time of around 1000 time units and exposure times between 20 and 50 time
units (corresponding to 0.05 and 0.02 velocity units) were used to successfully model the observed
proportional linewidth scaling. We deduce exposure times of 1–7ms from Fig. 2 (j) of Ref.[72]. These
correspond to the used writing speeds of 30µm/s to 150µm/s and a diffraction-limited excitation spot
with a lateral intensity FWHM of 310 nm.
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One drawback of 1PA is that it is difficult if not impossible to fabricate complex 3D
structures – even if the photoresist offers sufficient nonlinearity to provide 3D operation
without two-photon absorption (see Section 2.1.2). When focusing deeper into the
photoresist volume, both the excitation and depletion light is attenuated on its way
through the absorbing material. Hence, the laser powers to be applied are strongly depth-
dependent. Furthermore, this can lead to a consumption of the initiator and/or inhibitor
and to a continuous heating of the photoresist inside the complete cone of the focused
laser beams. In contrast, using 2PA for excitation, the laser light is only absorbed within
the focal volume. In addition, using STED, the depletion light is also exclusively absorbed
by molecules in their intermediate state (hence, within the focal volume). Thus, the laser
powers to be applied are rather depth-independent, the anticipated photoresist heating is
much less pronounced, and no consumption of one species is expected.
Applying 2PA to both the photoactivation and the photoinhibition in 2PII would resolve
these obstacles and provide full 3D capability. In this case, the depletion laser would likely
be centered around 800 nm wavelength (i.e., twice the wavelength of the 1PA maximum).
Unfortunately, the shape of the minimum of a donut mode gets much broader (and hence
less attractive for depletion DLW) when the intensity profile is squared (see, e.g., the
minima in Fig. 2.7 for comparison).
In contrast to the above approaches, 2PII does not only confine the effective excitation
but also directly tackles the blurring of the excitation pattern due to diffusion of
initiating and propagating radicals. Once those species diffuse out of the anticipated
polymerization volume, the probability of their termination increases. Especially in low-
viscosity photoresists with pronounced diffusion of the active species, this unique feature
can be a major advantage.
To apply the state model presented in Section 3.5 to 2PII we have to reinterpret the states
of the photoinitiator molecules as local properties of the photoresist. The lifetime τ of the
vulnerable intermediate state between the initial excitation and the final irreversible state
can be identified with the time the photoresist needs to form an irreversibly crosslinked
polymer network. This time is heavily depending on the photoresist. We estimate a
timescale between 1 ms and 100 ms. The time for the recovery of the photoresist τrec is
determined by the lifetime of the activated inhibiting radicals. Once the depletion light
is switched off, these can recombine and again form the initial parent molecule. The
recombination reaction can be very fast, depending on the viscosity of the photoresist
formulation (which affects the diffusion speed) and on the concentration of the activated
inhibitor (as the recombination is bimolecular). The concentration and, hence, the time
constant, changes throughout the depletion profile. For tetraethylthiuram disulfide in
low-viscosity acetonitrile, Plyusnin et al. [74] have determined a recombination time-
constant around τrec = 2µs. This value likely provides a lower bound. Kowalski et
al. [75] have estimated an upper bound of τrec = 200 ms for the same photoinhibitor in a
higher-viscosity photoresist. As τ + τrec can obviously reach the ms range, fast scanning
with confinement along the direction of scanning may not be possible using 2PII (see
Section 3.5).
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3.6.4. Alternative depletion pathways
Historically, some authors had speculated that the fluorescence depletion effect in STED
microscopy might actually not be caused by stimulated emission but rather be mediated
by excited-state absorption [76]. Although it turned out that STED is the far dominating
mechanism in STED microscopy, the proposed processes can still play an important role
in depletion lithography. The corresponding processes for lithography are illustrated in
Fig. 3.7 (d, e). Excited-state absorption might take place directly from the S1 state or,
alternatively, from the triplet. Even the generated radicals might absorb depletion light
and contribute (not depicted in Fig. 3.7). Following light absorption, the highly excited
molecules might immediately relax non-radiatively to the ground-state (Fig. 3.7 (d)) in
which case their contribution to the exposure dose would be effectively lost.
In another conceivable mechanism, molecules are excited several times from an excited
state and quickly relax to the same excited state non-radiatively (see Fig. 3.7 (e)). In this
case, significant heat might be imposed onto the system and thermal effects could play the
dominant role. For example, the 2PA cross-section of a molecule can decrease considerably
with increasing temperature (e.g., 50% reduction from 20◦C to 110◦C for Disperse
Red 19 [77]). In this case, the depletion laser might quickly heat up the exposure volume,
subsequent excitation pulses would find photoinitiator molecules with reduced 2PA cross-
sections, and the effective exposure dose would drop below threshold. Alternatively, the
intersystem-crossing quantum-yield might also decrease with increasing temperature due
to temperature-dependent non-radiative decay from the S1 state. Further mechanisms
are conceivable as well.
Such temperature-mediated mechanisms might lead to fairly low depletion-power require-
ments, as the lifetime of the absorbing intermediate states τ can be rather long (in case
of T1 state or a transient radical absorptions). However, the corresponding recovery time-
constants τrec are likely in the range of many µs to ms, which would significantly limit
the accessible depletion-DLW writing-speeds (see Section 3.5).
Broadly speaking, when aiming at better and better resolutions, large laser intensities
will be required. Any sort of absorptive process will eventually introduce heat into
the system and may lead to (unwanted) temperature-dependent effects. In contrast,
stimulated emission carries energy out of the system (see Section 3.6.1). This fact alone




4.1. STED-inspired lithography setup
In this section, we will describe the experi-
mental setup that was designed, built, and
used throughout this work. It basically
consists of a standard DLW setup with an
additional beam path for depletion. Fur-
thermore, the setup allows for the mea-
surement of the focal intensity distribution
(Section 4.2) and spectrally resolved fluo-
rescence measurements (Appendix A.1).
Figure 4.1 is a simplified illustration of this
setup. Mirrors, wave plates, and telescopes
that are not necessary for the basic under-
standing, have not been depicted. The heart of the setup is a femtosecond Ti:sapphire
oscillator (SpectraPhysics MaiTai HP) operated at 810 nm center-wavelength. The laser
emits 100 fs pulses with a repetition rate of 80MHz. Such near-infrared fs-oscillators
are very common choices in two-photon DLW. The laser is first manually attenuated
using a half-wave plate and a polarizer (not depicted). An acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) (AA MTS40-A3-750.850) is used to fine-adjust the transmitted laser power during
writing. Instead of a fast shutter, we use the AOM to switch the writing beam on and off
(e.g., when aiming at writing interrupted lines). In our setup, the first diffraction order of
the AOM is used while the zeroth order is blocked (not depicted). For optimal diffraction
efficiency and mode quality after the AOM, the beam diameter before the AOM is reduced
to roughly 1mm using a Kepler telescope (not depicted).
After the modulator, the beam is expanded such that it eventually overfills the objective’s
entrance pupil by a factor of two in diameter (see Section 2.2.2). At this point, we have
introduced a mirror in a motorized mount (New Focus 8807 Picomotor Center Mount)
that can be used to adjust the beam angle (and, hence, the lateral focus position within
the sample) in a computer-controlled fashion. Next, the excitation beam is reflected off
of a dielectric beam splitter (AHF 700DCSPXR) and coupled into the back port of a
modified commercial inverted microscope (Leica DM-IRB). Here, we have introduced a
Kepler telescope that images the plane of the motorized mirror onto the entrance pupil of
the objective lens. This allows for an adjustment of the angle under which the beam hits
the objective lens (and hence the lateral position of the excitation focus in the sample)
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Figure 4.1.: Simplified illustration of the experimental setup for STED-inspired
DLW.
The original Leica beam splitter inside the microscope is replaced by a dielectric beam
splitter (AHF zt532rdc_R725-1070) that reflects both the excitation and the depletion
laser. Finally, the excitation laser is circularly polarized by means of an achromatic
quarter-wave plate (B. Halle RAC 4.4.15L, 500-900 nm) and focused into the sample
through a high-NA oil immersion lens (Leica HCX PL APO 100×/1.4-0.7 OIL CS) .
The circular polarization is used to attain polymer voxels that are rotationally symmetric
with respect to the optical axis (see Section 2.2.2). Unless stated otherwise, all laser
powers quoted in the remainder of this thesis are average-power values and measured at
the position of the objective lens. The objective is removed and an aperture of the same
diameter (5.6mm) is inserted. Hence, the measured powers correspond to the powers
entering the objective lens’ entrance pupil. According to the manufacturer, the objective
transmission at 532 nm and 810 nm wavelength is 86% and 68%, respectively.
In addition to the common writing laser, our setup features a green cw laser (Spectra-
Physics Millenia X) at 532 nm wavelength for depletion. Like the writing beam, this
additional beam is manually attenuated, demagnified, and modulated with an AOM
(AA MQ110-A1.5-VIS-WLG). After modulation, the beam is expanded such that its
diameter eventually matches the pupil diameter. Thereafter, an optional phase mask can
be introduced into the beam path. Without any phase mask, focusing the Gaussian beam
would yield an usual Gaussian-like focus. Upon using a vortex phase mask or a circular
phase mask the focus shape changes to a donut mode or a bottle-beam focus, respectively
(see Section 3.2).
The depletion beam is transmitted through the dielectric beam splitter and from there on
shares its path with the excitation beam. The telescope images the phase mask plane onto
the entrance pupil of the objective lens. Diffraction at the phase discontinuities of the
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phase masks usually obscures the beam profile with interference fringes. When imaged
to the objective lens plane, these fringes are strongly reduced because diffracted light is
collected by the imaging system and imaged back to its original transversal beam position.
Finally, the depletion beam is also circularly polarized by the above achromatic quarter-
wave plate. For a Gaussian focus and for a bottle-beam focus, the circular polarization
leads to a cylindrically symmetric 〈| ~E2|〉-distribution. In case of a donut focus, the circular
polarization is essential to generate the interferometric zero in the center. Choosing linear
polarization or circular polarization of the wrong handedness would destroy the zero and
is, hence, not suitable for depletion DLW.
A precise co-alignment of the two beams is very important to guarantee spatial overlap
of the two corresponding laser foci. A first coarse alignment is performed directly by
using apertures or white cards. A precise co-alignment is performed using the focus
measurement routine described in the next section. Usually, this precise alignment has
to be confirmed or repeated on a daily basis. This is mainly due to thermal drifts of the
involved components. Using the motorized mirror mount, a relative position accuracy on
the order of 10 nm is usually achieved within the focal plane. This corresponds to 5µrad
angular precision between the two collimated beams.
The above-mentioned beam splitter inside the microscope reflects the excitation and
depletion laser light with roughly 98% efficiency. At the same time, it transmits the
counter-propagating light of a light-emitting diode (LED) with near-unity efficiency.
This LED serves as illumiation at around 630 nm wavelength yielding a bright-field
image on the camera (Leica DFC 350FX). Furthermore, the beam splitter transmits
parts of the fluorescence emission anticipated from photoinitiator molecules within the
sample. This emission is generally expected to be red-shifted with respect to the
fundamental absorption band at 810 nm/2 = 405 nm, i.e. between 400 nm and 600 nm.
The beam splitter transmits wavelengths between 400 nm and 500 nm with reasonable
efficiency. The light originating from fluorescence emission within the sample is guided
to a spectrometer (Jobin Yvon HR460) with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled silicon CCD camera
(Princeton Instruments LN/CCD 1340/100-EB/1) attached to it. An aluminum-coated
grating with 600 grooves/mm and blazed for 500 nm wavelength was used. The nominal
diffraction efficiency of the grating for wavelengths between 400 nm and 500 nm is >80%
for p-polarized and between 68% and 86% for s-polarized light.
In case some portion of the laser light is reflected or back-scattered from the sample and
collected through the objective lens, roughly 2% of this light will also be transmitted
through the internal beam splitter. This light is guided to a silicon photodiode located at
the ocular position. This photo-diode is used to measure the focal intensity distribution
as described in the following section.
The sample is mounted on a piezoelectric scanning stage (Physik Instrumente P-527.3CL)
which is mounted on a motorized stage (Märzhäuser Wetzlar, SCAN IM 120 x 100).
The former allows for the precise scanning of the sample in all three dimensions. The
accessible displacement ranges in the x, y, and z-directions are 200µm, 200µm, and
20µm, respectively. Throughout this thesis, the z-direction refers to the optical axis,
while the x and y refer to transversal directions. The motorized stage allows to translate
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the sample in the lateral directions by 120 mm and 100 mm, respectively. In this way,
samples containing many different structures or test patterns can be created and extensive
parameter sweeps are easily realizable on a single sample.
Finally, the whole experimental setup is controlled by a PC and a home-made software
written in Labview and Matlab. Analog input and output channels are provided by the
National Instruments PCI-Cards NI-6731 and NI-MIO-16XE-10. The piezoelectric stage
and the RF-drivers for the AOMs are controlled via analog voltage signals. The stepper-
motor stage is controlled using a dedicated PCI controller-card. The motorized mirror
mount and the parameters of the spectrometer (grating angle, slit width) are controlled
via RS-232. The camera attached to the spectrometer is read out through a dedicated
PCI controller.
4.2. Focus-engineering and characterization method
For an experimentalist, it is important to
not only know the shape of the used foci
in theory but also to verify these shapes by
means of a measurement. In this way, aber-
rations of the beam and imperfections of the
alignment can be identified. When using
two laser beams it is even more important
to know the exact displacement between the
two corresponding foci in three dimensions.
If the foci do not overlap properly, the
obtained experimental results are hard if
not impossible to interpret.
For this purpose, we have implemented a procedure to measure the focal intensity
distributions of the two lasers. We use single gold spheres with a diameter of 80 nm
as nearly-point-like probes in the focus and measure the back-scattered light intensity
(see Fig. 4.2). These spheres are spin-coated onto a standard glass cover-slip out of an
aqueous dispersion. After the evaporation of the water, the gold beads on the glass
surface are covered with the monomer pentaerythritol triacrylate that we will later use
in our photoresists. In this way the beads are embedded in the refractive index as the
photoresist will later have. Moreover, this refractive index (n = 1.484 [78]) is relatively
close to the one of the substrate, such that Fresnel reflections from the glass-monomer
interface are expected to be weak. In contrast, for a glass-air interface one would expect
stronger reflections that would add a large offset to the weak scattering signal of the
individual gold particles.
The backscattered light is detected using a simple silicon photodiode (Thorlabs FDS100)
together with a home-built current-voltage-converter. We use a lock-in amplifier (Stanford
Research Systems SR830 DSP) and chopped laser beams to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio and to remove contributions from ambient light. For this purpose, both laser
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Figure 4.2.: Illustration of the focus characterization procedure for two beams with
a small spatial offset. (a) Both laser beams are focused into a test sample in which
gold beads are dispersed on a glass slide and embedded in a monomer. Back-scattered
light is collected through the same lens and detected with a silicon photodiode using
a lock-in amplifier. (b) Modulation scheme: Both lasers are modulated with acousto-
optic modulators. A 4 kHz square wave is used. The depletion laser is modulated
in phase to an electronic reference signal, the excitation laser is modulated with 90◦
phase shift. (c) Typical measured signal for a lateral line scan of a single bead through
the overlapping foci (Gaussian excitation, donut depletion) using a 100 nm gold bead.
Due to the phase modulation, both signals can be measured at the same time with
a single detector. After fitting these data (not shown), a relative focus shift can be
determined, usually with an accuracy of 10–20 nm.
beams are modulated by means of acousto-optic modulators. A reference signal of 4 kHz
frequency is generated by the lock-in amplifier itself (see Fig. 4.2 (b)). Two arbitrary-
function generators (Hewlett Packard 33120A) are triggered by this signal and generate
synchronous square waves that are fed to the RF-drivers for the acousto-optic modulators
described in the previous section. In this way, the laser beams are synchronously chopped
in a square-wave fashion.
It is convenient to introduce a phase shift of 90◦ to the periodic modulation pattern of
one of the beams. This can be done electronically using the arbitrary-function generators.
In this way, the lock-in amplifier can discriminate between the contributions of the both
lasers, as one is in phase and the other one is phase-shifted with respect to the reference
signal. The back-scattered signal of both lasers can therefore be acquired at the same
time with a single detector and without any optical spectral filtering. An exemplary data
set corresponding to a single line scan is depicted in Fig. 4.2 (c). Here, the gold particle
was scanned with constant velocity along the x-axis while the two analog outputs of the
lock-in amplifier (corresponding to in-phase and out-of-phase contributions) are recorded


































































Figure 4.3.: Focal intensity distribution of the excitation laser. Left side: calcula-
tion according to Section 2.2.1. Right side: measurement by scanning a 80 nm gold
bead through the focus.
We fit analytic functions to the obtained data (not depicted) and deduce a spatial
displacement of the two foci out of the fit parameters. Usually, the repeatability of
this value is in the range of 10–20 nm. By repeating this procedure for all three axes, we
can measure the focus displacement in three dimensions. We use the computer-controlled
mirror mount within the excitation beam path to iteratively correct for the lateral offset.
An axial offset can be corrected by changing the beam collimation. For this purpose, we
translate the second lens of the excitation-laser beam-expander telescope along the beam
direction. For the lateral as well as the axial corrections, we move the excitation focus
and leave the depletion focus fixed. In this way, the quality of the special depletion foci,
that we will use, is not affected by the alignment procedure.
A major benefit of the simultaneous acquisition scheme exploiting a phase-shifted
modulation is that the measured displacements between the two foci are completely
insensitive to drifts of the sample and/or gold particle. Especially directly after the
sample is exchanged, pronounced drifts in all spatial directions can be observed. In case
the line scans for the excitation and depletion laser would be acquired sequentially, one
would need to wait for these drifts to decay. Usually, this can take from tens of minutes to
hours. For the simultaneous acquisition, however, the determined overall positions may
drift, the relative positions (and therefore the alignment corrections performed with the
motorized mirror) are always accurate.
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Figure 4.4.: Focal intensity distribution of the depletion laser without any phase
mask inserted. Left side: calculation according to Section 2.2.1. Right side:
measurement by scanning a 80 nm gold bead through the focus.
Besides performing line scans that enable a proper alignment of the beams, this method
can also be used to create 2D or 3D data sets of the focal intensity distribution. Exemplary
two-dimensional scans along the principal planes of the focal volume (the lateral x-y-plane
and the two axial x-z- and y-z-planes) are depicted in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 for wavelengths
of 810 nm and 532 nm respectively.
Both figures show numerical calculations on the left hand side (compare Section 2.2.1) and
the corresponding measurements on the right hand side. As the calculated distributions
are rotationally symmetric around the optical axis, we only show one slice along the
optical axis. Experimentally, we measure both the x-z-slice and the y-z-slice to confirm
this symmetry.
Usually, we observe a constant signal-offset that is caused by Fresnel reflections of the
incoming laser beam at the substrate-monomer interface and by reflections off of the
achromatic wave plate inside the microscope. To remove this offset we subtract the
smallest value of each slice. The measured values are averaged over an interval of 30 nm
in the lateral directions and 60 nm along the axial direction to decrease measurement
noise.
As shown in Fig. 4.3, theory and experiment for the excitation laser are in excellent
agreement. This means that our starting point in conventional DLW will be optimal and
that our setup does not suffer from heavy aberrations that would decrease the anticipated
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resolution. When looking very closely, there seems to be a remaining weak astigmatism
in the excitation beam as the lower part of the x-z-profile and the upper part of the
y-z-profile seem to be a little broader. As mentioned, the focus should be rotationally
symmetric and even symmetric with respect to the focal plane in theory.
For the depletion laser, theory and experiment also agree very well. Here, an aberration-
free Gaussian focus is a paramount starting point for the successful generation of donut
modes and bottle beams. When again looking very closely, one can see slight deviations
from the rotational symmetry in the x-z- and y-z-slice. While the calculation is performed
for a homogeneous illumination (corresponding to an infinite beam diameter), the actual
beam diameter of the depletion beam was roughly the objective’s pupil diameter. The
effect of this discrepancy is visible above and below the main peak. While the calculated
intensity distribution has a local minimum between the main peak and the two side-lobes
above and below, the measured distribution shows no pronounced minimum but some sort
of pedestal above and below the main peak. This compares well to our previous analysis
of the beam-diameter influence (compare Fig. 2.6 (a), (c), and (e)).
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sub-diffraction lithography
5.1. Switching off the photopolymerization
So far, the concept of using STED in DLW
sounds very reasonable and one would have
guessed it is easy to implement. It turns
out, however, that common photoinitiators
sensitive to UV light are not at all suitable
for STED. The following section describes
the shortcomings of common photoinitia-
tors and the requirements on proper pho-
toinitiators for STED lithography. During
our extensive search for a STED photoini-
tiator, we have also discovered a second
mechanism distinct from STED that can
lead to an effective suppression of the polymerization and, hence, can be utilized for
super-resolution lithography.
5.1.1. Common photoinitiators do not work
To test and compare different photoinitiators, we mix different photoresists with a
simple fixed recipe. We use the monomer pentaerythritol triacrylate (PETA) as a basis.
This monomer contains 300-400 ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone as inhibitor. The
monomer (technical grade) is purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received, i.e.,
without purification or de-inhibition. We add the different photoinitiators at concen-
trations between 0.1% (wt) and 2% (wt) to this monomer. Examples for common UV
photoinitiators that we have tested are Irgacure 369, Irgacure 819, Irgacure 1800, Darocur
TPO, Benzil, 4-(Diethylamino)benzophenone, and 4,4’-Bis(diethylamino)benzophenone.
The first three photoinitiators were samples provided by Ciba Specialty Chemicals (now
part of BASF), the remaining ones were purchased at Sigma Aldrich and used as received.
Representative absorption and photoluminescence spectra are depicted in Fig. 5.1. These
spectra for Irgacure 1800 and Irgacure 810 were taken in ethanol solution using
a commercial UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 300 Scan) and fluorescence
spectrophotometer (Varian Cary Eclipse). The excitation wavelength for the photolu-
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Figure 5.1.: Absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of two typical UV pho-
toinitiators. Important properties for two-photon DLW: No absorption at the two-
photon-excitation wavelength (810 nm), finite absorption at half of that wavelength
(405 nm). Weak luminescence (presumably fluorescence) is detected. Important
property for STED: The depletion wavelength is at the red end of the fluorescence
spectrum. Due to small spatial overlap of the corresponding orbitals, the absorption
peak corresponding to the S0→ S1 transition is very weak, often not visible at all.
Higher S0→Sn transitions possess much higher oscillator strengths corresponding to
more pronounced (overlapping) absorption peaks at shorter wavelengths.
minescence measurements on Irgacure 1800 and Irgacure 810 was 350 nm and 380 nm,
respectively.
When looking at the spectra, we see that there is hardly any absorption observed above
420 nm wavelength. This is important, because 2PA can only be utilized if the material
is transparent for 1PA at the laser’s wavelength. In our case, this is 810 nm where all
common photoinitiators (and monomers) are transparent. Following the principles of
STED microscopy, one would look for fluorescence from these compounds and place the
depletion-laser wavelength at the red end of the fluorescence spectrum to avoid unwanted
1PA of the depletion laser. As our depletion laser has a fixed wavelength of 532 nm, we
have to choose the photoinitiators carefully so that the spectra match this depletion-laser
wavelength. As depicted in Fig. 5.1, these common photoinitiators usually show some
weak photoluminescence that is likely fluorescence. However, we can not exclude that
we see phosphorescence (T1 → S ∗0 ) here, as the fluorescence spectrophotometer is not
sensitive to a time lag between excitation and luminescence. Assuming it is fluorescence
indeed, the depletion-laser wavelength is appropriate for efficient STED.
The simplest test of the anticipated depletion effect is to switch the photopolymerization
reaction off and on by switching the depletion laser on and off. For this purpose, we use
two Gaussian foci for excitation and depletion as depicted in the previous section. As
the depletion wavelength is shorter than the excitation wavelength also the corresponding
focus is smaller. This seems unfavorable, because only the inner part of the excitation
volume would be depleted. The excitation, however, is accomplished by two-photon
absorption and therefore the squared intensity is relevant for the excitation distribution.
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While the lateral FWHM of the excitation intensity is roughly 330 nm, the FWHM of
the excitation profile is ≈ 330 nm/
√
2 = 233 nm. The depletion focus FWHM is of the
same order, roughly 220 nm. With this configuration, we write simple test lines into the
different photoresists directly at the substrate-resist-interface. We use a fixed scan speed of
100µm/s but vary the excitation power and depletion power systematically. The samples
are developed for 10 minutes in isopropanol and rinsed in acetone and water. Afterwards,
they are characterized by optical microscopy and/or scanning electron microscopy.
The expectation for a depletion mechanism would be the following: If we write a line
with the excitation laser and then switch on the additional co-aligned depletion laser at
the appropriate power level for a short time, the resulting line should be interrupted.
The photopolymerization reaction would have been suppressed for the time the depletion
laser was switched on. A less digital observable is a shift in polymerization threshold.
The polymerization-threshold power is the smallest excitation power (for a fixed scan
speed) that yields polymerized lines. For yet smaller excitation powers, the resist is
not sufficiently exposed and these regions are washed out during development. If the
depletion laser reduces the photopolymerization to some extent, one would expect the
polymerization-threshold power of the excitation laser to rise. The increased excitation
power would lead to an increased production of initiating radicals and could compensate
for the depletion effect induced by the depletion laser.
Against these clear expectations, the exact opposite behavior is observed for all the above
listed photoinitiators. Switching on the depletion power does not have any effect at low
power levels. When increasing the depletion power, the polymerization threshold actually
increases. This means that the depletion laser does actually not deplete anything, but
even leads to enhanced initiation and/or polymerization. Above a certain depletion-
power level (typically between 50 mW and 100 mW), the green laser alone leads to a
photopolymerization. This is very surprising, as one would not expect 2PA from a cw
laser. Moreover, 1PA is also very unlikely, as the fundamental absorption band of the
photoinitiators used is far away from depletion-laser wavelength. The monomer itself
is also transparent in the visible. As a sanity check we have repeated the experiments
with the pure monomer (i.e., without any photoinitiator). No polymerization is observed,
neither for the excitation laser nor for the depletion laser. Above roughly 60mW average
excitation power, we observe uncontrolled explosions within the resist. This is likely also
an upper bound for the applicable excitation-power in the actual photoinitiator-containing
photoresists.
These parasitic absorption processes of the cw depletion laser are observed with all
photoinitiators, even with the STED-DLW photoinitiators to be described in the following
sections. Clearly, this will be a limiting factor for STED-DLW. Interestingly, this
“unwanted” absorption can be utilized for DLW with cw lasers. Due to the rather
short wavelength, the resolution can be very good (depending on the photoresist). This
method is very simple, inexpensive, and works with many commercial photoresists. As a
side-project, we have published a corresponding paper [79] describing this new cw-DLW
approach during the course of this thesis. While we could neither prove nor rule out
2PA as the underlying absorption mechanism, the examined photoresists definitely show
a non-linear overall response that allows for 3D structuring using cw exposure [79].
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Figure 5.2.: Absorbance and fluorescence spectra of the fluorescent dye Coumarin-
30. Note the pronounced S0→S1 transition. The mirror-image fluorescence-spectrum
indicates that the absorption peak stems from the S0 → S1 transition alone. The
absorption peak is well separated from absorptions to higher Sn states.
5.1.2. Requirements for STED photoinitiators
Now knowing that common photoinitiators do not work in our simple cw-depletion scheme,
let us elaborate a set of requirements for photoinitiator candidates that could do the job.
It is reasonable to compare the optical properties of the photoinitiator molecules to those
of fluorescent dyes that are successfully used in STED microscopy. The spectra of the
common fluorescent dye Coumarin-30 dissolved in ethanol are depicted in Fig. 5.2 for
comparison.
Oscillator strength:
The rate for stimulated emission is given by kSTED = σSEIdepl/(hν), where σSE is the
cross-section for stimulated emission, Idepl is the depletion-laser intensity, and hν is the
energy of one depletion photon. Thus, for efficient stimulated emission we need a large
σSE and/or large Idepl. The cross-section for stimulated emission is proportional to the
oscillator strength of the electronic transition from S1 to S0. According to Einstein, this
oscillator strength is the same as for the reverse transition (S0→S1).1 This means that
we should be able to identify molecules with large stimulated-emission cross-sections by
pronounced absorption peaks corresponding to the S0 → S1 transition. The larger the
oscillator strength, the larger the extinction coefficient.
Common UV photoinitiators are indeed very good absorbers. Obviously, it is essential for
industrial photocuring that light is efficiently absorbed and leads to the initiation of the
polymerization reaction efficiently. Commercially available UV photoinitiators are highly
optimized to fulfill this purpose. Unfortunately, they do not at all have a pronounced
1For STED we need at least a three-level system. Otherwise, the depletion laser would directly re-
excite the molecules after depletion and the molecule would undergo Rabi oscillations instead of being
depleted. The vibronically excited levels S ∗1 and S ∗0 extend the system to a four-level system (see
Fig. 3.2). However, the above simple reasoning is still meaningful.
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S0→ S1 transition (that we could use for efficient stimulated emission) but pronounced
S0→Sn transitions to higher singlet states, instead. The former transition is usually of
type n→π∗. Due to small spatial overlap of the initial n orbital and the final π∗ orbital
of the promoted electron, such transitions have inherently low oscillator strengths (e.g.,
roughly 100 L mol−1 cm−1 for Irgacure 907 [80]). The transitions to the higher singlet
states are often of type π → π∗, have large spatial overlaps between the initial π and
the final π∗ orbital, and are therefore more pronounced (e.g., > 20 000 L mol−1 cm−1 for
Irgacure 907 [80]). In sharp contrast, the S0→S1 transitions of all fluorescent dyes used in
STED microscopy are of the type π→π∗ (see Fig. 5.2) and have large oscillator strengths
(e.g. 45 000 L mol−1 cm−1 for ATTO425 [81], 120 000 L mol−1 cm−1 for ATTO594 [81], and
150 000 L mol−1 cm−1 for ATTO647N [81]). For the pure photoinitiation, the low oscillator
strength of the first transition is no issue at all: Upon light exposure, the photoinitiator
molecules are efficiently excited to a higher singlet state Sn. From this highly excited
state, the molecules can either directly convert to the triplet manifold or quickly relax
to the S1. From the S1, fluorescence emission is very unlikely due to the low oscillator
strength of the S1→S0 transition. Therefore the molecules undergo intersystem crossing
with a very high yield.
The low-oscillator-strength S0→S1 transitions can be recognized as a small shoulder in
the exemplary absorption spectra in Fig. 5.1. Often, this fundamental transition is not
visible in the spectra at all. Therefore, it may be hard to judge whether a pronounced
peak in the absorption spectrum of a photoinitiator corresponds to the S0→S1 transition
(and, hence, would render the molecule promising) or to a S0→Sn transition (which would
render the molecule unfavorable for STED). Obviously, the absorption spectrum and the
measured extinction coefficients alone are not a good measure for the STED-suitability.
Lifetime:
Another difference between common photoinitiators and fluorescent dyes is the lifetime τ
of the S1 state. As this excited state is the intermediate state that we want to deactivate
via STED, its lifetime sets the time frame for potential interaction with the depletion
photons. We have chosen to use cw depletion, which means that only the fraction
τ/(12.5 ns) of the depletion laser photons have an effect at all, where 12.5 ns is the pulse-
to-pulse separation of our 80MHz excitation-laser.
For fluorescent dyes, common values for τ are 2−5 ns [5, 61]. Due to their high fluorescence
quantum efficiencies, the S1 lifetime is mainly determined by the fluorescent depopulation
rate kfl. Thus, shorter lifetimes correspond to larger oscillator strengths and are therefore
not bad perse.
Typical lifetimes of common radical photoinitiators are on the order of 100 ps [11, 80,
82]. This leaves an unfavorably short time window for interaction. When aiming for cw
depletion, this means that only roughly 1% of the photons of the depletion beam have an
effect at all. For typical photoinitiators, the S1 lifetime is dominated by the intersystem-
crossing rate kISC rather than by the fluorescent rate. Therefore, small lifetimes most
likely imply fast ISC and are simply unfavorable.
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Even if short laser pulses are available for depletion, these short lifetimes limit the
depletion performance: The shorter the pulses get (at a fixed pulse energy), the higher is
the probability for undesired multi-photon absorption of the depletion laser. As we will
see in Section 6.1.2, this kind of undesired absorptions is a relevant limitation indeed.
Excited-state absorption:
Last, a limiting factor for the applicable depletion power is excited state absorption (ESA)
from the S1 state to higher Sn states. This process is induced by depletion-laser photons
and, hence, competes with stimulated emission. Naively, one would assume that the small
oscillator strength and the short lifetime described in the previous two paragraphs can
be compensated by simply increasing the depletion power. As our cw depletion-laser
has a maximum output power of 10 W and even more powerful lasers are available at
this wavelength, there would be enough power to compensate for orders-of-magnitude
shortcomings of the photoinitiator. However, the applicable laser power is limited by at
least two things. First, the photoinitiator in its ground state does absorb the depletion
light via 1PA or multi-photon absorption and leads to unwanted photopolymerization
by the depletion laser (see previous section). Second, ESA competes with stimulated
emission. The lower the stimulated-emission cross-section is, the more critical is the
effect of ESA.
The behavior of such highly excited Sn states is hard to predict. In best case, the molecules
will relax back from Sn to S1 and can then perhaps be depleted. However, multiple
sequential excitations to Sn and relaxations to S1 will likely heat the photoresist locally.
This temperature rise will eventually limit the applicable depletion power.
Moreover, molecules in highly excited states are known to show enhanced reactivity and
often enhanced ISC rate-constants [66]. In both cases, the application of high depletion
powers could lead to an enhanced polymerization instead of a depletion. This may also
be a contribution to the experimental finding that for common UV photoinitiators the
polymerization threshold is actually decreased by the depletion laser.
In addition, the cross-sections for ESA are hard to predict. However, the first impression
from the absorption spectra of common photoinitiators (Fig. 5.1) and fluorescent dyes
(Fig. 5.2) is that the latter seems to have a sparse energy-level structure: The single peak
of the coumarin dye is likely only a single transition (S0→S1) because it has the mirrored
shape of the fluorescence spectrum (which corresponds to the S1→S0 transition according
to Kasha’s rule [83]). At the short-wavelength side of this peak, the absorption declines
considerably. In sharp contrast, the spectra of common photoinitiators show evidence
for very tight energy levels. The S0→S1 (which should have the mirrored shape of the
fluorescence) is hardly visible as a shoulder. On the short-wavelength side, the absorption
rises continuously, indicating a high density of excited states.
To avoid ESA, the search for a dye-like spectrum may be a good guideline. A better
rationale is to perform pump-probe experiments as described in Section 5.2.1 to directly
access the transient optical properties of photoinitiator candidates.
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5.1.3. Fluorescence quantum-efficiency as figure of merit
Now that we have elaborated on the necessary properties of a photoinitiator suitable for
STED, we have to find convenient measures that are easily accessible experimentally. The
oscillator strength can be easily measured using commercial UV-VIS spectrophotometers.
However, it is not evident whether a pronounced absorption peak with high oscillator
strength stems from the S0→S1 transition. The lifetime of the S1 state can be measured
by time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). In our labs this is a non-routine
experiment and lifetimes below 1 ns are not reliably accessible because the instrument
response function of the used avalanche photodiodes is around that value.
It turns out that a combination of these properties can be easily accessed by measuring
the fluorescence quantum yield Φfl of the photoinitiators. This quantity is given by the
ratio of the number of fluorescence photons emitted and the number of molecules excited.
The value is given by
Φfl =
kfl
kfl + kISC + knr
= kfl · τ ∝ ε · τ , (5.1)
where kfl is the fluorescence rate, kISC is the intersystem-crossing rate, knr is the non-
radiative decay rate, τ is the S1 lifetime, and ε is the oscillator strength.
The fluorescence quantum-efficiency is proportional to the relevant oscillator strength
and the excited-state lifetime. Therefore, we will search for photoinitiating molecules
with high fluorescence quantum yield. Intuitively, this makes sense: Pronounced non-
radiative decay is harmful for Φfl as well as for efficient STED (due to the resulting short
lifetime). Large oscillator strength of the S1→S0 transition favors spontaneous emission
as well as stimulated emission.
Experimental method:
We measure the fluorescence quantum efficiencies of several photoinitiators in ethanol
solution. The fluorescence quantum efficiency can be conveniently measured relative to
a known fluorescence standard. We use 9,10-diphenylanthracene which is known to have
90 ± 5% quantum efficiency in ethanol solution [84, 85]. In a first step, photoinitiator
solutions with different concentrations are prepared and absorption and emission spectra
are taken using the commercial UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 300 Scan) and
fluorescence spectrophotometer (Varian Cary Eclipse). For each solution, the absorbance
at the fluorescence-excitation wavelength2 is extracted from the absorption spectra.3
The measured fluorescence for each solution is integrated4 and this integral fluorescence
intensity is finally plotted vs. the respective absorbance values (see Fig. 5.3). The plotted
lines are linear fits to the data. The lines are required to emanate from the origin. The
slope (which is the amount of fluorescence divided by the amount of absorbed excitation
2The excitation wavelength was 350 nm or 380 nm, depending on the photoinitiator absorption spectrum.
3The extinction of a pure ethanol sample was used as baseline.
4The background-fluorescence signal from a pure ethanol sample was subtracted from all measured
fluorescence spectra.
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Figure 5.3.: Measurements of the fluorescence quantum efficiencies of different
photoinitiators. The fluorescence intensity is plotted vs. the absorbance at the
excitation wavelength for different concentrations. Circles are data, solid lines are
linear fits. The slopes are proportional to the fluorescence quantum-efficiency. 9,10-
diphenylanthracene serves as a reference dye with 90% fluorescence quantum yield.
photons) is proportional to the fluorescence quantum-yield. Knowing the fluorescence
quantum yield of the fluorescence standard allows to determine the proportionality factor
and calculate the unknown quantum efficiencies of the other sample molecules.
We use a cuvette with a 10 mm × 10 mm footprint. It is important to ensure that
the absorbance at the excitation wavelength and the emission wavelengths is below 0.1.
Otherwise, the resulting data can be obscured by the inner filter effect [86]. In this
case, the emitted light on its way out of the cuvette can be reabsorbed by ground-state
molecules. Therefore, the recorded emission yields would be to low. For Irgacure 369
and Irgacure 1800 the emission was so weak, however, that the concentration had to be
increased further. Therefore, the extracted values of 0.03% and 0.01% are to be taken with
caution. We have plotted the corresponding ambiguous fits as dashed lines in Fig. 5.3.
These experimental challenges clearly imply that the fluorescence quantum yield is very
low. We discard the exact values and estimate 0.1% as an upper bound for these two
photoinitiators.
Results:
The resulting values for Φfl are printed in Table 5.1. Clearly, the measured fluorescence
quantum yields of common UV photoinitiators (upper group) are very low. In this
light, it is not surprising that an efficient deactivation via stimulated emission was not
observed in corresponding lithography experiments. We find two photoinitiators (lower
group in Table 5.1), however, that show significant fluorescence quantum efficiencies and
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Table 5.1.: Measured fluorescence quantum-efficiencies of different photoinitiators.
Common photoinitiators (upper block) have poor fluorescence quantum-yields. The
photoinitiators in the lower block possess larger values and do also provide a depletion
mechanism. The last value is recorded dissolved in the monomer pentaerythritol
tetraacrylate (PETTA).
Photoinitiator Φfl in %
Irgacure 369 in ethanol <0.1
Irgacure 1800 in ethanol <0.1
Irgacure 819 in ethanol 0.2
Darocur TPO in ethanol 0.3
4,4’-bis(diethylamino)benzophenone in ethanol 0.3
isopropyl thioxanthone (ITX) in ethanol 14.9
7-diethylamino-3-thenoylcoumarin (DETC) in ethanol 2.3
7-diethylamino-3-thenoylcoumarin (DETC) in PETTA 29
are therefore good candidates for STED lithography. The first photoinitiator, isopropyl
thioxanthone (ITX), shows a fluorescence quantum-efficiency of 15% in ethanol solution.
The second photoinitiator, 7-diethylamino-3-thenoylcoumarin (DETC) [87], shows value
of 2.3% in ethanol solution.5 However, when exchanging the solvent by the actual high-
viscosity monomer used in our photoresists the efficiency increases to 29%. The reason
for this massive change is not known. Such solvent-dependent efficiencies can for example
be ascribed to solvent-dependent non-radiative depopulation channels knr or kISC. This
non-radiative decay would then have to be very pronounced in ethanol (and successfully
outperform the fluorescence channel) and should be very weak when dissolved in the
monomer (compare Eq. 5.1).
For ITX, we have previously determined S1 lifetimes in ethanol (2.7 ns) and in a higher
viscosity monomer (2.3 ns) by means of TCSPC [88]. These similar values lead us to the
conclusion that the fluorescence quantum-efficiency of ITX is rather solvent-independent.
5.1.4. Successful polymerization suppression with ITX and DETC
The two photoinitiator candidates identified by their high fluorescence quantum yield are
now tested in a lithography experiment. Again, the simplest experiment conceivable is
to write a line with the excitation laser and to stop the polymerization temporally by
switching on the depletion power at an appropriate power level.
For this purpose, we prepare photoresists as described in Section 5.1.1 using these
photoinitiators. The corresponding formulations are depicted in Fig. 5.4. The spectra
5The measured data for DETC are not depicted in Fig. 5.3, as they stem from a separate measurement
session and may not be directly comparable.
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Figure 5.4.: Ingredients of the photoresists with depletion capability. The left
sides show the molecules contained in the resists. In addition, both resists contain
300-400 ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone as inhibitor to increase the shelf
lifetime. The right sides show the absorption and fluorescence spectra of the
respective photoinitiators in ethanol. (a) ITX-based photoresist. (b) DETC-
based photoresist. The DETC-based resist uses the tetra-functional monomer
pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (PETTA) instead of the previously used pentaerythritol
triacrylate (PETA). The behavior of the two monomers does not differ significantly.
on the right hand side of Fig. 5.4 are taken in ethanol solution. We can immediately
see that there is a pronounced absorption peak that looks like the mirror image of the
fluorescence. This indicates that we see the S0→ S1 transition indeed, which happens
to be a π → π∗ transition for these molecules. The oscillator strength is moderately
high for ITX (903 L mol−1 cm−1 [89]) and very high for DETC (40 550 L mol−1 cm−1 [89]).
The latter value is comparable to that of state-of-the-art green-fluorescing dyes (e.g.,
45 000 L mol−1 cm−1 for ATTO425 [81]). Moreover, the absorption spectra look more
“dye-like”, as the fundamental absorptions are well separated from higher absorption
bands. Hence, we expect the photoinitiators to be suitable for stimulated-emission
depletion in lithography.
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Figure 5.5.: Successful suppression of the photopolymerization using the ITX-based
photoresist. (a) Writing trajectory used for the test structure. The continuous
red path corresponds to the excitation laser being switched on all the time. The
small green path corresponds to a small segment where the depletion laser was
switched on in addition. (b) SEM image of the resulting polymer structure on the
substrate surface. (c) SEM zoom-in showing the depleted region. Note that neither
passing already polymerized lines with depletion laser on nor polymerizing previously
depleted regions is an issue. Previously published in Ref. [88].
We start out with the ITX-based photoresist (see Fig. 5.4 (a)). In the lithography
experiment, we write a special line pattern (see red line in Fig. 5.5) with 100µm/s scan
speed and 10 mW average excitation power directly at the substrate-resist interface. In
one part of the pattern the co-aligned Gaussian depletion focus is switched on with a
power of 37.5 mW. The pattern is chosen such that the trajectory exhibits two crossing
points that we will discuss below.
The resulting structures are developed, sputtered with ≈ 6 nm gold and imaged with
a scanning-electron microscope (SEM). The resulting images are depicted in Fig. 5.5.
Indeed, the polymerization immediately stops when switching on the depletion laser
and immediately starts again when switching it off. The depleted region is very clean
and no residual polymerization is observed. This means that a digital switching of the
polymerization is possible when using appropriate power levels. In case the depletion
power is somewhat low, there is some remaining polymerization (not depicted). At even
lower depletion power levels, the line stays connected (not depicted). The middle segment,
however, shows a lower linewidth because the entire exposure dose profile is effectively
reduced towards the threshold.
The two crossing points in the trajectory give us further important information. At the
left crossing point, an already polymerized line is crossed with both lasers being switched
on. The fact that the first line is not significantly altered at the crossing point tells us
that we do not harm the final polymer by the depletion laser (which would prevent the
fabrication of complex 3D structures). The first line could also be significantly thicker
after being passed the second time. This would indicate that the depletion effect does not
work in direct vicinity of the final polymer. This is not the case either. The second crossing
point is even more important. In case the depletion laser would irreversibly damage the
photoinitiator or the photoresist in general, one would expect that the vertical line (that is
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written after the depletion) would not polymerize properly. It might be disconnected, or at
least be thinner due to a reduced effective exposure dose caused by the lower concentration
of undamaged photoinitiator. However, we can not observe any change in the photoresist
sensitivity. The time delay between the depletion and the re-writing of the right crossing
point was 0.2 s in this case.
The important message in this experiment is that the polymerization process is irreversible
after 0.2 s (i.e., τ < 0.2 s), which is necessary for the fabrication of complex structures
and fast scanning. On the other hand, the depletion mechanism is reversible on this time
scale (i.e., τ + τrec < 0.2 s), and the resist recovers completely. However, the real time
scales are expected to be much smaller. The first timescale will be examined more closely
in Section 5.2.2.
For the DETC-based photoresist (see Fig. 5.4 (b)), we obtain comparable results, yet at
different power levels. This resist is based on the monomer pentaerythritol tetraacrylate
(PETTA). We assign the depletion effect to the photoinitiators alone as the two monomers
are in fact interchangeable and appear not to influence the depletion. As a double check,
we have also used the monomer Sartomer SR502 (ethoxylated (9) trimethylolpropane
triacrylate) together with ITX and have observed the depletion effect as well (not
depicted).
As we will see in the next section, STED is not the only mechanism involved in the
observed depletion effect. Therefore, for the remainder of this thesis, we will refer to
our novel lithography approach as “STED-inspired DLW”. While the term “depletion
DLW” is meant to describe any depletion-assisted lithography scheme using any depletion
mechanism (see Section 3.6), we use the term “STED-inspired DLW” for the approach
developed in our group, featuring ITX or DETC in conjunction with a 532 nm cw depletion
laser.
5.2. Investigation of the depletion mechanism
As we have seen in the previous section, our
photoresists based on ITX and DETC can
be “switched off” with a 532 nm wavelength
cw depletion laser. We have been guided to
these photoinitiators by looking for proper-
ties favorable for stimulated emission. In
addition, we have performed experiments
aiming at depleting the fluorescence emis-
sion of these photoinitiator molecules in
ethanol solution. Indeed, the fluorescence
can be quenched to roughly 50% of its initial
intensity (see Appendix A.1).
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So far, all these observations are consistent with the expectations for STED. Nevertheless,
the observed depletion could still be due to other effects. As indicated in Section 3.6.4,
excited-state absorption might play a role as well. Our rationale for finding suitable
photoinitiators was intended to favor stimulated emission. However, not only stimulated
emission but also non-radiative decay channels described in 3.6.4 might profit from the
π→π∗ nature of the S1 state.
For this reason, we have performed two sets of time-resolved experiments to clarify the
underlying mechanisms of the observed polymerization suppressions in ITX- and DETC-
based photoresists [89, 90].
5.2.1. Pump-probe experiments on ITX and DETC in ethanol
solution
As a first set of experiments we have performed femtosecond pump-probe experiments on
ITX and DETC in ethanol solution. These experiments have been done in collaboration
with Thomas A. Wolf in the group of Andreas-Neil Unterreiner and have already been
published in Ref. [89].
We use a regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier seeded by a fiber oscillator as the master
source. The laser operates at 775 nm center-wavelength and generates pulses of 150 fs
width with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. A small portion is used for second-harmonic
generation, which serves as pump centered around 387.5 nm wavelength. In this case,
the molecules are excited via 1PA. The probe pulses are generated from the amplifier
output by means of a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier. The probe pulses have
a length of < 40 fs and can be tuned between 473 nm and 900 nm. These pulses can be
delayed by a mechanical delay stage. Both beams pass a sample cuvette containing the
photoinitiator molecules in ethanol solution and overlap in the sample region. The power
of the transmitted probe beam is measured after the sample.
In a nutshell, this experiment determines the time-dependent change in the optical
density (OD)6 of the sample that is induced by the pump laser. The anticipated
contributions to this change are depicted in Fig. 5.6 (a). We assume to pump the molecules
into an electronically and vibronically excited state S ∗1 . Some portion of the excited
molecules may directly decay to the ground-state non-radiatively. A major portion,
however, will quickly decay to S1 non-radiatively. For a timescale between roughly
0.1 ns to 5 ns, we expect to see contributions from the occupied S1 state. Negative signal
contributions originate from stimulated emission, positive contributions stem from ESA
to higher singlet states Sn. For probe wavelengths close to the fundamental absorption
of the ground-state molecules, a negative signal might arise from the depopulation of the
ground-state by the intense pump beam. This should not be misinterpreted as stimulated
emission. For longer pulse delays we will most likely probe the sub-sequentially occupied
6To avoid confusion, we want to clarify that we use the term OD synonymous to absorbance:
OD = log10(Iin/Iout). In the literature, the term OD is sometimes also used for the index of refraction,
which is not meant here.
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a b rate-equation modelb
Figure 5.6.: (a) Scheme of transitions in a photoinitiator molecule for STED optical
lithography and the anticipated contributions to the pump-probe signal. Pump laser
photons (pink) excite a molecule from the S0 ground-state into an excited state S ∗1 .
After vibrational relaxation to the S1 state, probe photons (green) can bring the
molecule back to its ground state via stimulated emission (SE) or into yet higher-
energy states via excited-state absorption (ESA). After intersystem crossing (ISC) to
the triplet state T1, triplet-triplet absorption (TTA) of probe photons may occur. (b)
Simple rate-equation model used to fit the experimental data. The time constants τ1
and τ2 describe the depopulation of S ∗1 and S1, respectively. Previously published in
Ref. [89].
triplet state T1. Here, we expect to see only positive contributions corresponding to a
T1→Tn absorption.
To interpret the time dynamics of the signals, we construct a simple rate-equation model
for the decay of the initially excited species (Fig. 5.6 (b)). As described in the previous
paragraph, the S ∗1 population can decay either to S0 or S1 with an overall decay rate
of τ1. The S1 population can then decay to S0 or to T1 with a time constant τ2. The
contributions of the pump-probe signal originating from these states have to decay with
the same time constants. Solving the corresponding set of differential equations leads to
a model function
∆OD(∆t) = Aλe−∆t/τ1 +Bλe−∆t/τ2 + Cλ(τ1e−∆t/τ1 − τ2e−∆t/τ2 + τ2 − τ1) . (5.2)
As we have three molecular states that contribute to ∆OD (S ∗1 , S1, and T1), it is natural
to have three fit parameters for each probe wavelength (Aλ, Bλ, and Cλ). The quantity
Bλ is proportional to the ∆OD-contribution of the S1 state, while Cλ is proportional
to the ∆OD-contribution of the T1 state. We will fit the experimental data for all probe
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Figure 5.7.: Results of the pump-probe experiments on ITX (a–c) and DETC (d–f)
in ethanol solution. (a, d) Molar decadic extinction coefficient (ε) and fluorescence
spectrum the compounds. (c, f) Time-delay-dependent change of the optical density,
∆OD (dots), after 387.5 nm excitation for different probe wavelengths as indicated.
∆OD < 0 corresponds to increased probe transmittance upon optical pumping. The
solid curves result from a global fit of a simple rate-equation model to these data.
(b, e) Fit coefficients Bλ corresponding to the the sum of the observed SE and ESA
(blue) and fit coefficients Cλ corresponding to the observed TTA (red). Previously
published in Ref. [89].
wavelengths using this model with common fit parameters τ1 and τ2, yet with independent
parameters Aλ, Bλ, and Cλ for each probe wavelength λ.7
The resulting data for ITX and DETC are depicted in Fig. 5.7 (c) and (f), respectively.
The dots correspond to measured changes in optical density at the probe wavelength.
The different probe wavelengths are color-coded as indicated. Solid lines are global fits
to the data using the above model function. The panels (b) and (e) show fit coefficients
from the global fits to the ITX data and the DETC data. In both panels, the transient
contributions originating from S1 are plotted as blue squares and the contributions from
T1 are plotted as red squares.
For ITX, we see already in the raw data that the transient change in OD is mainly
positive. After a fast decay of the S ∗1 species with τ1 = 48 ps we see positive contributions
7For DETC, the data at a probe wavelength of λ = 500 nm are not included in the global fits
(see Fig. 5.7 (f)). The temporal behavior at this wavelength does slightly differ from that of longer
wavelengths, probably due to the vicinity of the ground-state absorption band.
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from S1. This means that ESA dominates over stimulated emission. Only for the shortest
wavelength of 473 nm we get a slightly negative signal corresponding to weak stimulated
emission. With a time constant of τ2 = 2.6 ns the S1 contribution fades into the T1
contribution which has positive values per se. We conclude that the depletion effect
observed with ITX-based photoresists is unlikely to be dominated by stimulated emission.
Excited-state absorption from S1 or T1 is more likely to play a key role here.
For DETC, the situation is different. Here we see negative signals over a broad wavelength
region. Especially for our standard depletion wavelength of 532 nm wavelength we see a
negative signal that we assign to stimulated emission. Out of the global fit, we get
the time constant for the S ∗1 decay as τ1 = 13.8 ps and the lifetime of the S1 state
as τ2 = 99 ps. Consequently, DETC in ethanol supports stimulated emission indeed,
yet for an unfavorably short time of 0.1 ns. The fit coefficients Bλ for the S1 contribution
plotted in blue in Fig. 5.7 (e) do nicely resemble the fluorescence spectrum plotted above in
panel (d): The higher the fluorescence spectrum, the stronger the transient gain observed.
This is consistent with the interpretation that the negative signal is due to stimulated
emission. For longer probe wavelengths, the Bλ becomes positive. Here, ESA from S1
takes over. The triplet contribution Cλ is spectrally flat and slightly positive.
In conclusion, the pump-probe experiments presented in this sub-section suggest that
STED is possible with DETC. The situation in a real photoresist can, however, differ
drastically from that in ethanol solution. For example, the higher viscosity can change the
rate constants and lifetimes of the molecular states. We have already seen in Section 5.1.3
that the fluorescence quantum-efficiency of DETC changes by more than an order of
magnitude when exchanging ethanol by monomer. Even if the parameters would not
change at all, other depletion mechanisms can still contribute to the observed effect in
the DETC-based photoresist. One candidate for an alternative mechanism would be based
on a triplet-triplet absorption. At first glance, the triplet-triplet absorption of DETC in
ethanol seems negligible (red squares in Fig. 5.7 (e)). However, we have to keep in mind
that the lifetime of the T1 state can be orders of magnitude larger than that of the S1.
Therefore, the number of depletion photons absorbed by the triplet could easily exceed the
number of photons that can trigger stimulated emission (especially for cw depletion). In
the following sub-section, we will therefore investigate the depletion mechanism of DETC
directly within the photoresist.
5.2.2. Pump-probe lithography experiments on DETC-based
photoresist
To investigate the depletion mechanism directly within the actual photoresist we perform
a second set of experiments. In these experiments, we use our STED-inspired DLW setup
and replace the cw depletion-laser by a pulsed tunable depletion-laser. The depletion-
pulse wavelength and the pulse timing between excitation and depletion can be adjusted
to gain information about the underlying dynamics. The results in this subsection have
already been published in Ref. [90] and major parts of the text have been taken over
verbatim.
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Figure 5.8.: Schematic illustration of the modified DLW setup used for the pump-
probe-like lithography experiments. A femtosecond Ti:sapphire oscillator tuned to
820 nm pumps a second-harmonic-driven optical parametric oscillator (OPO). The
residual 820 nm beam is delayed with a manual delay stage and used for two-
photon excitation. The depletion pulses generated by the OPO are stretched by
the transmission through a 15 cm long block of highly dispersive glass and 150 m
of polarization-maintaining (PM) single-mode fiber. An aperture imaged onto the
objective lens is used to reduce the diameter of the depletion beam. Previously
published in Ref. [90].
The modified version of our STED-inspired DLW setup (see Fig. 4.1) is illustrated in
Fig. 5.8. The femtosecond Ti:sapphire oscillator (fs-Ti:Sa) is tuned to 820 nm and used
to pump an optical parametric oscillator (OPO). This machine (Newport Inspire HF100)
first generates the second harmonic of the pump beam. The OPO frequency conversion
is then driven by the resulting 410 nm beam. The residual 820 nm pump beam is used
for two-photon excitation of the photoinitiator. A manual translation stage is used to
delay the excitation pulses with respect to the depletion pulses. The stage position for
pulse delay ∆t = 0 is determined by a fast silicon photodiode with an estimated accuracy
of ±0.1 ns. The power level of the new pulsed depletion beam is adjusted by an electro-
optical modulator (EOM) (Linos LM 0202 P VIS KD*P). The visible depletion pulses
derived from the OPO are unfavorably short (around 200 fs) and might lead to 2PA of the
depletion pulses by the photoinitiator’s ground state. To avoid this unwanted excitation,
we stretch the pulses to an estimated length of 250 ps by sending them through a 150 m
long polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber. To minimize non-linear effects inside the
fiber, we pre-stretch the pulses by sending them through a 15 cm long highly dispersive
SF57HT glass block.
To investigate the depletion capability at different wavelengths, we use a simple Gaussian-
like depletion focus (i.e., no phase mask is inserted). The overlap and diameter of the
foci are measured with the method described in Section 4.2. In the lateral directions,
the excitation focus has a FWHM of 330 nm. However, the squared excitation intensity
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Figure 5.9.: (a) Optical micrograph (dark-field mode) of a typical pulsed depletion
test pattern with 532 nm depletion wavelength and −1 ns time delay. The individual
lines are 1.25µm long. The polymerization-threshold powers are manually selected
and marked with circles. For the region indicated by the white rectangle, an electron
micrograph with higher magnification is depicted below the main panel and shows
the transition from insufficient exposure to normal exposure. (b) Same as (a), but
for +0.2 ns time delay. Note that the vertical scale is not linear. (c) Relative shift
in polymerization-threshold power vs. average depletion power derived from (a) and
(b). (d) Relative threshold shift vs. pulse delay for selected depletion powers. The
solid curves are fits to the data (see Appendix A.2). Previously published in Ref. [90].
profile relevant for 2PA has a FWHM of only 225 nm. We reduce the depletion-beam
diameter and, hence, its focusing NA (see Section 2.2.2) by means of an aperture to
obtain a depletion focus that is larger than the excitation focus (FWHM 400 ± 20 nm).
When tuning the depletion wavelength, this focus width is held constant by adjusting the
beam diameter accordingly.
To obtain a quantitative measure of the depletion capability, we determine the
polymerization-threshold power Pth. We define the latter as the smallest excitation laser
power that still yields clear polymer lines that survive the development process. The
corresponding lines are selected manually in the optical dark-field micrographs. We start
by writing a series of lines with increasing excitation power (horizontal axis) and zero
depletion power directly onto the substrate-resist interface (lowest row in Fig 5.9 (a)) at
a constant scan velocity of 100µm/s.
In this series, we determine the undisturbed polymerization-threshold power Pth,0. Next,
we switch on the depletion laser tuned to 532 nm wavelength. Increasing the depletion
laser power (vertical axis) shifts the threshold to higher powers Pth,shifted, because
part of the excited photoinitiator molecules are depleted and cannot contribute to the
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Figure 5.10.: Modified picture of the photoinitiator states appropriate for the
DETC-based photoresist. Here, two intermediate states can be depleted. Compare
to Fig. 3.6.
polymerization reaction. This means that for a given depletion power the polymerization
can be effectively inhibited for writing powers between Pth,0 and Pth,shifted (as observed in
Section 5.1.4).
The relative shift in threshold power (Pth,shifted − Pth,0)/Pth,0 in % is used as a measure
of the depletion capability. Figure 5.9 (a) shows that the depletion capability increases
up to an optimum average depletion power of 10 mW. Beyond that power, the depletion
effect gets weaker and finally, for yet higher depletion powers, the threshold power even
decreases. Here, the depletion laser leads to enhanced excitation that dominates over the
depletion effect. On the basis of additional fluorescence experiments (see Appendix A.1),
we conclude that the excitation of DETC by the depletion beam is mainly due to 1PA.
Next, we change the time delay between excitation and depletion pulses in order to
investigate the temporal decay of the involved intermediate species. Figures 5.9 (a, b) show
the resulting patterns for two characteristic pulse delays ∆t. In Fig. 5.9 (a), the depletion
pulses arrive before the excitation pulses (∆t = −1 ns). In Fig. 5.9 (b), the depletion
pulses arrive shortly after the excitation pulses (∆t = +0.2 ns). The corresponding
relative shifts in polymerization-threshold power extracted from these test patterns are
plotted in Fig. 5.9 (c) and show different behavior. We repeat the test pattern for various
further time delays (not depicted). The resulting ∆t-dependent relative threshold shifts
are plotted in Fig. 5.9 (d) for selected depletion powers. Solid lines are fits to the data
(see Appendix A.2).
Interestingly, even for ∆t < 0 (i.e., the depletion pulses arrive shortly before the excitation
pulses) we determine a positive threshold shift. This means that polymerization can still
be suppressed, although 11.5 ns have passed since the last pulse of the 80 MHz excitation
pulse-train. Around zero time delay, the attainable depletion rises within the duration of
the depletion pulses and decays with roughly 1 ns time constant.
To explain this behavior, the picture for a generic depletion mechanism drawn in Fig. 3.6
must be changed to the one shown in Fig. 5.10. We assume the existence of two different
sub-sequentially occupied intermediate states B and C with different lifetimes. Finally,
the irreversibly exposed state D is reached. The fast decay (1 ns) corresponds to the
lifetime of state B and can likely be assigned to the S1 state’s lifetime τ of DETC.
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Another intermediate state C with a considerably longer lifetime (> 12.5 ns, e.g., the T1
state) is likely responsible for the depletion at negative (or large positive) time delays.
Both intermediate states can lead to an effective inhibition of the photopolymerization.
So far, the fast effect (1 ns) originating from the S1 could be either stimulated emission
or be induced by ESA into yet higher singlet energy levels. The unexpected slow effect
(> 12.5 ns), however, is definitely distinct from STED, as it can not originate from S1.
In the previous section, we have found a different S1 lifetime τ = 0.1 ns of DETC in
ethanol solution [89]. This seeming discrepancy can be explained by solvent-dependent




kfl + kISC + knr
, (5.3)
where ktot is the sum of all decay rates contributing to the depopulation of S1. Clearly,
if the non-radiative rates knr and/or kISC increase when going from monomer to ethanol,
this results in a shorter lifetime. Let us recall that we have previously measured the
fluorescence quantum efficiency Φfl of DETC dissolved in ethanol and our monomer
PETTA and obtained values of 2.3% and 29%, respectively (see Section 5.1.3). This






kfl + kISC + knr
= kfl · τ . (5.4)
Assuming a solvent-independent radiative decay rate kfl, the observed 12.5-fold increase
in Φfl should directly correspond to a 12.5-fold increase in S1 lifetime (hence, τ = 1.25 ns
in monomer). This finding is in good agreement with the value of τ = 1.0 ns determined
by fits to the above polymerization-experiment data. We speculate that this increase in
the more viscous monomer is due to steric hindering of conformational changes necessary
for ISC. Intersystem crossing is the main process that competes with radiative decay in
the S1 depopulation in DETC.
To further clarify the nature of the fast process, we repeat the above experiments for
different depletion wavelengths. For wavelengths below λ = 516 nm, we observe little to
no depletion at all (gray region in Fig. 5.11 (e)). When approaching the fundamental
absorption of the photoinitiator molecule, the overall behavior is dominated by 1PA
of the depletion beam. For every depletion wavelength between 524 nm and 600 nm,
we observe the same general temporal behavior as for 532 nm. However, the relative
strengths of the observed slow and fast components change with wavelength. As depicted
in Fig. 5.11 (a), the fast effect decreases towards longer wavelengths while the slow effect
gets even stronger. Circles are raw data, solid lines are fits like in Fig. 5.9 (d). These
different dependencies are another indication that two distinct depletion mechanisms are
at work in our photoresist. To illustrate the different behavior of the two effects, we select
two corresponding time intervals in each curve and average over 3 data points (indicated
by filled circles in Fig. 5.11 (a)). One curve like in Fig. 5.11 (a) then yields only two values
of the threshold shift, one value for timing situation #1, where the depletion pulse arrives
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Figure 5.11.: (a) Pulse-delay-dependent relative threshold shift for different
depletion-laser wavelengths as indicated. Solid lines are fits to the data sets. The
average depletion power is 10 mW for all wavelengths. The data points with filled
circles are examples of data chosen for (b, c). (b) Relative threshold shift vs. average
depletion power and depletion wavelength for timing situation #1. Black circles mark
the most effective depletion power for a given wavelength. The data along the vertical
dashed line are used for panel (e). (c) Same as (b), but for timing situation #2. (d)
Calculated threshold shift caused by the fast effect. (e) Spectral sensitivity of the
different processes for 10 mW depletion power. The fast effect nicely follows the
spectrum of the stimulated-emission (SE) cross-section. Due to pronounced 1PA,
the gray area is inaccessible in our depletion experiments. Previously published in
Ref. [90].
before the excitation pulse, and one value for timing situation #2, where the depletion
pulse arrives “just in time” for optimal depletion. For timing #1, only the slow effect
contributes, whereas for timing #2, both the fast effect and the slow effect contribute.
Figure 5.11 (b) illustrates the corresponding values for timing #1 plotted vs. depletion
power and depletion wavelength. The optimum depletion powers are indicated by black
circles. Beyond those powers, the behavior is likely dominated by 1PA of the depletion
laser. For short depletion wavelengths, the optimum depletion power is lower than for
larger wavelengths, consistent with the higher 1PA probability at shorter wavelengths.
The maximum threshold shift of 45% is found for the longest depletion wavelength.
Missing data for high depletion powers in Fig. 5.11 (b–e) are due to dominating 1PA
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for short wavelengths and due to limited depletion power available in our setup at longer
wavelengths. Figure 5.11 (c) shows the same plot for timing #2 (where both effects
contribute). Clearly, the attainable maximum relative threshold shift of 59% is larger.
Furthermore, the optimum depletion powers (black circles) shift towards larger powers,
indicating that the fast effect can further limit the effect of parasitic 1PA.
We assume that each depletion component increases the initial threshold by a certain
factor. If both effects contribute (like in timing #2), the increased polymerization-
threshold power is the undisturbed value multiplied by the factors of both the slow and the
fast effect. We can now isolate the threshold increase caused by the fast effect by dividing
the increased threshold values from timing #2 (where both effects have contributed) by the
corresponding threshold-increase factors Pth,shifted/Pth,0 of timing #1 (where only the slow
effect has contributed) for each wavelength and each depletion power. Using the resulting
fictitious shifted threshold values (where only the fast effect would have contributed) we
can calculate corresponding relative threshold shifts for the fast effect.
These results are shown in Fig. 5.11 (d). We find that the fast effect gets less pronounced
for longer wavelengths. One should keep in mind that by dividing through the values of
timing # 1, we probably do not only remove the contributions of the slow effect, but also
parts of the limiting contribution of 1PA. Hence, the fact that Fig. 5.11 (d) shows very
little saturation towards high depletion powers should be taken with caution.
For a more quantitative evaluation we calculate effective cross-sections for the involved
intermediate states according to σ ∝ (P 2th,shifted/P 2th,0 − 1)hν (see Appendix A.2). The
corresponding data are depicted in Fig. 5.11 (e), into which data from Fig. 5.11 (b–d) at
10 mW depletion power have entered. The data are normalized to the maximum value of
the green curve. For comparison, we plot the absorption spectrum and the spectrum of
the stimulated-emission cross-section σSE(λ) ∝ λ4F (λ) [76] of DETC in arbitrary units
along the vertical axis, where F (λ) is the previously measured fluorescence spectrum of
the compound. These spectra were taken in PETTA solution. Again, the slow effect (red)
gets more pronounced towards longer wavelengths. The combined effective cross-section
(green) has its maximum around 532 nm wavelength. The retrieved effective cross-section
for the fast component (blue) nicely follows the shape of the stimulated-emission cross-
section. We consider this finding a strong indication that the fast depletion effect is
actually due to stimulated emission [76].
Last, we want to determine the lifetime of the long-lived intermediate state. As this
lifetime exceeds 12.5 ns (which is the temporal pulse separation of our laser system), we use
the amplitude modulators in our setup to form pulse bursts with a duration of about 1µs.
The envelopes of such pulse bunches are measured with a silicon photodiode that can not
resolve single pulses and depicted in Fig. 5.12 (a). The FWHM of the excitation burst (red)
is limited by the AOM used. In these additional experiments, the delay stage is positioned
such that the depletion pulses arrive shortly before the excitation pulses (timing #1).
Hence, negligible contribution from STED is expected and only the properties of the slow
process are probed. We delay the pulse bunches with respect to each other and again
write a test array like in Fig. 5.9 (a) for each value of the pulse-burst delay between −2µs
and 2µs in steps of 0.25µs. The resulting pulse-burst-delay-dependent relative threshold
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Figure 5.12.: (a) Pulse bursts modulated onto the excitation laser (red) and the
depletion laser (green). A delay between their centers ∆tburst can be introduced
electronically. (b) Observed relative threshold shift vs. ∆tburst. No decay can be
resolved on this µs timescale.
shift plotted in Fig. 5.12 (b) shows a slight asymmetry towards the positive delay side.
However, a temporal decay cannot be resolved unambiguously. These experiments only
provide a firm upper bound for the lifetime of the long-lived light-absorbing intermediate
state underlying the slow effect of 1µs.
Let us briefly recapitulate on the depletion mechanism of DETC and ITX. For DETC,
we have found pronounced stimulated emission and weak triplet-triplet absorption in
ethanol solution. In the actual photoresist, we have found that DETC can be efficiently
deactivated via stimulated emission. The S1 lifetime of DETC in PETTA is roughly 1 ns.
Furthermore, we identify a second slower depletion mechanism with a time constant in
the range 12.5 ns− 1µs. The nature of this mechanism is yet to be determined.
For ITX, we find no stimulated emission, but spectrally broad excited-state absorptions
from S1 as well as T1 in ethanol solution. Hence, stimulated emission is unlikely to play
a dominant role. Along the lines of Fig. 5.12, we have done pulse-burst-experiments on
the actual ITX-based photoresist (with the cw depletion laser and a pulse-burst width
of 7µs, not depicted). Again, we could not resolve a temporal decay and conclude that
the lifetime of the light-absorbing intermediate state responsible for the depletion is on a




6.1. DLW enhancement in the lateral direction
In the previous section, we have shown
that stimulated emission is not the dom-
inating depletion mechanism (at least for
our standard setup with the cw depletion
laser). For ITX, the observed depletion is
due to an unknown mechanism, presum-
ably related to excited-state absorption of
some kind (compare Section 3.6.4). For
DETC, STED is possible but accompanied
by a second unknown depletion mechanism.
Nevertheless, these unknown mechanisms
are suited for super-resolution lithography
in principle. The depletion is reversible (see Section 5.5) and the time constants are
compatible with fast scanning. Using the upper limits of these time constants (1µs for
DETC and 7µs for ITX) we deduce maximum scan velocities for a hypothetical 10 nm
wide line on the order of 1 m/s. This is more than sufficient for our experimental situation
with typical scan speeds of 100µm/s.
In this section, we will address the lateral directions x and y, i.e., transversal to the optical
axis z. First, we will try to reduce the lateral linewidth of exposed lines. Then we will
examine whether this also translates to improved resolution as discussed in Section 2.3.2.
For this purpose, we use our original STED-inspired DLW setup again (see Section 4.1).
In particular, all remaining experiments feature the cw depletion laser (Fig. 4.1), not the
pulsed depletion laser used in the previous section (Fig. 5.8).
The data presented in this section have already been published in Ref. [88] and Ref. [91].
6.1.1. The donut depletion-focus
For an optimal confinement of the effective exposure dose along the lateral direction, we
choose the donut depletion focus briefly described in Section 3.2. For this purpose, we
insert a helical phase mask into the collimated beam of the cw depletion laser. The phase
mask is commercially available and purchased from RPC Photonics, Rochester NY, USA.
This phase mask imprints a helical phase ramp from 0 to 2π onto the beam. We use







































































Figure 6.1.: Focal intensity distribution of the 532 nm depletion laser with the
helical phase mask inserted. A so-called “donut” focus results. Left side: calculation
according to Section 2.2.1. Right side: measurement by scanning a 80 nm gold bead
through the focus.
wavelength of 532 nm. This leads to a maximum phase of 1.98π instead of 2π. For
the focus, this means that the zero intensity becomes finite and is now 0.03% (from
numerical calculations, not depicted). The phase mask is imaged onto the objective’s back-
aperture like previously described. The intrinsic phase discontinuity in the center and the
discontinuity from 1.98π to 0 usually lead to diffraction of the beam. Interference rings
and fringes originate from these positions and propagate into the beam with increasing
propagation length. When using the imaging system, however, the diffracted light is
mainly collected by the lenses and the intensity distribution directly after the mask (i.e.,
for zero propagation length) is reconstructed at the objective. No interference fringes are
visible in the mode profile at the objective position.
The resulting focal intensity distribution is shown in Fig. 6.1. On the left hand side
calculations are done for an infinite beam diameter (i.e., constant intensity over the
objective’s entrance pupil). During the measurements shown on the right-hand-side, the
beam was roughly one pupil-diameter in width. The overall agreement between theory
and measurement is very good. We think that the origin of the remaining asymmetry in
the experimental x-y-slice is most likely caused by the objective lens. We have compared
several nominally identical objectives and obtained different results here. Apart from
the objective lens, the pronounced tails in the axial slices might also originate from a
non-perfect beam profile or a non-perfect phase mask.
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The main feature of a depletion focus is the zero intensity region. The minimum intensity
is routinely measured to be < 5%. When subtracting an offset caused by the Fresnel
reflection at the substrate surface (where the gold beads are positioned) values < 1%
result. With such a deep minimum, the focus should be appropriate to improve the
lateral linewidth and resolution in DLW lithography.
6.1.2. Improved lateral linewidth
We have already elaborated on the anticipated linewidth scaling in Section 3.2. To test
this behavior experimentally, we write lines directly on the glass-resist interface. Along
the lines of Fig. 5.9 (a) we vary the excitation power as well as the depletion power, this
time, however, with a cw laser and a donut-shaped depletion focus. The resulting lines
are coated with 6−8 nm gold via sputter-coating (Cressington 108 auto) and imaged with
an SEM. The widths of the polymer lines are extracted from the electron micrographs.
An alternative method to characterize the linewidth would be to write lines within the
photoresist volume attached to supporting massive polymer structures at both ends. Such
lines tend to suffer from heavy shrinkage and can have impressively small linewidths [92,
93]. However, to the best of our knowledge, these small feature sizes could not be utilized
in a complex 3D structures, so far. Writing lines at the substrate interface does not
allow for such pronounced shrinkage in horizontal direction because the lines are rigidly
attached to the substrate surface across their whole contact area. Therefore, this method
delivers results that are more meaningful.
To ensure that the lines are positioned properly along the z-direction, we measure the
position of the substrate-resist interface at several lateral positions of the piezoelectric
scanning stage using the Fresnel reflection of the green laser beam in a confocal detection
scheme. We also extract the angles of the sample tilt from these measurements and
adjust the z-coordinates of the writing trajectories to properly follow the tilted interface.
Moreover, we write the test patterns at different z-positions (roughly ±300 nm) to
ensure that at least one pattern has an acceptable z-position. Line arrays with a z-
position shifted towards the glass-substrate side can be identified by a seemingly high
polymerization-threshold power. Here, the threshold iso-intensity surface only fully enters
the photoresist at increased excitation powers. Line arrays with a z-position shifted
towards the photoresist side fall over or are washed away during the development step.
We use lines that are right in between and anticipate that roughly 50% of the voxel volume
is located inside the photoresist.
We start with the ITX-based photoresist [88]. The resulting linewidths of a selected
series are depicted in Fig. 6.2. In this series, the average excitation power was fixed to
13.5 mW whereas the depletion power was increased as indicated. The linewidth decreases
from an initial value of 155 nm down to a minimum value of 65 nm for 80 mW depletion
power [88]. Beyond this depletion-power value, the linewidth increases again. This can
be explained by parasitic absorption of the depletion laser by photoinitiator molecules
as seen in Fig. 5.9 (a). This unwanted absorption leads to enhanced excitation instead
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Figure 6.2.: Decrease in lateral linewidths using the ITX-based photoresist. Poly-
mer linewidth vs. power of the cw depletion beam that is focused to a donut-shaped
mode. The power of the two-photon excitation beam is fixed to 13.5 mW. The sub-
panels (a–f) exhibit electron micrographs illustrating the raw data underlying the
data points. Previously published in Ref. [88].
of depletion. For ITX, we suspect this absorption to be governed by 2PA, based on
additional fluorescence depletion experiments (see Appendix A.1).
For the DETC-based photoresist we get similar results. The resulting linewidths are
depicted in Fig. 6.3. Again, the minimum attainable linewidth is 65 nm. Here, the
optimum depletion power is around 90 mW. Again, we see an increase in linewidth for even
higher depletion powers. As this increase is less pronounced and as the overall properties
of the DETC-based photoresist outperform those of the ITX-based photoresist, we will
use the DETC-based photoresist for the remainder of the work.
The seeming improvement from 155 nm down to 65 nm and from 220 nm down to 65 nm is
very large. We have to keep in mind, however, that 100 nm wide lines are also attainable
using conventional DLW. When we choose a series with lower excitation power out of
the STED-inspired DLW test arrays, we indeed find 100 nm as a starting linewidth with
the depletion laser being switched off. In such series, however, the lines tend to be
underexposed for a certain depletion-power interval. Usually, as soon as the linewidth has
dropped from 100 nm to 80 nm the lines become underexposed and sufficiently exposed
again only for large depletion powers (where the linewidth is rising again).
One explanation for this behavior can be found in the scanning exposure scheme applied:
Due to the uni-directional scanning, we have to integrate the 3D exposure-dose profile of a
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Figure 6.3.: Decreased in lateral linewidths using the DETC-based photoresist.
Polymer linewidth vs. power of the continuous-wave depletion beam that is focused to
a donut-shaped mode. The excitation power was fixed. The sub-panels (a–f) exhibit
electron micrographs illustrating the raw data underlying the data points. Previously
published in Ref. [94].
single voxel along the scan direction in order to obtain the 2D exposure profile along the
polymerized line. When using the donut depletion-focus, the effective exposure profile
of a single voxel shrinks in both lateral directions, and hence, also along the direction
of scanning. Therefore, the resulting 2D exposure dose of the line (transversal to the
scan direction) is not only decreased in width but also in magnitude. As soon as this
decreasing peak of a line’s exposure dose drops below the polymerization threshold, the
lines are underexposed as observed experimentally.
Consequently, the improved linewidth of 65 nm should best be compared to the linewidths
attainable in conventional DLWwhich are commonly believed to be in the range of 80 nm−
100 nm [95, 96]. However, during the experiments in this subsection, we could not find
linewidths below 100 nm that have been fabricated using conventional DLW and that
exhibit proper quality.
The fact that for both photoresists the minimum attainable linewidth is 65 nm (in spite
of totally different photoinitiators and laser powers) might be a hint that at this point
other factors are already limiting the linewidth. For example, diffusion of the initiating
and propagating radicals during the reaction time is likely on this spatial scale. For
further improvements, diffusion could be reduced by either increasing the viscosity of the
photoresist or by adding radical quenchers that reduce the lifetime of the radicals and,
hence, the effective diffusion length.
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Moreover, the unwanted absorption of the depletion laser should be eliminated in order
to move the observed optimum towards higher depletion powers and lower linewidths.
This could be achieved by changing the depletion laser wavelength or by finding better
photoinitiators suitable for STED-inspired DLW.
6.1.3. Improved lateral resolution
As we have extensively discussed in Section 2.3, feature size and resolution are not the
same. Due to the polymerization threshold, the attainable feature size can be much
smaller than the half pitch of an attainable grating. In fact, the linewidth is not truly
limited by diffraction, at all. Furthermore, shrinkage during the development stage or
even during the SEM imaging can corrupt the measured linewidths and lead to smaller
values.
In this section, we explore the minimum attainable lateral period of a line grating. This
measurement is rather insensitive to shrinkage effects. Properly separated lines stay
separated, even when suffering from subsequent shrinkage. Lines that are not properly
separated but bridged by thin polymer filaments will likely stay connected or get distorted
when shrinking.











= 205 nm . (6.1)
For comparison, the numerical calculations of the two-photon Sparrow criterion yield
axy = 203 nm.1 This means that we would not expect any modulation in the exposure
dose for a grating of a smaller period.
Benchmark examples from the literature do demonstrate center-to-center distances of
axy = 300 nm using 780 nm femtosecond pulses [95] or 532 nm cw exposure [79]. These
periods are above the corresponding diffraction limits of axy = 196 nm and axy = 134 nm.
In fact, we can not find any attempt to break the diffraction barrier with conventional
DLW in the literature.
We fabricate a series of gratings as depicted in Fig. 6.4 using the DETC-based photore-
sist [91]. Again, we vary the excitation power, the depletion power, and the z-position
and pick corresponding best results. The excitation power is increased in fine steps of 1%
to ensure at least one field has the optimal exposure dose. Furthermore, we systematically
decrease the grating period axy in steps of 25 nm.
Figure 6.4 shows the best results for axy = 200 nm and axy = 175 nm fabricated using
conventional DLW and STED-inspired DLW. Both periods are below the lateral diffraction
limit. Therefore, assuming a linear accumulation of the exposure dose, we would expect
to see no modulation at all for a diffraction-limited approach.
1The value axy = 200 nm previously shown in Fig. 2.9 has to be scaled up to the slightly higher excitation
wavelength in our setup.
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Figure 6.4.: Electron micrographs of simple line gratings fabricated via conventional
DLW (a, c) and STED-inspired DLW (b, d). The center-to-center distances of the
lines are a = 200 nm and a = 175 nm as indicated within the panels. The depletion
power of the donut mode used is 50 mW in front of the microscope-objective-lens
entrance pupil. Each panel exhibits an additional zoom-in to reveal finer features.
Previously published in Ref. [91].
For conventional DLW we do not get a clean grating with period axy = 200 nm
(Fig. 6.4 (a)). The lines are clearly modulated but the spacings in between are bridged by
polymer filaments. The fact, however, that we see a modulation at all, tells us that the
Sparrow criterion is not a sharp barrier but can in principle be overcome with conventional
DLW by utilizing special “forgetting” photoresists (see Section 2.3.1). We are, however,
not aware of any high-quality structures beating the Sparrow criterion in conventional
DLW from literature.
For a yet smaller period axy = 175 nm, we can not get a separated grating with
conventional DLW. The image that we show instead (Fig. 6.4 (c)) is a structure where
the z-position is shifted towards the glass substrate. In this configuration, only a small
part of the voxel is inside the photoresist. In this way, we can only achieve a slight height
variation, yet no clear separation and no elevation from the substrate surface.2 Again,
2From an optics point of view, the lateral resolution gets even worse when leaving the z = 0 plane of
the focus. However, it is often observed that smaller feature sizes are attainable for such buried voxels.
This is probably due to the fact that the resulting small aspect ratio makes the structure more robust
for the development step.
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we can see a modulation below the diffraction limit (“forgetting photoresist”), but the
structure quality is poor.
In contrast, using our STED-inspired DLW approach, we can fabricate a grating with
axy = 200 nm with excellent quality (Fig. 6.4 (b)). The polymer lines are perfectly
separated. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a high-quality structure
below the diffraction limit has been fabricated using a DLW approach. The width of
the lines is roughly 100 nm. This value might be little impressive, but is in fact a direct
confirmation of our reasoning about linewidth and resolution: The smallest attainable
linewidth within a dense-packed grating is significantly larger than that of a single line.
This is due to the accumulation of exposure dose that would have been below threshold
in case of an isolated line. While 100 nm linewidth (or even below) is often considered to
be state of the art in conventional DLW, a corresponding period of 200 nm is not possible
in high quality.
In case of axy = 175 nm, we can still achieve a grating that is elevated from the substrate
and shows separated lines in decent quality. Clearly, polymer filaments start bridging the
lines. Nevertheless, the “modulation depth” is very good.
In conclusion, we have seen in this subsection that the lateral resolution of STED-inspired
DLW exceeds that of best conventional DLW [91]. Smaller linewidths and smaller spatial
periods have been achieved. Moreover, the fabrication of high quality gratings below the
lateral diffraction limit was demonstrated for the first time [91].
6.2. DLW enhancement in the axial direction
For the fabrication of small complex 3D
structures, the axial resolution is even more
of a problem than the lateral one. We
have already elaborated on this issue in the
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Clearly, in some
sense, the improvement of the lateral direc-
tion alone makes the situation even worse,
as the aspect ratio of the fabricated voxels
further increases. For most applications,
however, a spherical voxel (i.e., aspect ratio
AR = 1) would be ideal. Therefore, we
address the axial z-direction in this section.
We will also move from 2D test-patterns on the substrate-photoresist interface to real
3D test structures. The appropriate depletion focus is characterized, and an improved
voxel aspect-ratio as well as an improved axial resolution beyond the diffraction limit are
presented.
The data presented in this section have already been published in Ref. [91] and Ref. [55].
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Figure 6.5.: Focal intensity distribution of the 532 nm depletion laser with the
circular phase mask inserted. A so-called “bottle-beam” focus results. Left side:
calculation according to Section 2.2.1. Right side: measurement by scanning a 100 nm
gold bead through the focus.
6.2.1. The bottle-beam depletion-focus
In order to confine the excitation volume in the lateral and also in the axial direction, we
use the bottle-beam depletion-focus depicted in Fig. 6.5. The phase mask needed to form
this focus consists of two segments that are phase-shifted by π with respect to each other
(compare Fig. 3.3 (i)). For an infinite beam diameter (like assumed in the calculations
in Fig. 6.5), the inner circular segment covers half of the entrance-pupil area. In this
way, the inner beam part and the π-shifted outer rim will lead to a complete destructive
interference in the geometrical focus. For a finite beam diameter, the contribution of the
outer part is smaller than that of the inner part. Therefore, the equation∫ r1
0
dr 2π r | ~E(r)| =
∫ r2
r1
dr 2π r | ~E(r)| (6.2)
must be fulfilled, where r1 is the radius of the inner disc, r2 is the radius of the objective’s
entrance pupil, ~E(r) is the electric field strength of the incoming beam depending on the
radial distance r from the central beam axis.
We use a home-built phase mask to generate the bottle beam. For this purpose, we
spin coat the photoresist SU8-5 onto a standard glass slide, do a standard pre-bake to
evaporate the solvent, expose the inner region using a UV lamp through an aluminum
mask with a circular aperture, and dissolve the unexposed outer area. The photoresist
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itself with its refractive index of roughly n = 1.6 serves as the phase-retarding medium.
The layer thickness can be controlled by the spin speed. The needed thickness of the
final layer is d = ∆φ/(k0 ·∆n) = πλ/(2π · 0.57) ≈ 443 nm. The minimum film thickness
d = 5µm for SU8-5 can be obtained by spinning for 60 s at 3000 rpm. To get thinner
films, we dilute the photoresist with the solvent γ-butyrolactone (GBA) that is already
contained in SU8 resists. This decreases the photoresist viscosity and, hence, the film
thickness after spin coating. With a 1:1-dilution of SU8-5 with GBA and with a spin
speed of 2400 rpm, we achieve the anticipated optical thickness n · d. This quantity is
measured by using our Fourier-transform-infrared (FTIR) spectrometer microscope as a
reflectometer and measuring the Fabry-Pérot fringes on the reflected spectrum.
The phase mask is inserted into the collimated depletion beam and imaged onto the
objective lens. The measured focal intensity distribution is shown on the right hand side
of Fig. 6.5. The overall agreement with theory is good. The quality of the innermost part
surrounding the zero-intensity point – which is most relevant for STED-inspired DLW –
is very good. Again, the measured intensity in the minimum is less than 5% of the peak
intensity.
All panels in Fig. 6.5 – both in theory and measurement – are normalized to the peak
intensity of the entire 3D focus. Therefore, the x-y-scans have peak values < 1. The fact
that the experimental x-y-slice looks brighter than the theoretical one is due to a lower
peak intensity in the experimental bottle beam and the normalization procedure.
6.2.2. Improved aspect ratio
Like for the lateral direction, we have to distinguish between feature size and resolution in
the axial direction. The axial extent dz of a single rod is usually significantly larger than
the lateral extent dxy. As mentioned before, we use the aspect ratio AR to describe this
elongation. Precisely, this quantity is given by AR = dz/dxy, a typical value for common
DLW is AR ≈ 2.5 .3
The bottle-beam depletion-focus is expected to decrease the lateral as well as the axial
extent of a single voxel (see Section 3.2). The axial improvement will be more pronounced,
as the depletion-focus intensity rises more steeply along the z-direction and the initial
excitation volume is also elongated in this direction.
One method to investigate the aspect ratio of a single voxel is the ascending-scan
method [66, 98], where single voxels are exposed with increasing z-position. While the
first voxels are “buried” within the substrate, the centers of sub-sequent point exposures
move towards the photoresist half-space. Eventually, some voxels will not have physical
contact to the substrate during the exposure. These voxels will fall down to the substrate
and may survive the solvent wash lying on the substrate surface. Voxels with AR > 1
will usually fall over and have their long axis positioned parallel to the substrate surface.
In this way, they can be easily characterized via SEM imaging. However, not being
3While common DLW using NA = 1.4 should yield AR ≈ 2.5 in theory, larger values up to AR ≈ 5 can
be found in the literature [66, 97]. These larger values could result from optical aberrations or from
the underlying polymerization chemistry.
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Figure 6.6.: Scheme of a 3D woodpile photonic crystal [99]. The woodpile is
composed of a first layer (gray) of periodically arranged dielectric rods with rod
spacing a, a second orthogonal layer (blue), a third layer (red) laterally displaced
by half the rod spacing with respect to the first layer, and a fourth layer (green)
displaced with respect to the second layer. This pattern is repeated along the axial
direction. For a face-centered cubic (fcc) woodpile, the resulting axial period is given
by
√
2a. In a woodpile, the smallest axial distance az equals 3/4 of this axial period.
Previously published in Ref. [55].
attached anywhere, these voxels may be subject to strong shrinkage. Moreover, the SEM-
characterization tends to alter small polymer features leading to further shrinkage.
Therefore, we decide to use a real 3D test structure. If the polymer lines can still
form a complex 3D structure, we can exclude devastating shrinkage effects. Such effects
could render single voxel experiments non-conclusive or meaningless for real-world 3D
structuring.
As a 3D test structure, we use the “woodpile” photonic crystal [100]. This structure is
well studied in the literature and corresponding experimental results have been published
by many groups [7, 9, 10, 30, 79, 101, 102]. A schematic illustration of the structure of
such a woodpile is depicted in Fig. 6.6. It consists of a first layer of rods (grey) that are
equally spaced by a lateral rod spacing a. A second layer (blue) is rotated by 90◦ around
the z-axis and added on top of the first one. The third layer (red) corresponds to the
first one, yet shifted by a/2 along the direction of the lateral periodicity. The fourth layer
(green) corresponds to the second one, again shifted by a/2 with respect to the second
layer. This pattern is then periodically repeated in the z-direction. This axial period c is
usually chosen as c =
√
2a yielding a face-centered-cubic (fcc) symmetry of the resulting
lattice. The corresponding layer-to-layer spacing in z-direction is
√
2a/4.
As mentioned above, we expect the polymer rods to decrease in size in both the lateral
and the axial direction if we hold the excitation power constant and increase the depletion
power. Clearly, as soon as the rods are so thin that the layers of the woodpile do not
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Figure 6.7.: (a) Test array of woodpile photonic crystals. Excitation power and
depletion power are varied along the horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. With
increasing depletion power, the rod spacing a is decreased to maintain a constant
polymer volume filling-fraction (see vertical axis on the right). (b) SEM image of
a smaller part of the same array, now filled with ZnO via atomic layer deposition
(ALD). Green rectangles mark the area that will be removed using focused-ion-beam
(FIB) milling.
rod spacing a and the layer-to-layer distance with increasing depletion power, such that
the relative volume-content of polymer stays roughly the same. The appropriate function
a(Pdepl) is found empirically in few experimental iterations. The final series of test-
woodpiles is depicted in Fig. 6.7 (a). In this reflection-mode optical micrograph, every
square is a small woodpile photonic crystal with roughly 10µm× 10µm footprint and 10
layers. The colors of the squares are due to Bragg reflection off of the photonic crystals.
All z-coordinates of the writing trajectories were increased by 30% to account for shrinkage
and defocus due to the refractive-index mismatch. In other words, for an anticipated axial
periodicity c =
√
2a, we write a pre-stretched woodpile with c =
√
2a · 1.3. Moreover,
to reduce unwanted excitation by the depletion laser, we modulate pulse bursts with
4 kHz frequency and 3% duty cycle onto both laser beams (see Appendix A.3) using the
arbitrary function generators described in Section 4.2. To ensure a fair comparison, the
experiments with common DLW will also use this scheme. We will stick to the scheme
for all remaining sections of this thesis. The powers quoted in the text correspond to
the powers during the modulators’ “on” phases. In other words, we average the power
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Figure 6.8.: (a–f) Oblique-view electron micrographs of ZnO-filled woodpile pho-
tonic crystals after FIB milling. The viewing angle with respect to the surface normal
is 54◦. (g) Width, height and calculated aspect ratio of polymer rods inside the three-
dimensional woodpiles shown in (a–f). Height measurements have been corrected for
the viewing angle. The measurements are averaged over 10 rods. The error bars
indicate ± one standard deviation of the corresponding ensembles. The bars for
height and width in (a–f) correspond to the averaged values shown in (g). Previously
published in Ref. [91].
over the ultrafast pulses of the excitation laser, but not over the modulated pulse bursts
described in Appendix A.3.
To ensure that the fabricated test structures are not altered by the SEM, we infiltrate
the polymer structures with ZnO via atomic-layer deposition (ALD) using a commercial
ALD machine (Cambridge NanoTech Inc., Savannah 100). In this way, nearly all air gaps
between the polymer rods disappear and the polymer is embedded in a very rigid and
resistive solid. The deposited ZnO is conductive enough to enable electron microscopy
without an additional gold coating. Figure 6.7 (b) shows an SEM image of the same array
as in (a), now encapsulated in a ZnO matrix.
For a fixed excitation power the resulting composite structures are opened via focused-ion-
beam (FIB) milling to reveal their interior. The region to be removed is marked in Fig. 6.7
as green rectangle. During this step, the initial polymer structures are partly calcined,
such that essentially holes in ZnO blocks remain. The opened structures are then imaged
using an SEM. The viewing angle to the substrate normal is 54◦. Figures 6.8 (a–f) show
the resulting images. The ZnO appears as a bright grey surface. The FIB-cuts through
the massive ZnO are planar and well-defined. The inner ZnO surfaces were used as a
measure for the initial polymer lineshape (see bars in panels (a–f)).
The height and width of the initial polymer-rod shape is measured for ten rods for each
depletion power.4 Ten measurements are averaged for each depletion-power value and the
4The heights measured in the SEM images have to be multiplied by 1/ sin(54◦) ≈ 1.236 to account for
the oblique viewing angle.
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average width and height are plotted in Fig. 6.8 (g). The average aspect ratio is calculated
as the ratio of these average values and also plotted in Fig. 6.7 (g).
As expected, the lateral and axial extent of the lines decreases with increasing depletion
power. As the axial extent decreases more rapidly, the AR is decreased as well. The
aspect ratio of the rods without depletion laser is AR = 2.5, as expected. With increasing
depletion power, the aspect ratio decreases towards AR = 1.6.
The further decreased aspect ratio for > 80 mW depletion power is probably influenced by
increased shrinkage. The exposure dose integrated along the scan direction is continuously
decreased because the exposure volume is also confined in both lateral directions (compare
Section 6.1.2). Therefore, the overall exposure dose might get too close to the threshold
and lead to pronounced shrinkage at high depletion powers.
One might fear that this positive effect is restricted to the proximity of the substrate-
photoresist interface. Spherical aberrations due to the slight refractive-index mismatch
between substrate and photoresist will distort the bottle-beam depletion focus (and
especially destroy the zero-intensity point) when focusing deep into the photoresist.
However, numerical calculations with the code from Section 2.2.1 predict that up to a
depth of 10µm no significant problems should arise. Both laser foci might experience
further optical aberration due to the fact that we have to build our structures from
bottom up and the beams are therefore focused through polymerized material.5 The
polymerization process increases the refractive index from 1.484 to 1.528 [78]. To check
that the improved aspect ratio can be used deeper inside the photoresist volume, we
fabricate a woodpile with more than 10 layers.
It is common in two-photon DLW as well as in two-photon microscopy to slightly increase
the excitation laser power when focusing deeper into the sample. The total amount of two-
photon absorbed photons would otherwise decrease with increasing depth, as aberrations
decrease the peak intensity and the 2PA is depending on the intensity quadratically.
Moreover, in case the zero intensity of the bottle beam gets finite when focusing deep
into the samples, we would also expect a drop in the effective exposure dose due to the
enhanced depletion. To compensate for this exposure-dose drop, we use a linear power
increase following the formula
Pexc(z) = Pexc(z = 0) · (1 + f · z) , (6.3)
where Pexc(z) is the compensated excitation power, Pexc(z = 0) is the excitation power
when writing at the substrate-photoresist interface, z is the distance to the substrate, and
f = 0.0037 1
µm is the empirically calibrated compensation constant. For shrinkage pre-
compensation, we have stretched the writing files by a factor of 1.365 along the z-direction.
In this case, the final woodpile structure is developed, coated with a thin gold film via
sputter coating, and opened with the FIB. No ZnO ALD is applied. An SEM image of
the polymer structure’s interior is depicted in Fig. 6.9 (a). The footprint of the structure
5This is due to the inverted microscope geometry and the liquid photoresist. If we started with the
uppermost layer, the polymerized lines would quickly swim away before the exposure would have been
completed.
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Figure 6.9.: (a) Oblique-view electron micrograph of a woodpile photonic crystal
with 52 layers and a rod spacing of a = 350 nm made by STED-inspired DLW. The
sample has been milled with a FIB to reveal its interior. (b) Corresponding reflectance
and transmitted spectra (normalized to substrate transmittance and the reflectance
of an 80 nm silver film, respectively). Previously published in Ref. [91].
is 70µm × 70µm, the lateral rod distance is a = 350 nm, and the anticipated number
of layers was 92. With the above simple linear excitation-power compensation we can
only achieve 52 layers; all above layers are under-exposed and have collapsed during
development. However, over the range of 52 layers (that equal roughly 6.5µm height)
the sample quality is excellent. The alignment is very good, the aspect ratio is very low
and homogeneous over the entire height. The filling fraction is low, the rods are perfectly
separated, and no strong distortions of the structure are visible.
The optical characterization of the structure (that has been done before the gold coating
and FIB milling) confirms the excellent sample quality. The transmission and reflection
spectra depicted in Fig. 6.9 (b) show a pronounced and very deep stop band. The spectra
were taken using a commercial FTIR-spectrometer microscope (Bruker Equinox 55). The
used Cassegrain objective (Opticon 36×, NA = 0.5) illuminates the sample in the angular
interval 15◦ − 30◦ from the optical axis. The transmission drops down to below 3.5%
within the stop band.
Obviously, optical aberrations are no big issue for the fabrication of 3D nanophotonic
structures with moderate heights of several microns. For yet larger heights, a more
sophisticated power compensation or eventually an adaptive aberration correction using
deformable mirrors or spatial light modulators could be applied [103].
Another option to circumvent the optical aberrations is to use a photoresist with the same
refractive index as the immersion medium. In this way, spherical aberrations due to the
refractive-index mismatch are avoided. Starting the writing process in the layer with the
largest distance from the objective lens would avoid additional aberrations resulting from
the focusing through a partly polymerized structure. A clever implementation by the
Nanoscribe GmbH [18] uses the photoresist as immersion medium, which also eliminates




6.2.3. Improved axial resolution
Having demonstrated an improved aspect ratio, the question arises whether this also
directly translates to an improvement in the axial resolution. For a demonstration of a
certain axial resolution, we have to write a structure that is periodic in the axial direction
or at least one that contains features that share the same lateral position and are separated
by small axial distances. The woodpile photonic crystal can again serve as a benchmark
structure here. The smallest axial distance in such a structure equals three times the
layer separation. Figure 6.6 illustrates this distance between the blue and the upper grey
layer of rods. Although the rods are oriented in different directions, they include voxels
that are shifted in the axial z-direction only. The critical distance for a fcc-woodpile is
therefore given by az = 3/4c = 3/4
√
2a.
For the present experimental parameters, our simple modified Abbe formula (Eq. 2.12)










= 511 nm , (6.4)
where AR = 2.5 is the aspect ratio of the excitation volume. According to the model of
a “non-forgetting” photoresist, we would expect no exposures separated by smaller axial
distances can be achieved with a diffraction-limited approach. The numerical evaluation
presented in Fig. 2.9 states az = 506 nm (corrected for the different excitation wavelength).
We will use the numerical value.
For a woodpile photonic crystal with fcc symmetry, this diffraction-limited critical distance
az would equal a lateral rod spacing of a = 4az/(3
√
2) = 477 nm. However, as stated
earlier, we usually increase the z-spacing of the writing trajectories to pre-compensate
for shrinkage. In order to not misinterpret shrinkage as increased resolution, we use
the spacing of the initial exposure trajectories for the resolution measurement. The
slight defocus due to the refractive index mismatch is neglected. With a shrinkage pre-
compensation of 28% taken into account, we reach the critical axial spacing of the exposure
trajectories for a lateral rod spacing a = 4az/(3
√
2 · 1.28) = 373 nm.
To the best of our knowledge, the smallest rod spacings with conventional DLW in fcc
or bcc woodpiles published to date are a = 600 nm using near-infrared femtosecond
pulses [30], a = 500 nm using 520 nm wavelength femtosecond pulses [102], and a = 450 nm
using 532 nm continuous-wave exposure [79]. However, none of these demonstrations are
below the corresponding diffraction limits.
A very recent publication using a photoresist containing a radical quencher has achieved
a = 400 nm with 800 nm femtosecond pulses and slow scanning [104]. Missing FIB-cutting
and detailed spectral characterization of the structures, the presented top-view SEM
images leave the quality of the interior (especially along the axial direction) questionable.
In order to get a fair comparison between our conventional DLW and STED-inspired DLW,
we write a large series of woodpiles with both techniques. All woodpiles have a footprint of
20µm×20µm, 24 layers and are shrinkage pre-compensated by 28% along the z-direction.
Furthermore, the excitation power is slightly increased with increasing distance between
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Figure 6.10.: (a) True-color reflection-mode optical micrographs of woodpile pho-
tonic crystals fabricat via conventional DLW. (b) The same, but using STED-
inspired DLW. All woodpiles have 24 layers and a footprint of 20µm×20µm. The rod
spacing is decreased from a = 450 nm to a = 250 nm along the vertical, the exposure
power is increased in relative steps of 1% from left to right. The axial diffraction
limit is indicated by the white dashed lines. (c, d) Selected transmittance (solid) and
reflectance (dashed) spectra for DLW and STED-inspired DLW, respectively (see
asterisks in (a, b)). Previously published in Ref. [91].
the writing spot and the substrate (see previous section). We systematically decrease the
lateral rod spacing a and connected to that the axial period c =
√
2a · s =
√
2a · 1.28,
where s is the shrinkage pre-compensation factor. For the conventional-DLW reference
experiment, the depletion laser is switched off. For the structures fabricated with STED-
inspired DLW, the depletion laser power was set to 50 mW. To ensure optimal exposure
doses for both techniques and all rod distances a, we perform exposure-dose tests for all
combinations. We find that the optimum excitation powers for STED-inspired DLW with
50 mW depletion power are 31% higher compared to the optimum powers for conventional
DLW.6
Reflection-mode optical micrographs of the final test patterns after development are
depicted in Fig. 6.10 (a) and (b) for conventional DLW and STED-inspired DLW,
respectively. Each square in the images corresponds to a woodpile structure. Again,
6Again, we modulate pulse bursts with 3% duty cycle on both the excitation laser and the depletion laser
(see Appendix A.3). In the conventional-DLW reference experiments, we use the same modulation.
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the colors correspond to Bragg reflections and are a sign for good sample quality. The rod
spacing a is changed along the vertical axis. The largest value of a = 450 nm is already
among the smallest ones reported in the literature. The axial Sparrow diffraction-limit
for our experimental parameters is marked as white dashed line in Fig. 6.10 (a) and (b).
The woodpiles in each row correspond to a fine excitation-power sweep in steps of 1%
around the previously determined optimal value.
When looking at the images, we see that the woodpiles fabricated with STED-inspired
DLW look brighter in color and are more homogeneous. The woodpiles fabricated via
conventional DLW seem to suffer from shrinkage in the corners resulting in a darker tone
or missing Bragg colors. Clearly, with STED-inspired DLW smaller rod distances down to
a = 275 nm are feasible and show Bragg reflections. For a fixed lateral rod spacing a, the
range of excitation powers that yields open colorful structures is much larger for STED-
inspired DLW, indicating a higher resolution and higher robustness of the approach. Rod
spacings below the axial diffraction limit are clearly possible with STED-inspired DLW
(compare white dashed line in Fig. 6.10 (b)).
For conventional DLW, we see some weak Bragg reflection for woodpiles with a ≤ 375 nm.
Again, like seen in Section 6.1.3, the axial Sparrow criterion (which corresponds to a
lateral rod spacing a = 373 nm) does not seem to be a sharp barrier. Again, high quality
structures below the axial diffraction limit are not possible with common DLW.
To compare the structure quality more quantitatively, we measure the transmittance
and reflectance spectra of all depicted woodpiles. For a-values of 450 nm, 400 nm,
350 nm, 300 nm, 300 nm, and 250 nm the best spectra7 for both methods are plotted
in Fig. 6.10 (c, d). The structures corresponding to these spectra are marked by asterisks
in the above optical images.
For conventional DLW, we see some stop bands for a = 450 nm and a = 400 nm. The
broad shape of the stop bands and the fact that the transmission is not considerably
rising when leaving the stop band towards shorter wavelengths does imply a low structure
quality. For yet smaller a-values (i.e., structures below the axial diffraction limit) no
defined stop band can be observed. In sharp contrast, the structures fabricated via STED-
inspired DLW show pronounced stop bands throughout all the visible spectrum, down to
rod spacings of a = 300 nm. The increasing transmission at the short-wavelength side of
the stop bands together with the high reflectance values at the stop-band centers indicate
excellent sample quality. Even the smallest rod spacing a = 250 nm shows indications for
a stop band in the UV spectral region.
For STED-inspired DLW, the smallest rod spacing a that still shows colors in the optical
micrograph is a = 275 nm. This value corresponds to an axial separation of the initial
exposure trajectories of az = 3/4
√
2a · s = 373 nm. This value is clearly below the axial
two-photon Sparrow criterion of az = 506 nm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time the axial diffraction barrier has been broken in optical lithography.
7The spectra of high-quality woodpiles possess stop bands with low transmittance and high reflectance
values. While the transmittance can also be lowered by a disordered interior that scatters light out of
the detection cone, a high reflectance is a definite sign for high quality. We have chosen the spectra
with the highest reflectance values.
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6.2. DLW enhancement in the axial direction
500 nm 100 nm
a =300 nm   a =275 nm   
a b
Figure 6.11.: FIB cuts of woodpile photonic crystals with distances below the axial
diffraction limit. (a) a = 300 nm. (b) a = 275 nm. Critical distances are marked with
red bars. Clearly, these critical points are all well separated and a sub-diffraction
resolution is demonstrated.
DLW-written structures that are exposed with excitation-laser powers very close to the
polymerization threshold usually suffer from heavy shrinkage. The same will hold for
STED-inspired DLW operated close to the threshold. Therefore, we do not expect the
quality of the smallest rod spacings in Fig. 6.10 (b) to be outstandingly good. Nevertheless,
to ensure the structures are open and the rods shifted by the critical az are indeed
separated, we open some structures with a = 300 nm and a = 275 nm on a nominally
identical sample with the FIB and image the interior with the SEM. Figure 6.11 (a) shows
a FIB cut of a polymer woodpile with a = 300 nm. The features are nicely separated, the
short and long-range order is very good. The structure with a = 275 nm is depicted in
Fig. 6.11 (b). Here, the structure quality is affected by strong shrinkage. While shrinkage
at low exposure doses is an inherent problem of 3D DLW and also STED-inspired DLW,
we have noticed that a significant part of the shrinkage seen in this structure occurred
during the FIB milling. Nevertheless, the rods of the woodpile are still clearly separated
at the critical points (marked with red bars) where the axial distances of the exposure
trajectories were significantly below the axial two-photon Sparrow limit.8 Therefore,
despite of the only decent quality of the woodpiles with a = 275 nm, these structures
demonstrate a resolution that is 36% beyond the axial diffraction limit (373 nm275 nm = 1.36).
8The different lengths of the red bars originate from the 54◦ viewing angle in combination with different
depth-positions of the horizontal polymer rods in the image.
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6.3. Application in nanophotonics: The carpet cloak
At the end of the day, STED-inspired DLW
should prove to be superior over common
DLW, ideally in all major performance as-
pects. The above benchmark tests have
shown that the resolution of STED-inspired
DLW exceeds that of common DLW indeed.
Clearly, this increased resolution should
quickly lead to new applications and open
new possibilities in the fabrication of, e.g.,
nanophotonic devices. Otherwise, one could
get suspicious whether this new approach
is only attractive on paper and is for some
reason not applicable to every day tasks.
The miniaturized woodpile structures from Section 6.2.3 are already very promising
for future applications. Furthermore, transferring these woodpile polymer-templates to
higher-refractive-index materials can open a complete photonic bandgap [105]. In 2010,
I. Staude et al. [30] could demonstrate a 3D structure with a complete photonic bandgap
at telecommunication wavelengths around λ = 1550 nm using a silicon replication of a
polymer woodpile with a = 600 nm. While this rod-spacing was considered to be state
of the art only two years ago, we can now access rod spacings down to a = 300 nm in
very good quality. Given this improved resolution of our novel approach, even complete
photonic bandgaps at visible wavelengths are in reach: With a lateral rod distance of
a = 310 nm and a novel TiO2 double-inversion procedure developed by Andreas Frölich
in our group, complete photonic bandgaps at around 700 nm wavelength are feasible.
In this following section, we describe the application of STED-inspired DLW to another
particularly demanding photonic nanostructure, the so-called “carpet cloak”. We point
out that the fabrication of such a 3D carpet cloak would have been very demanding (if
not impossible) for any alternative nanofabrication approach [55]:
Any purely periodic 3D nanostructure can likely be made inexpensively and on a large
scale by optical interference lithography. Any simple layer-by-layer structure can be
made by standard electron-beam lithography of the individual layers and successive
planarization and stacking of layers. Challenges, however, do arise for these and other
technologies in case of seemingly simple problems like achieving free-form surfaces in 3D
space or 3D architectures which are intentionally non-periodic [55]. The carpet invisibility
cloak to be described in this section comprises all of these difficulties at the same time
and, hence, represents an interesting and challenging test case with a specific function.
Indeed, STED-inspired 3D DLW has enabled the first (and so far also the only) 3D
polarization-independent visible-frequency broadband carpet invisibility cloak [106].
The invisibility cloak described in this section has been designed, fabricated, and charac-
terized in collaboration with Tolga Ergin. Further details on design and characterization
can be found in his PhD thesis [107] and the journal publications Ref. [106, 108, 109].
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6.3.1. Basic principle
Transformation optics is a new design tool in optics that allows to mimic the light
propagation within curved spaces with specially tailored optical materials [110, 111]. A
particularly impressive example is invisibility cloaking [112, 113]. Herein, an object is
physically cloaked by re-guiding light-rays that would have hit the object in absence of the
cloaking device. Often times, a spatial compartment is created that can not (or only very
weakly) be penetrated by an impinging light wave. The existence of this compartment
is then camouflaged by a tailored passive optical device surrounding it. The optical
parameters of this device can be derived from transformation optics.
While the design freedom in transformation optics is huge, the optical parameters
derived from this theory may have extreme or hard to implement values. Usually,
an inhomogeneous distribution of anisotropic optical parameters results. Moreover,
diverging, negative, or zero parameters can occur. In general, the permeability is
required to be proportional to the permittivity. Using low loss materials, a limited
range of permittivities is accessible experimentally. While, for common materials, the
permeability at optical frequencies is unity, optical metamaterials provide the means to
vary this quantity. However, tuning the permeability and reaching extreme values for
the permittivity usually require the use of metals and lead to strong absorption losses at
optical frequencies.
The concept of the carpet cloak [114] relaxes these experimental challenges, as its optical
parameters can, in very good approximation, be reduced to an isotropic, inhomogeneous
permittivity-distribution with constant permeability. Moreover, the required range of
permittivities is decent; no diverging or below-one values are inherently necessary.
The scenery for such a carpet cloak contains a half space of a dielectric medium with a
reference refractive index nref and a reflecting mirror – the “carpet” – at one boundary
(see Fig. 6.12 (a)). Incoming light rays will be reflected without any distortion. If one
would look into such a mirror, he would see an undistorted image of oneself. Now, we
introduce a bump into this mirror (Fig. 6.12 (b)). The space below this bump can be
used to hide some arbitrary object under the carpet. The bump will, however, impose
aberrations on the incoming light field. The distorted reflected image would immediately
raise suspicion that the mirror has been manipulated. The carpet cloak consists of a
tailored refractive-index distribution put on top of this bump (color-coded in Fig. 6.12 (c)).
This refractive-index profile compensates for the aberration introduced by the bump and
reconstructs the undisturbed outgoing light field. In other words, the mirror looks flat
and, hence, unsuspicious again.
The profile contains a region of higher refractive index on top of the bump (green to red
colors) and two regions of lower refractive index at the sides of the bump (dark blue).
The carpet cloak concept has been realized experimentally by many different groups [35,
115–120], operating in wavelength ranges from microwave [115, 118] to the visible [119,
120], in microscopic and macroscopic [119, 120] fashions, some only for one polarization






Figure 6.12.: A qualitative illustration of the carpet-cloak principle. (a) A flat
mirror (yellow) is covered by a homogeneous dielectric medium (blue) and reflects
a parallel bundle of light rays (impinging from the top left) without any distortion.
(b) A bump in the mirror offers space to hide an object under this “carpet” (dark
blue region). The presence of the bump heavily distorts the outgoing rays and
would raise suspicion that the mirror has been manipulated. This situation will
later correspond to the “reference structure”. (c) The refractive-index distribution
of the carpet cloak (color-coded) compensates for the aberration introduced by the
bump and reconstructs a parallel bundle of rays leaving the domain. For an outside
observer, the mirror appears flat again. See Fig. 6.13 for a quantitative refractive-
index distribution. Courtesy of Tolga Ergin [107].
will describe the fabrication of the first and so far only three-dimensional polarization-
independent carpet cloak operating at visible frequencies [106].
6.3.2. Tuning the refractive index
The refractive-index distribution necessary to realize the carpet cloak (see Fig. 6.13 (a))
can be mimicked by photonic metamaterials. We use a woodpile photonic crystal in the
long-wavelength regime as an effective material. Calculations with the “MIT Photonic-
Bands” (MPB) software package [121] show that for such low optical frequencies (below
the first stop band), the dispersion relation of a woodpile is quite linear and isotropic [35].
Therefore, a woodpile can be seen as an effective isotropic dielectric material in this
wavelength range. Special properties that are commonly associated with photonic crystals
(diffraction, Bragg reflection) are absent in this spectral domain.
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The effective refractive index neff of a woodpile (i.e., the inverse slope of the lowest band
in the dispersion relation) is between the refractive index of air (n = 1) and that of the
bulk polymer (n = 1.52). The exact value is determined by the polymer volume filling
fraction of the structure. In STED-inspired 3D DLW, this volume filling fraction can
be easily tuned by adjusting the excitation-laser power Pexc while leaving the depletion
power at a fixed value. Higher excitation-laser powers lead to larger polymer rods and,
for a given rod spacing a, to smaller air gaps in between. Thus, neff increases as well.
This simple reasoning is supported by calculations using the MPB package: Fig. 6.13 (c)
shows the anticipated dependence of the effective refractive index neff on the polymer-rod
linewidth d for an aspect ratio of AR = 1.65. However, this theoretical range of linewidths
is not accessible in practice [35]: Linewidths below 70 nm are not attainable, even with
STED-inspired DLW. Moreover, the wet-chemical development process does not allow for
air voids that are completely surrounded by polymer. Therefore, neff can not be smoothly
increased to neff = 1.52, but will in practice show a discontinuous behavior and likely
jump from 1.48 to 1.52 (see Ref. [35]).
The rod spacing of the woodpile photonic crystal determines the operation wavelength
range. As the woodpile needs to act as an effective material, its substructure must be
smaller than the light wavelength used. For longer and longer wavelengths, the device is
supposed to keep working as long as the polymer stays transparent. In 2010, T. Ergin and
N. Stenger have already realized a similar carpet cloak [35]. With a lateral rod spacing
of a = 800 nm, this device can operate at wavelengths above 1.5µm [35]. For a scaled-
down version with a = 350 nm, we expect the lowest operation wavelength to shift from
1.5µm down to 1.5µm · 350 nm/800 nm = 0.7µm. We can conclude that the effective
medium condition is sufficiently satisfied as soon as one leaves the woodpile’s fundamental
Bragg-reflection band to the long-wavelength side and the transmittance of the material
approaches unity (compare typical woodpile spectra in Fig. 6.9 (b) with a = 350 nm).
Compared to common DLW and for a fixed woodpile rod-spacing a, STED-inspired DLW
with a bottle-depletion-beam offers a greater range of excitation powers that lead to open
colorful woodpile structures (compare Fig. 6.10 (a, b)). For the anticipated rod spacing
of a = 350 nm, conventional DLW can hardly yield any open woodpile structure while
STED-inspired DLW can be used to fabricate high-quality woodpiles with stop bands
from the blue all the way to the orange-red spectral region (see Fig. 6.10). For a fixed rod
spacing, this color shift directly indicates a change in the effective refractive index neff of
the photonic crystal. This large tunability is paramount for the fabrication of a carpet
cloak. The lack of this tuning-freedom renders conventional DLW useless when aiming at
a = 350 nm.
In order to achieve the fine-tuned refractive-index pattern of the carpet cloak, we start
by calibrating the resulting effective refractive index by fabricating homogeneous test-
woodpiles (i.e., without a variation in filling fraction) with various excitation powers.
Each woodpile has roughly the size of the anticipated final cloaking structure and is
written using a fixed depletion power of 50 mW. Again, we modulate pulse bursts with
3% duty cycle (see Appendix A.3). Figures 6.13 (e–i) show SEM images of FIB-cut
structures. Clearly, for increasing excitation power, the filling fraction increases as well.
We measure the linewidths and lineheights in such images and (together with the relation
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Figure 6.13.: (a) Calculated refractive index distribution of the carpet cloak
structure. Note that the structure is from now on put upside-down compared to
the previous figure (i.e., the carpet is on the top). The calculated index profile
expands over a width of 20µm and is embedded in a homogeneous medium so that
the total length is 50µm length. The refractive index of this embedding medium
is the reference index nref = 1.18 . (b) The refractive-index distribution from (a) is
converted to excitation powers for the final woodpile-based structure (color-coded).
Only rods parallel to the bump are depicted. The circle size is chosen proportional to
the anticipated rod diameter. The carpet is written with 1.05× the excitation power
of regions with neff = nref at a rod spacing of 25 nm. (c) Resulting effective refractive
index neff vs. lateral width of the polymer rods for a = 350 nm and AR = 1.65
calculated with the MPB package. (d) Required excitation power vs. final effective
refractive index neff. A first guess is extracted from the FIB cuts in panels (e–i)
(dashed black curve). An empirically optimized function is plotted as red line.
(e–i) SEM images of FIB-milled homogeneous woodpiles fabricated with different
excitation powers and 50 mW depletion power using a bottle-beam for depletion.
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in Fig. 6.13 (c)) deduce a first guess for a function Pexc(neff) (Fig. 6.13 (d), dashed black
line). This function can – in principle – be used to translate an arbitrary refractive-index
distribution into a set of local excitation powers for the fabrication.
We assign the excitation powers corresponding to the local filling fractions to each rod of
the polymer woodpile (see Fig. 6.13 (b)). Rods crossing the bump region are interrupted to
leave this region free. For the polymer rods orthogonal to those depicted in Fig. 6.13 (b),
we vary the excitation power continuously along the path of every line. The excitation
power is updated every 25 nm, the calculated data are interpolated linearly. This way, we
achieve a very smooth variation of neff.
It turns out, however, that the above function Pexc(neff) (Fig. 6.13 (d), black dashed line)
deduced from homogeneous woodpile samples is not valid in general. The situation within
the inhomogeneous carpet cloak differs from the situation in a homogeneous woodpile:
Due to the proximity effect, the actual exposure dose and linewidth do not solely depend
on the excitation power but also on the exposures performed in the direct vicinity.
Therefore, the above function is iteratively optimized by writing carpet cloaks (i.e.,
woodpiles with the anticipated filling-fraction distribution) and comparing the resulting
local filling fractions with the anticipated ones. For the final structure described in the
next section, we end up with an optimized function Pexc(neff) depicted in Fig. 6.13 (d) as
red line. The steepness of the function is increased because the proximity effect tends to
decrease the exposure contrast between neighboring regions.
To further improve the quality of the final cloaking structures, we apply some experimental
tweaks. As described in the previous sections, we slightly scale up the z-coordinates to
compensate for anticipated shrinkage. In case of the carpet cloak we have chosen a
stretching-factor of s = 1.26. We have also previously mentioned that it is common to
increase the excitation power when focusing deeper into the photoresist. Again, we use
the linear power increase described in Eq. 6.3. To ensure a constant scan velocity (which
is necessary to achieve a constant linewidth), we start each line-scan with zero laser power
and switch on the laser after 8µm of straight movement. In this way, the scan stage has
already reached its final velocity (v = 100µm/s) before the laser is switched on. At the
end of each line, we switch off the laser but continue moving the stage at constant speed
for another 8µm. The analog signals that control the AOMs are delayed by roughly
10 ms with respect to the signals controlling the scan stage to account for the inertia of
the stage. Finally, inhomogeneous shrinkage caused by the intentionally inhomogeneous
exposure and the inhomogeneous filling fraction of the cloak will distort the shape of
the carpet and the bump. The highly exposed regions below the bump will show very
little shrinkage, while the low-index regions will suffer from stronger shrinkage due to
the close-to-threshold exposure. For a reference structure with the same geometry but
with a homogeneous filling fraction, this is not a problem. To ensure that the shapes
of the bumps are very similar in both cases (the cloak and the homogeneous reference),




6.3.3. Final structure and optical performance
The final cloaking structure consists of a woodpile photonic crystal designed to have fcc
lattice symmetry. The rod spacing is a = 350 nm, the footprint is 50µm × 20µm, and
the woodpile consists of 40 layers (corresponding to a height of 5µm). The bump has a
squared-cosine shape with a design height of 0.5µm and a full width of 6µm. On top
of the structure, we write a thin layer of polymer (marked red in Fig. 6.13 (a)). After
exposure, the structures are developed in isopropanol and dried supercritically with CO2
(Leica EM CPD030). After this step, we sputter gold on top of the structure (sputter
chamber Cressington 108 auto) to create the reflective mirror. The polymer film serves as
substrate to ensure a flat reflective surface. As the numerical design does not account for
this additional dielectric layer, we keep it as thin as possible (≈ 100 nm). This “polymer-
carpet” is written as a layer of densely packed lines oriented parallel to the bump. The
line spacing of the overlapping lines is 25 nm (see Fig. 6.13 (b)).
In addition to the cloaking structure, we fabricate a reference structure nearby on the
same substrate. This structure has a homogeneous filling fraction (and, hence, a constant
refractive index) and serves as reference experiment for the “uncloaked” case. We will
compare the visibility of the bump for the cases of the reference and the cloaking structure.
Figure 6.14 (a) contains SEM images of the final structures. The images have been colored
to indicate the different materials. The sputtered gold is colored in yellow, the polymer in
purple. The upper structure is the reference while the lower one is the cloaking structure.
We see that the bumps indeed look very similar.9
As we do not want to destroy our best cloaking structures by FIB milling, we use
a different, but nominally identical sample for this purpose. Figure 6.14 (d) and (e)
show SEM images after FIB milling of a reference structure and a cloaking structure,
respectively. For the reference, we see a homogeneous filling fraction as expected. The
structure is highly ordered, the filling fraction is independent of the z-position, and the
aspect ratio is low (around 1.65) throughout the whole structure. For the cloak structure,
we find the anticipated distribution in filling fraction with a high filling fraction below
the bump and a low filling fraction at the sides.
The actual performance of the cloak can easily be tested by optical microscopy. We
use a self-built microscope based on a single objective lens (ZEISS LD achroplan, 20×,
NA = 0.4) that images the sample onto a silicon-based camera. For illumination, we
use the OPO described in Section 5.2.2 tuned to 700 nm wavelength. We send the laser
through a rotating diffuser to reduce the lateral coherence which would lead to unwanted
image artifacts [122, 123]. Illuminations with different linear polarizations lead to results
without any visible difference (not depicted). As expected, the device is independent of
the polarization state of the illumination. We use circular polarization from now on.
When we inspect the sample from the “wrong” air side (i.e., we look directly from top onto
the bumped mirror) we see very similar images for both the reference and the cloaking
structure (Fig. 6.14 (b)). This is expected, as the bumps have identical shapes and we
look at them from the backside. The flat mirror surface on top of the structures is seen
9Additional interferometric measurements show that the bump heights differ by less than 5% [108].
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Figure 6.14.: (a) Colored oblique-view electron micrograph of the polymer reference
(top) and carpet cloak (bottom) structures (fabricated on a glass substrate and
coated with 100 nm gold). To enhance the visibility of the woodpile structure, two
images with different brightness have been overlayed (“high dynamic-range image”).
(b, c) True-color optical micrographs of the structures in (a) taken with an optical
microscope under circularly polarized illumination at 700 nm wavelength. Note the
identical distortions due to the bump in both structures in (b) when inspected
from the air side (serving as a control experiment). When inspected from the
glass-substrate side in (c), the reference structure (top) still shows pronounced dark
stripes. In sharp contrast, the stripes essentially disappear for the cloaking structure
(bottom). (d, e) Corresponding FIB cuts of nominally identical structures imaged
under 54◦ viewing-angle to the surface-normal. Previously published in Ref. [106].
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as a homogeneous bright area that is disturbed by the presence of the bump. Each bump
leads to two dark stripes in the image.10
If we turn the sample upside down and now inspect it through the artificial index-
distributions (i.e., from the “correct” side) the situation changes. In the case of the
reference, we still see two pronounced dark stripes as before. The homogeneous woodpile
indeed acts as a simple transparent medium. In sharp contrast, for the cloak, the two
dark stripes almost completely disappear. Due to the carpet cloak, the mirror looks flat
again.
The optical performance of this carpet cloak has been extensively tested. A comprehensive
description of the performance is found in Ref. [107]. The device has been shown to work
well for a broad range of wavelengths from 650 nm to 900 nm [106]. We expect the cloak
to work for even longer wavelengths up to at least 3µm where polymer absorptions set in.
Furthermore, it has been tested under different angles to check the 3D performance [106,
109]. Rotating the sample around the bump axis does not at all affect the cloaking
performance [106]. Even rotating the sample around the axis orthogonal to the bump is
not very critical [109]. Also, the device does still work if the microscope is intentionally
defocused [109]. Finally, the cloak does not only reconstruct the light amplitude but
also the light phase [108]. This has been shown using highly sensitive interferometric
measuremtns [108].
In conclusion, we have fabricated the first 3D polarization-independent visible-frequency
carpet invisibility cloak using our novel approach. The resolution of conventional DLW
would not have been sufficient for this task (compare Fig. 6.10). Already today, the
increased resolution of STED-inspired DLW allows to create devices that have been
thought impossible before.
10The exact origin of the dark stripes is explained in Ref. [107].
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7. Conclusions and outlook
In this thesis, we have investigated the combination of DLW optical lithography with a
depletion-scheme inspired by STED microscopy. While DLW allows for the fabrication
of nearly arbitrary three-dimensional shapes, its resolution is fundamentally limited by
diffraction. Applying a STED-like mechanism induced by an additional laser brings the
perspective to substantially increase the resolution in DLW. No fundamental optics limit
remains.
In Chapter 2, after repeating the fundamentals of DLW, we have elaborated on the






While Abbe’s considerations and his formula only apply to parallel exposure schemes,
we have used such a scheme as an example to point out the critical difference between
“resolution” and “linewidth”, two terms that are often misused and intermingled. In
lithography, the term “resolution” should be used to describe the minimum attainable
distance between two lithographic features. In the case of a parallel exposure, the
resolution is fundamentally limited by Abbe’s diffraction formula whereas the linewidth
is not.
To describe a serial exposure scheme like DLW, we have made the assumption that the
exposure doses of sequential exposures simply add up. Regions where the accumulated
exposure dose exceeds a threshold dose solidify and remain after development. This
rather pessimistic assumption proved to be a good rule of thumb. Within this model, we
have generalized the Sparrow criterion and have applied it to sequential 3D exposures via
two-photon absorption. Using numerically calculated electric-field distributions, we have
defined a diffraction limit for common DLW. Interestingly, although DLW is often referred
to as a “sub-diffraction-limited” approach, the critical values given by the generalized
Sparrow criterion have (to the best of our knowledge) never been surpassed in the
literature. Furthermore, we have introduced two handy modifications of the Abbe formula
– one for the lateral and one for the equally important axial direction – that nicely resemble












Here, AR is the aspect ratio of the diffraction-limited exposure volume.
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In Chapter 3, we have explained the depletion idea in detail using STED as an example.
In principle, any other depletion mechanism can be used instead. We have derived the
anticipated resolution scaling for different depletion foci based upon numerical calculations
as well as on asymptotic considerations. Furthermore, the decreased sensitivity to laser-
power fluctuations and a possible applicability to low-NA systems have been pointed out.
While many different depletion mechanisms may seem suitable at first, we have shown
that the lifetimes of the involved intermediate states impose restrictions on the attainable
scan speed and the appropriate type of depletion laser: The shorter the lifetime, the larger
the maximum attainable scan speed. However, the requirement on the peak-power of the
depletion laser in general increases as well.
At the end of Chapter 3, we have described the different mechanisms leading to a photo-
induced polymerization inhibition found in the literature so far, namely STED, RAPID,
and the use of a photoinhibitor. The corresponding properties have been discussed and
distinct advantages and disadvantages of each approach have been pointed out.
In Chapter 4, we started out by describing the experimental setup that was built and used
throughout this thesis. The focus measurement procedure using single gold nanoparticles
is essential for the generation of high quality foci, both for the Gaussian excitation focus
and for the special depletion foci. Moreover, these measurements have proven to be an
important tool to achieve the crucial spatial overlap of the excitation and the depletion
focus. The synchronous detection of both lasers described in this thesis renders the
method insensitive to thermal drifts of the sample.
In Chapter 5, we have described our (finally successful) search for a photoinitiator that is
suitable for STED. As common UV-photoinitiators did not show the anticipated behavior,
we have elaborated a list of properties for a suitable STED photoinitiator: a large oscillator
strength of the S0 → S1 transition, a rather long S1 lifetime, and weak excited-state
absorption at the depletion wavelength. While the latter is difficult to access, we found
the fluorescence quantum-efficiency to be a convenient figure of merit combining the
first two properties. Looking for high fluorescence-quantum efficiencies, we have found
two photoinitiators that are indeed capable of a photo-induced reversible polymerization
suppression, namely isopropyl thioxanthone (ITX) and 7-diethylamino-3-thenoylcoumarin
(DETC).
To investigate the nature of this depletion mechanism, we have performed pump-probe
experiments in ethanol solution. We found that the transient absorption of ITX is
dominated by excited-state absorption and triplet-triplet absorption. Therefore, STED is
unlikely to play a key role in the polymerization suppression. In contrast, DETC shows
pronounced stimulated emission and weak triplet-triplet absorption.
A second set of experiments aiming at clarifying the depletion mechanism of DETC has
been conducted with the photoresist itself. We have tested the depletion capability with
a pulsed tunable depletion laser. Upon varying the depletion wavelength as well as the
time delay between the excitation and depletion pulses, we have identified two distinct
depletion mechanisms in the DETC-based photoresist. The faster one is STED, identified
by the intermediate state lifetime (τ = 1 ns) and the spectral sensitivity that resembles
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the DETC gain-spectrum. The slower depletion effect is yet to be determined. The
lifetime of the corresponding intermediate state is between 12.5 ns and 1µs and could not
be resolved in our experiments.
In Chapter 6, we have tested the novel photoresists in lithography experiments. While
STED might have favorable properties over the unknown depletion mechanisms in ITX
and in DETC, these effects can be used to exceed the diffraction limit. We started out by
tackling the lateral direction. Using a donut depletion-focus and cw depletion, we have
demonstrated a reduced linewidth of 65 nm in photoresists containing ITX or DETC as
photoinitiator. To the best of our knowledge, this is the smallest reported value fabricated
using two-photon DLW with near-infrared excitation wavelengths.
As described above, the real challenge is not achieving small feature sizes but achieving
small periods or spacings. The generalized Sparrow criterion sets the diffraction limit
for the lateral direction to be axy = 203 nm. Using our STED-inspired DLW approach,
the DETC-based resist, and a donut mode for lateral confinement, we have demonstrated
line gratings with axy = 200 nm in excellent quality and with axy = 175 nm in reasonable
quality. These values are the smallest found in the literature and below the diffraction
limit for the first time. The common-DLW results have suggested that the generalized
Sparrow criterion (based on the pessimistic model of a linear accumulation of exposure
doses) can only serve as a guideline, but is not a sharp barrier for the resolution of
common DLW. However, the fair comparison between common DLW and STED-inspired
DLW that we have performed has shown that the latter is superior.
Next, we have addressed the important axial direction in 3D DLW. Using a bottle beam to
increase mainly the axial resolution, we have demonstrated a decrease in the aspect ratio
of polymerized lines from 2.5 down to 1.6 . Importantly, we have used three-dimensional
test structures for these measurements to make sure that the improvement in aspect ratio
is directly applicable to every-day 3D DLW tasks.
We have further shown that this improved aspect ratio translates to an improved
resolution in the axial direction. The generalized Sparrow criterion states that the
diffraction limit is at a critical distance of az = 506 nm. We have successfully fabricated
woodpile photonic-crystals with lateral rod distances down to a = 275 nm. The axial
resolution needed for these structures is az = 373 nm. Here, we have demonstrated sub-
diffraction-limited axial resolution for the first time. Again, the Sparrow criterion turns
out to be a good resolution guideline, yet no sharp barrier for common DLW.
Finally, we have applied the improved resolution of our STED-inspired DLW approach to
the fabrication of a 3D carpet invisibility cloak that works at visible wavelengths. This
device shows excellent performance, it is polarization independent, broadband, works
under a variety of incidence angles, and reconstructs not only the light amplitude but
also its phase. We think that this would not have been possible with common DLW or
any alternative nanofabrication technology.
Clearly, the data presented in this thesis are only the beginning. Indeed, the diffraction
limit has been broken, yet only by a small margin. In the future, resolution on the scale
of 10 nm may become possible while maintaining full 3D capabilities.
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7. Conclusions and outlook
To proceed towards smaller and smaller features and resolutions, it will be necessary
to find improved photoinitiators for STED-inspired DLW. As the slow component seen
in DETC is not yet understood, it might be beneficial to concentrate on STED as a
depletion mechanism. The photoinitiator properties described in Section 5.1.2 should
lead to further photoinitiator candidates. The pump-probe experiments in Section 5.2.1
can be used to identify candidates with low excited-state absorption which is known to
be a resolution-limiting factor in STED microscopy.
The pulsed-depletion experiments in Section 5.2.2 and the relative threshold shift
introduced as a measure for the depletion capability should allow to compare the
performance of different photoinitiators in a quantitative fashion. Different components
can be identified and optimal depletion wavelengths, pulse lengths, and repetition rates
can be determined.
So far, DETC is the only photoinitiator known to support stimulated emission. We
have shown that another depletion mechanism exists in a corresponding photoresist. One
could get rid of the unknown depletion component by using a pulsed depletion laser
and reducing the repetition rates of both the excitation and the depletion laser from the
currently used 80 MHz to significantly smaller values. This would decrease the weight of
this slow component and could lead to a further resolution increase.
Moreover, it will likely be necessary to optimize not only the photoinitiator but also the
remaining photoresist composition. The minimum linewidth in Section 6.1.2 was found to
be 65 nm, independent of the photoinitiator used. Possibly, the polymerization reaction
is actually limiting the linewidth and resolution – independent of the size of the effective
exposure volume. For example, propagating polymer chains diffusing out of the excitation
volume could be responsible. The propagation of a polymer chain can take up to 1 second,
which leaves plenty of time for diffusion. This diffusion could be tackled by increasing
the photoresist viscosity and, hence, decreasing the mobility of the diffusing molecules.
Another possibility is the addition of radical quenchers that terminate propagating chains.
This would reduce the time of the chain propagation and therefore the mean distance a
propagating chain diffuses within its lifetime.
While the resolution in common DLW has not evolved much within the last decade, STED-
inspired DLW opens a new perspective towards quasi unlimited resolution. Common DLW
is inherently coupled to the diffraction-limited focal volume and can only slightly shift this
border towards smaller scales using chemical tricks. In sharp contrast, there is no optical
limitation in STED-inspired DLW any more. With future advances in photoinitiators
and photoresists, this novel approach might lead to a revolution in nanoscience and
nanotechnology.
At the end, we can say that Richard Feynman’s famous sentence “There’s plenty of room




Searching for stimulated emission in photoinitiator molecules, we have started out
by examining the fluorescence of different photoinitiators in ethanol solution. As
described in Section 5.1.3, high fluorescence quantum-efficiencies have guided us to
the two photoinitiators that finally worked in the lithography experiments. As high
fluorescence quantum-efficiencies are favorable properties for efficient stimulated emission
(see Section 5.1.2), one would expect that we can also deplete the fluorescence of the
compounds with our depletion laser.
In this section, we report on corresponding fluorescence-depletion experiments with ITX
and DETC in ethanol solution. Our setup described in Section 4.1 includes a grating
spectrometer with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD camera. We enclose the sample solutions
in a “sandwich” consisting of two glass slides with an aluminum spacer. The sandwich
edges are sealed with glue such that the ethanol solvent cannot flow out or evaporate.
We focus the Gaussian excitation beam (810 nm center-wavelength) into the volume of
the sample solution. The focus position is chosen 5µm away from the glass-fluid interface
to avoid any strong influence of the interface. The excitation laser is switched on with a
fixed power and the fluorescence spectrum is recorded. We integrate over the spectrum
to get a single number for the fluorescence intensity.
When switching on the co-aligned Gaussian depletion beam (532 nm wavelength, cw),
the fluorescence intensity decreases with increasing depletion power. This behavior is
depicted in Fig.A.1 for several fixed excitation powers and both photoinitiators. The
fluorescence signals of all panels in Fig.A.1 are normalized to the maximum fluorescence
with the maximum excitation power. For high excitation powers (red dots), we see
a decrease in fluorescence that seems to saturate to a constant value around 0.45 for
ITX and 0.35 for DETC. For the intermediate excitation power level (yellow dots), the
fluorescence decreases to some extent and then slightly increases again. This behavior
is comparable to the increasing linewidths for high depletion powers seen in Fig. 6.2 and
Fig. 6.3. Interestingly, with the excitation laser switched off (green dots), we see an
increasing fluorescence signal with increasing depletion power. This can be explained by a
finite absorption of the depletion laser by ground-state photoinitiator-molecules. The same
behavior is observed in lithography experiments with the corresponding photoinitiators:
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Figure A.1.: (a) Measured fluorescence intensity of ITX in ethanol solution ex-
citated via two-photon absorption at 810 nm wavelength at different power levels
as indicated in the legend. A co-aligned 532 nm cw depletion laser changes the
fluorescence level. (b) Same as (a), but for DETC in ethanol solution. (c) Double-
logarithmic plot of the unwanted fluorescence of ITX caused by the depletion laser
vs. depletion-laser-power. (d) Same as (c), but for DETC. Parts of the data have
been previously published in Ref. [88].
If we take a closer look at the high and intermediate excitation-power levels again (red
and yellow dots), we can see that those do actually not converge to constant value but
do asymptotically approach the green signal. Consequently, the excitation caused by the
depletion laser does directly limit the depletion capability of the systems.
So far, these findings are perfectly consistent with stimulated emission being the
mechanism of fluorescence depletion. Using one-photon excitation, a related publication
on ITX and DETC [124] has meanwhile shown that the depletion of fluorescence is only
possible within a very short time frame < 100 ns, while stopping the photopolymerization
is still possible after a larger time span. Therefore, we do not expect that the same
mechanism is responsible for the fluorescence depletion and for the polymerization
inhibition. This assumption is consistent with the observation that the depletion power
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A.1. Fluorescence-depletion measurements
needed for polymerization inhibition (typically 50 mW) is less than the power needed
for substantial fluorescence depletion (around 400 mW). Finally, Ref. [124] has shown an
efficient fluorescence depletion of ITX with 642 nm depletion wavelength, comparable to
the above data in Fig.A.1. Remember that stimulated emission is only possible within
the fluorescence band of a molecule (see Fig. 5.4 for the ITX spectra). Therefore, at
642 nm wavelength, STED is very unlikely to be responsible for the fluorescence depletion
in ITX (consistent with the spectra in Fig. 5.4 (a) and the findings of Section 5.2.1).
For DETC, however, Ref. [124] finds only very weak fluorescence depletion with 642 nm
depletion wavelength. This depletion could be STED indeed (consistent with the spectra
in Fig. 5.4 (b) and the findings of Section 5.2.1).
In order to investigate the nature of the unwanted excitation process induced by the
depletion laser, we plot the fluorescence signal caused by the depletion laser on a double-
logarithmic plot in Fig.A.1 (c) and (d).1 For a 1PA process, we would expect a linear
dependence between fluorescence and incident power. The corresponding graph in the
double-log plot should have a slope of one. The blue dashed curves2 are corresponding
linear least-squares fits to the data. In case of a 2PA process, we expect a quadratic
dependence, i.e., a slope of two. The red dashed curves correspond to quadratic fits.
For DETC, the 1PA fit works quite well. For ITX, however, neither the 1PA fit nor the
2PA fit yield satisfying agreement. If we take into account that the depletion laser does of
course not only excite fluorescence, but also deplete excited states again, we get to more
accurate model functions. For this purpose, we take the exact distribution of the electric
fields in the focal region derived from numerical calculations (Section 2.2.1) into account.
For a modified 2PA fit, we calculate for each volume element dV in the focal volume the
corresponding contribution to the fluorescence intensity
dIfl = σ2PA | ~Edepl(x, y, z)|4 ·
1
1 + σdepletion| ~Edepl(x, y, z)|2
(A.1)
where σ2PA is a fit parameter proportional to the 2PA cross-section of the photoinitiator
at 532 nm wavelength, σdepl is a fit parameter proportional to the cross-section of the
depletion process. ~Edepl(x, y, z) is the calculated electric field of the depletion laser for a
Gaussian focus. | ~Edepl(x, y, z)2| is first normalized to the peak value and must then be
scaled with the depletion power. Finally, we sum up all volume elements to obtain the
integral fluorescence intensity.
Along these lines, we define a modified 1PA fit function
dIfl = σ1PA | ~Edepl(x, y, z)|2 ×
1
1 + σdepletion| ~Edepl(x, y, z)|2
(A.2)
where σ1PA is a fit parameter proportional to the 1PA cross-section of the photoinitiator
at 532 nm wavelength.
1Here, we exclude depletion powers above 500 mW because additional non-linear behavior seems to set
in above this value.
2The blue dashed curve in Fig.A.1 (c) is covered by the solid blue curve.
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With this additional degree of freedom, we can now fit the ITX data using the model of
2PA with a depletion (red solid line in Fig.A.1 (c)). The inclusion of the depletion effect
does not improve the simple 1PA fit. Therefore, this new fit (solid blue line) lies directly
on top of the simple 1PA fit (dashed blue line). We conclude that ITX is most likely
excited via two-photon absorption and the signal is influenced by a “self-depletion”.
For DETC, one-photon absorption with a slight “self-depletion” fits the data best (solid
blue curve in Fig.A.1 (d)). The simple 1PA fit is also reasonably good (dashed blue line).
A pure 2PA excitation can not explain the observed behavior at all (dashed red line). A
2PA model including the depletion can coincide with a simple 1PA and fit the data in
reasonable quality. Nevertheless, we conclude that DETC is most likely excited via 1PA.
A.2. Model for the pulsed depletion
Within this section, we describe the model used to fit the data shown in Section 5.2.2 and
to derive effective cross-sections of the depletion mechanism in Fig. 5.11 (e). Major parts
of this text are taken over verbatim from the supporting online material of the previously
published Ref. [90].
Fitting the time-resolved data: We model the observed fast decay of the depletion
ability on the basis of stimulated emission. First, we assume the S1 population is generated
instantaneously by the fs-pulse and then decays mono-exponentially according to
[S1]∆t = Θ(∆t) · [S1]0 · exp(−∆t/τ) , (A.3)
where Θ(∆t) is the Heaviside step-function, [S1]0 is the population of the S1 directly
after the excitation pulse, and τ is the excited-state lifetime. The population that has
already left S1 at a certain time ∆t after excitation ([S1]0 − [S1]∆t) will be transferred
to the triplet state, generate radicals, and can finally initiate the polymerization reaction
at a certain constant yield. A fraction η of the remaining population is sent back to the
S0 via stimulated emission induced by the depletion pulse. After the depletion pulse,
the remaining undepleted fraction also contributes to the initiation. Hence, the effective
exposure dose Deff for a chosen depletion pulse timing is proportional to the sum of the
population that has decayed before the depletion pulse arrives (Dbefore ∝ [S1]0 − [S1]∆t)
and the undepleted part of the remaining population (Dafter ∝ [S1]∆t · (1− η)):
Deff = Dbefore +Dafter ∝ [S1]0 − η · [S1]∆t . (A.4)














1− η ·Θ(∆t) · exp(−∆t/τ) , (A.5)
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where D0 is the unperturbed dose corresponding to zero depletion power. The slow time
constant cannot be resolved in our experiment and merely leads to an offset in Fig. 5.9 (d),
i.e., to a constant factor. Thus, we multiply the above values (that only account for
stimulated emission) by a constant factor c to mimic the threshold-shift caused by the






1− η ·Θ(∆t) · exp(−∆t/τ) . (A.6)
Finally, we convolute the data with a Gaussian pulse with FWHM τ0 to account for the
finite depletion pulse length.
For 532 nm depletion wavelength, we simultaneously fit the resulting formula to the
data for several depletion powers below the depletion optimum (0.25 mW, 0.75 mW,
1.66 mW, and 5 mW). The excited-state lifetime τ and pulse length τ0 are set to be
the same for all depletion powers, whereas the depletion efficiency η and the slow-effect
threshold-shift c are allowed to be different for each depletion power. The resulting
best fit parameters for S1 lifetime and pulse length are τ = 0.99 ns and τ0 = 0.28 ns,
respectively. The remaining data for other depletion powers (Fig. 5.9 (d)) and for other
depletion wavelengths (Fig. 5.11 (a)) are fitted with the same function, but with these
predetermined values for τ0 and τ . Additionally, for each wavelength, we allow a slight
shift for the time-delay ∆t = 0 (∆t→ ∆t− t0) to account for measurement inaccuracies
of the zero time-delay.
Effective depletion cross-sections: We assume that both depletion effects lead to a
reduction of the initial exposure dose D0 according to D = D0/(1 + σΦdepl), where
Φdepl is the flux of depletion photons, σ is an effective cross-section associated to the
corresponding depletion effect [63]. This observed effective cross-section is proportional
to the molecular cross-section and furthermore depending on the temporal overlap between
the corresponding intermediate state and the depletion pulse(s). As the depletion focus
diameter was held constant in our experiment, Φdepl ∝ Pdepl/hν holds, where Pdepl is
the depletion power and hν is the depletion-photon energy. From the relative threshold
shift Pth, shifted/Pth, 0 − 1 we obtain the cross-section via the condition Pth, shifted/Pth, 0 =√
D0/D =
√







− 1) · hν (A.7)
for a fixed depletion power.
A.3. Pulse bursts
We have seen above that not only excitation laser photons but also the depletion laser
photons are absorbed by ground-state photoinitiator-molecules. This is a limiting factor
in depletion DLW approaches.
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In order to reduce the amount of depletion-laser photons absorbed while maintaining
the a high depletion efficiency, we introduce a super-pulsing scheme for excitation and
depletion. According to Section 3.6.1 the depletion of an intermediate species by any
single depletion channel follows 11+γIdepl . The number of excited molecules per volume is
not involved.
The number of depletion photons absorbed by the photoinitiator ground state is∝ Idepl·∆t
for 1PA and ∝ I 2depl ·∆t for 2PA. Independent of the absorption-process order, a reduced
exposure time ∆t will clearly reduce the number of unwanted excitations.
Therefore, we use the AOMs in our setup to modulate square pulses with relatively short
duration (7.5µs), low duty cycle (3%) and high frequency (4 kHz). For the excitation
laser, this modulation leads to a burst of roughly 600 fs-pulses. For the depletion laser,
we get a simple flat-top pulse.
Let us compare this scheme with the unmodulated case. For the unmodulated case, we
assume an average excitation power Pexc, 0 and a cw depletion power of Pdepl, 0. If we now
chop the beams with 3% duty cycle, the number of molecules excited by the excitation
laser will drop to 3% of the initial value. To compensate for this loss in exposure dose,
we have to increase the excitation power to Pexc = Pexc, 0/
√
0.03 ≈ 5.8Pexc, 0 .3
The depletion efficiency stays the same as before, as it does not depend on the exposure
time. Whenever the excitation laser is on, the depletion laser is on as well. Assuming the
lifetime of the depleted intermediate state is much shorter than the duration of the pulse
bursts, we can say that any excited molecule experiences the same depletion intensity as
in the continuous exposure case and will, hence, be depleted with the same probability.
The number of molecules excited by the depletion laser drops to 3% of the initial value
as the overall exposure time drops by the same number. In this way, higher depletion
powers can be applied.
The frequency of 4 kHz is fast enough to not influence the homogeneity of a written
line. At our standard scan velocity of v = 100µm/s, two adjacent burst-exposures are
separated by 25 nm, which is considerably smaller than our current linewidth.
Experimentally, we can verify the expected trends. When changing from continuous
exposure to the pulse-burst scheme, the excitation power has to be increased, the depletion
capability per mW depletion power stays roughly the same, and the absorption of the
depletion laser decreases. Due to the latter, the polymerization-threshold power of the
depletion laser rises considerably. For the excitation laser, the threshold does not rise
by the predicted factor of 5.8, but by a smaller value in the range of 2–3. Here, the
simple model of an accumulating exposure dose described in Section 2.3.2 is lacking some
time-dependent characteristics.
Whenever the pulse burst mode is used, the powers mentioned in the text correspond to
the powers during the on-phases of the modulators.
3Here, we assume that only a small portion of the photoinitiator molecules within the focal volume are
excited and we expect no saturation effect.
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The use of pulse bursts with a low duty cycle does in many ways correspond to using
faster scan speeds. When using faster scan speeds, the local exposure time is reduced,
the excitation power has to be increased, the depletion effect per mW depletion power
remains the same, and the amount of unwanted absorption of the depletion laser should
decrease. Within the model of accumulating exposures, there is no difference at all.
Nevertheless, a difference might arise from the temporal dynamics of the polymerization
reaction neglected in this model. In practice, fast scan speeds come along with lower
accuracy and repeatability due to the increased mechanical load on the scan hardware.
Therefore, the above modulation scheme can be more conveniently used without the need
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